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Samenvatting.

Dit proefschrift omvat een overzicht met een Atlas van spectra, op

radiogolflengten van ongeveer 1 meter, van een groot aantal zonnevlammen.

Deze zijn waargenomen gedurende de neergaande tak van de vorige

zonne-activiteitscyclus (van 1968 tot 1975). Tevens worden de eigenschappen

van de er in voorkomende fijnstructuren ontleed. Straling met deze

golflengten wordt uitgezonden als gevolg van gebeurtenissen onder in de

"zonne-dampkring" (de corona), een gebied dat nauwelijks met andere dan

radiosterrekundige middelen toegankelijk is. Daar het echter mogelijk de

zetel is van de ontsteking van zonnevlammen, is het van bijzonder belang.

Een zonnevlam is een sterk samengestelde gebeurtenis, waarvan de

natuurkundige omstandigheden zeer onvolledig bekend zijn en van keer tot keer

belangrijk kunnen verschillen. Het is daarom nodig de fijnstructuren in

spectra van vele verschillende vlammen te onderzoeken en uitzondering en

regel in hun eigenschappen te leren kennen. Daartoe zijn stelselmatig een

groot aantal spectra opgenomen met een veel-kanalen spectrograaf met een

ongeëvenaarde gevoeligheid en een groot scheidend vermogen in tijd en

golflengte. Deze spectra zijn weergegeven in de hierbij gevoegde "Atlas".

Van de verschillende, in types ingedeelde, radio-vlam spectra behandelen

we hier vooral het in plaats en golflengte nagenoeg vaste Type IV, maar ook

het, zowel in plaats als golflengte, in de tijd verlopende Type II. Het

bedoelde Type IV komt voor in het decimeter-golflengtebereik, vandaar TV-dm.

Het is gekenmerkt door karakteristieke fijnstructuren.

De meest voorkomende fijnstructuren in Type IV-dm spectra zijn de

"pulsaties" ("pulsating structures"), waaronder die in absorptie verre in de

meerderheid zijn, "fibers" en "zebrapatronen". Veel zeldzamer zijn de "spike

bursts" en de "geweven zebrapatronen" ("braided zebra patterns"), terwijl de

"tadpole bursts" ("kikkervisstructuren") zeer zeldzaam zijn. Het is

opmerkelijk dat deze structuren in het algemeen duidelijk herkenbaar zijn en

dat het restant aan onclassificeerbare structuren onbetekend klein is. Het

optreden van de ene soort fijnstructuur beïnvloed in het algemeen niet dat

van een andere soort, maar fibers en zebrapatronen neigen ertoe elkaar te

mijden. De duur van een Type IV-dm is in het algemeen kort, minder dan

300 s; dat van specifieke fijnstructuur nog veel korter, in het algemeen

korter dan 50 s.

Type IV-dm gebeurtenissen blijken geassocieerd te zijn met Ha-vlammen

van alle importantieklassen, maar het meest met "-" en "1" vlammen. De uit
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de posities van geassocieerde vlammen afgeleide richtingsafhankelijkheid van

de straling Is voor de meest voorkomende structuren gelijk; deze komt

overeen met een halve bundelopeningshoek van 50°.

Uit het onderzoek naar de stralingsmodus ("gewone-" of "buitengewone

straal") concluderen we dat de z.g. "leading spot hypothesis" (de aanname

van een vaste relatie van deze modus met de magnetische polariteit van de

dominante vlek) hier niet geldig Is. Er is nauwelijks, maar wel enig, bewijs

voor dat het zou gaan om de "gewone straal". Samengaand interferometrlsch en

spectrografisch onderzoek, beide met hoog oplossendvermogen, is nog steeds

nodig om hier uitsluitsel te geven.

Bij de pulsaties in absorptie is de karakteristieke modulatie diepte

ongeveer -3 dB. Zij treden op als min of meer regelmatige reeksen van

breedbandige absorpties. Binnen deze reeksen kunnen korte series van pulsen

met gelijke intervallen voorkomen (treinen). De absorpties kunnen ook

voorkomen als solitaire pulsen., maar ze kunnen ook samenvloeien tot

betrekkelijk langdurige absorpties. De karakteristieke duren, op halve

hoogte in vermogen, van de pulsen zijn ongeveer 0,2 s; ze kunnen echter ook

gaan tot de grens van het oplossend vermogen (<8 10 ~L s). De

karakteristieke intervallen liggen tussen ongeveer tweemaal de duren en 1 s.

De bandbreedte is meestal tamelijk groot en omvat waarschijnlijk het gehele

Type IV-dm spectrum. De hellingen in het spectrum van een vlamgebeurtenis

van de pulsen vertoont, bij uitdrukking in ras/MHz, een kleine spreiding rond

nul. Deze spreiding blijft opmerkelijk klein zelfs als we alle

gebeurtenissen samen nemen (0 + 3 km s/MHz) .

Fibers vertonen karakteristiek een absorptie- en een emissierand,

waarbij de absorptie altijd aan de kant van de lagere frequenties ligt.

Fibers met alleen emissie zijn zeldzaam, die met alleen absorptie zeer

zeldzaam. Fibers blijken nagenoeg altijd gepolariseerd te zijn en wel in

dezelfde zin als het onderliggend continuum; ongepolariseerde fibers zijn

zeldzaaiu. De sterkte van fibers loopt op tot ca. 50% van de achtergrjnd

straling. De veelvuldigheid van voorkomen van fibers verminderd sterk met

aflopende frequenties beneden 300 MHz. Er zijn geen voorkeurswaarden voor

intervallen tussen naburige fibers. De gelijkheid van de hellingen in het

frequentie-tijdvlak van fibers binnen een gebeurtenis is opvallend. Vrijwel

alle fibers vertonen een negatieve ("normale") helling. Positieve hellingen

zijn tamelijk zeldzaam, hoewel minder naar mate de frequentie lager is. Tn

enkele gevallen vertonen fibers een U-vormig traject in het spectrum. De

meest voorkomende waarden van frequentie bereik en totale levensduur van



fibers zijn 30 MHz en 5 tot 10 s.

In het algemeen zijn de hellingen van de frequentieverlopen van fibers

kenmerkend voor de frequentie. Fibers verlopen i.h.a. vlakker naarmate de

frequentie daalt. Uit de waarnemingen is een empirische formule voor dit

verloop van de helling met de frequentie afgeleid. De duren op een bepaalde

frequentie zowel als de momentane bandbreedten van de absorptie, de emissie

en van de afstand tussen deze, blijken overeen te komen. De genoemde duren

hebben als karakteristieke waarden 0.2 s. De momentane bandbreedte lijkt

vooral bepaald te zijn door de intrinsieke duur en het verloop in frequentie.

Dit wijst op een tamelijk geringe intrinsieke bandbreedte (honderden kHz).

We geven een empirische formule voor de waargenomen bandbreedte.

Zebra patronen vertonen een opmerkelijke regelmatigheid. Dit is vooral

het gevolg van de neiging van de individuele lijnen om regelmatige afstanden

te houden tot hun buren. Deze afstanden veranderen langzaam met de tijd ea

met de frequentie. Ze zijn in grote meerderheid kleiner dan ?! MHz. Hun

waarden komen vaker voor naarmate ze kleiner zijn; dit zet zich voort tot de

grens van het oplossend vermogen (2 MHz). De individuele lijnen hebben een

bandbreedte van enkele MHz.

Het verloop in frequentie van zebra lijnen is in het algemeen naar

hogere frequenties (een positieve tijd afgeleide) (dit is juist andersom bij

fibers). In een belangrijk aantal gevallen (30%) heeft het frequentie

verloop echter een negatieve afgeleide. De absolute waarden van deze

afgeleide zijn i.h.a. klein; ze bereiken maximaal waarden vergelijkbaar met

die van fibers. De helling van een lijn kan aanzienlijk veranderen gedurende

zijn bestaan. Ook de momentane helling van opvolgende lijnen kan

systematisch met de frequentie veranderen. Zebra patronen vertonen soms

golven. Ze werden vrijwel steeds waargenomen in sterk gepolariseerde

continua- Hun frequentie bereik is karakteristiek ongeveer 40 MHz. Het

totaal aantal lijnen dat in een patroon verschijnt is i.h.a. 5 tot 20, maar

waarden tot ongeveer 60 zijn ook waargenomen.

Een merkwaardig en voor interpretative modellen beslissend verschijnsel

is het verdwijnen en verschijnen van lijnen te midden van een patroon:

buurlijnen voegen zich samen om de leegte achter gelaten door een verdwenen

lijn op te vullen of wijken uiteen ora ruimte te geven voor een nieuwe lijn.

Zodoende wordt de regelmaat van het patroon hersteld en wel karakteristiek in

een fractie van een seconde.

Geweven ("braided") zebra-patronen worden gevormd door elkaar

overlappende, nagenoeg symmetrische zebra-achtige lijnen met positieve en



negatieve helllngshoeken, die gevormd worden door kort durende elementaire

emissies met kleine bandbreedte. In het algemeen is de component met

positieve hellingshoek overheersend in sterkte. De hellingshoeken en de

afstanden der lijnen hebben kenmerkende waarden die enige keren zo groot zijn

als die van gewone zebra patronen. Het unieke "Tadpole-zebra"-patroon (op

2-3-1970) zou zo'n geweven zebrapatroon kunnen zijn met "tadpoles" als

elementaire structuur.

"Tadpole" structuren (kikkervis structuren) zijn zeer zeldzaam. Ze

bestaan uit een absorptie-"lijf", met ongeveer 30 MHz breedte, een

emissie-piek aan de hoge-frequentie zijde, het "oog", met ongeveer 1 MHz

breedte, en aan de lage-frequentie zijde een emissie-"staart" van ongeveer

10 MHz. Het geheel duurt ongeveer 0,2 s. Niet alle onderdelen zijn steeds

aanwezig. Het is merkwaardig dat het oog, dat slechts 0,1 s duurt, steeds in

de laatste helft van de tadpole voorkomt.

"Spike bursts" en "flash bursts" worden vaak verward in de literatuur.

We hebben de naam "flash bursts" gekozen voor die kort durende emissie

stoten, wier voorkomen samengaat met Type I stormen of Type IV-mB stormen.

Zij zijn gekenmerkt door een langere duur en grotere bandbreedte dan de

emissiestoten die samenhangen met Type IV gevallen. Deze laatste noemen we

"spike bursts". De spikes zijn relatief sterk (karakteristiek 50% of meer

van het achtergrond niveau) en ze hebben een karakteristieke duur van de orde

van 0.05 s. Hun bandbreedte is in het algemeen ongeveer 1 MHz, maar in een

aanzienlijk aantal gevallen kleiner (een paar honderd kHz). Zo nu en dan

worden ook grotere waarden, tot 10 MHz, gevonden. Ze zijn i.h.a. sterk

gepolariseerd, maar in sommige vlamspectra zijn ze ongepolariseerd.

Van emissie elementen in Type II spectra was bekend dat zij geordend

zijn in stroken ("bright lanes") en in gesplitste banden ("split bands").

Deze structuur komt voor zowel bij de grondfrequentle ("fundamental") als de

eerste boventoon ("harmonie"). De verloopsnelheid en de afstand in

frequentie van deze banden in onze verzameling van gegevens past goed bij

waarden uit de literatuur, hoewel die gemeten zijn bij veel lagere

frequenties. Er lijken twee varianten van Type II spectra te zijn: een met

een hoog relatief frequentieverloop (0,3 s~'), een sterk wisselend

frequentieverloop en meer z.g. "herringbone" structuur, en de andere met een

laag, en gelijkmatiger, relatief frequentieverloop (0,1 s ). De eerste

variant gaat mogelijk samen met krachtiger vlammen.

Fijnstructuren in Type II spectra zijn minder scherp omlijnd dan die in

Type IV-dm spectra. Zowel emissie-elementen als samenvloeiende groepen



daarvan worden waargenomen; de laatste vaak met een warrig aanzien. We

onderschelden de fljnstructuur In die van de banden en die van de "herring

bone". De elementen van de banden hebben in de fundamentele component

relatieve bandbreedten van minder dan 5%, voor een belangrijk deel zelfs

minder dan 1%. Gemiddeld genomen lijken deze waarden iets hoger voor de

harmonische component (tot 2x toe), maar in enkele gevallen waren ze gelijk

voor beide componenten! De duren van de elementen der banden komen overeen

voor beide componenten. Kenmerkende waarden zijn 0,1 tot 0,2 s.

Ten opzichte van de elementaire emissies van Type I stormen verschillen ze

doordat ze steeds ongepolariseerd zijn. Hun bandbreedte is nagenoeg gelijk,

mogelijk wat kleiner. Hun duren zijn echter veel kleiner en overeenkomstig

met die van "flash bursts".

Goed ontwikkelde "herring bone" structuren zijn zeldzaam. Hun elementen

vertakken zich vanaf een centrale lijn met toenemende steilheid. Er is niet

altijd een centrale band- De duren van hun elementen zijn iets langer dan

van de elementen der banden (0,2-0,4 s). Hun bandbreedten kunnen waarden tot

verschillende tientallen MHz bereiken. Hun hellingen beginnen met een lage

absolute waarde (+ 10 MHz) maar kunnen enkele honderden MHz/s bereiken. De

elementen van een "herring bone" kunnen steilheden bereiken zo groot als van

pulsaties in Type IV-dm spectra. Hierdoor was de identificatie in sommige

gevallen onzeker, vooral omdat deze waarnemingen In de periode vielen dat nog

geen polarizatie metingen beschikbaar waren.



SUMMARY

We present an Atlas of spectral fine structures of solar radio bursts of

Types IV and II around 1 m wavelength, as obtained with the multichannel

spectrograph at Dwingeloo. Further we give a classification of fine

structures, an analysis of their statistical properties and of those of the

pertinent radio events.

In Type IV events the most abundant fine structures are pulsating

structures, among which those in absorption are the vast majority, fiber

bursts and zebra patterns. Much less abundant are spike bursts and braided

zebra patterns and extremely rare are tadpole bursts. It Is remarkable that

these structures are generally clearly recognizable and that the remainder of

unclassified structures is Insignificantly small. The occurrence of one fine

structure does not in general influence that of another, but fiber bursts and

zebra patterns tend to avoid each other. The duration of a Type IV dm is

generally short, less than 300 s; that of a specific fine structure event

still much shorter, generally less than 50 s. The Type IV dm events were

associated with H flares of all importance ratings, but most commonly with

"-" or "1" flares. The directivity for the most abundant fine structures is

similar, corresponding to a half aperture angle of 50° . Investigating the

radiation mode we prove that the "leading spot hypothesis" is Invalid here.

There Is very little, yet some, evidence for the ordinary mode. Combined

high resolution Interferometry and spectrography Is still necessary to settle

this question.

For pulsating structures in absorption the modulation depth is typically

down to about -3 dB. They consist of more or less regular series of

broad-band absorptions. Within these series short sequences of pulses at

equal intervals (trains) may occur. The absorptions may also appear as

solitary pulses. The absorptions may also cluster to relatively long-lived

absorptions. Typical half power durations for the pulses are about 0.2 s but

many go down to the resolution limit (<8 10 s). Typical Intervals are

about twice the durations up to 1 s. The bandwidth is typically rather wide

and likely to comprise that of the whole event. The reciprocal drift rates

show a small spread around 0. They are remarkably similar through all events

( 0 + 3 ms/MHz).

Fiber bursts typically show an absorption and an emission edge, the

absorption being always at the low frequency side. Fiber bursts showing only

emission are rare, those showing only absorption extremely rare. They appear

- l -



to be polarized similarly as the continuum. A few cases of unpolarized fiber

bursts, however, have been observed. Their intensities range typically up to

50% of the background. The abundance of fiber bursts decreases sharply with

frequency below 300 MHz. Fiber bursts do not show any preference for

specific intervals to their neighbours. The similarity of drift rates within

an event is striking. Nearly all fiber bursts show negative ("normal")

drift, positive drift rates are rather rare, they occur more often at lower

frequencies. Occasionally a fiber burst shows an inverted-U type of

trajectory. Generally the drift rate decreases slowly with frequency. The

most common values for the frequency coverage and total life time of

individual fiber bursts is 30 MHz and 5 to 10 s. We derive an empirical

formula for the drift rate vs frequency. The single frequency durations and

instantaneous bandwidths of the absorption, the emission and their separation

appears to be similar. Single frequency durations are typically about 0,2 s.

The instantaneous bandwidth appears to result largely from the duration and

the drift rate, which implies a rather narrow intrinsic bandwidth (hundreds

of kHz). We give an empirical formula for the bandwidth vs frequency.

Zebra patterns show a remarkable regularity, which mainly arises from

the tendency of individual lines to maintain regular intervals l:o their

neighbours. The Intervals generally change slowly with time and frequency.

The vast majority of spacings Is below 8 MHz; they are more abundant the

smaller their value, down to the resolution limit of 2 MHz. The individual

lines have bandwidths of a few MHz. The drift rates in zebra patterns are

generally positive, contrary to fiber bursts, but a sizeable fraction (30%)

is negative. The absolute values are generally small and reach maximal

values similar to those of fiber bursts. The drift rate of a line may change

considerably during its life time but also the drift rates on one moment of

lines consecutive in frequency may change systematically. Zebra patterns

sometimes show a wavy appearance. Zebra patterns were almost always observed

in strongly polarized continua. Their frequency extent is typically 40 MHz.

The total number of lines appearing In a zebra pattern Is generally 5 to 20,

but values up to 60 have been observed. An intriguing and for the

interpretation crucial, feature Is the disappearance of lines within a

pattern: lines close up to fill the gap left by a disappeared line or part

to give way to a new line, thus restoring the regularity of the patterns.

Braided zebra patterns typically consist of overlapping, almost

symmetrical, positive and negative drift zebra-like lines composed of

short-lived narrowband elementary emission bursts. Generally the positive



component Is dominant. Drift rates and line spaclngs are typically several

times as large as those T.C regular zebra patterns. The unique Tadpole-zebra

pattern (in the event of 2-3-1970) might be a braided zebra pattern with

tadpole bursts as elementary structure.

Tadpole bursts, consisting of an absorption body, of about 30 MHz width,

a high frequency emission spike (the "eye") and a low frequency emission

tail, of about 10 MHz, are very rare indeed. The only unambiguous

observations of these bursts were during the event of 2-3-1970.

Spike bursts and flash bursts are often confused in the literature. We

have chosen the name flash bursts For those short-lived bursts occurring

associated with Type I storms or Type IV mB storms. They have typically a

longer duration and larger bandwidth and otherwise different spectral aspects

than the bursts associated with Type IV events, which we call spike bursts.

The spikes are relatively strong (typically 50% of the background or more)

and have a typical duration of 0.05 s. Their bandwidth is generally about I

MHz but in a considerable number of cases smaller (a few hundreds of kHz).

Occasionally values up to about 10 MHz were observed. They are generally

strongly polarized, but occasionally unpolarized spike events occur.

The elementary emissions in Type II bursts are known to be organized in

bright lanes and split bands at fundamental and harmonic frequencies. The

drift rates and frequency spaclngs of these bands in our sample of bursts fit

nicely with values reported earlier for much lower frequencies. There seem

to be two varieties of Type II bursts: one with a high relative average

drift rate (0.3 s ), a stronger fluctuating drift rate, and more

herringbone structure and the other with a low, more stable, relative drift

rate (0.1 s~ ). The first variety is probably associated with more

important flares. Fine structures In Type II bursts are less distinct . than

those in Type IV dm bursts. Both elementary emissions and clusters of these

occur, the latter often with a blobby aspect. Fine structures are

distinguished in lane structures and herringbone structures. The elementary

lane structures have relative bandwidths in the fundamental component of less

than 5%, a sizeable fraction even less than 1%. On the average these values

seem somewhat higher for the harmonic bursts (by a factor up to 2) but in

some individual cases they were equal for the fundamental and harmonic! The

durations of the elementary lane structures are similar for both components.

Typical values are 0.1 to 0.2 s. In comparison with Type I storm bursts they

differ by being always unpolarized, while their bandwidth la similar,

probably somewhat less, and their duration is much less, similar to that of

-111-



flash bursts. Well developed herringbone structures are relatively rare.

Their elements branch off a central trajectory, with Increasing steepness. A

central lane Is not always present. The duration of the elements Is somewhat

longer than that of lane elements (0.2-0.4 s) and their bandwidth may reach

up to several tens of MHz. Their drift rates start with low values (+ 10

MHz/s) but may reach a few hundreds of MHz/s. Generally only one side of the

herringbone elements may reach values as high as those of pulsating

structures in Type IV dm bursts. This raada the identification in some cases

dubious, the more so as these herringbones were observed while polarization

measurements were not available.
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1. PREFACE.

Solar radio emission consists of a quiet, a slowly varying and a

sporadic component. They result respectively from the quiet sun, the active i

centers (coronal condensations over plage regions, generally with sunspots)

and impulsive processes in active centers (generally flares) • The sporadic

component comprises a rich variety of phenomena. These are classified

according to their spectral aspects as Type I, II, III (Wild and Me Cready,

1950), IV (Boischot, 1957) and V (Wild et al., 1954). This classification is

still adequate, though subclassification has become necessary, among which

particularly that of Type IV has given rise to much and often confusing,

debate.

Another classification scheme subdivides according to wavelength decade

in e.g. centimetric-, decimetric-, metric-, etc. bursts. These wavelength

ranges, provided that they are not taken too rigidly, represent different

regimes, both In spectral phenomenology and in solar atmospheric structure of

the source region. Roughly speaking cm-bursts originate from chromosperic

levels, dm-bursts from the lower inner corona, m-bursts from the higher Inner

corona and Dm-bursts from the outer corona. In particular a change in regime

has been noticed (Kundu, 1961) to occur around 250 MHz in several radioflare

continua. It Is suggestive of a link of this transition with the outer

boundary of the low corona, within which locally closed magnetic field lines

exist and the magnetic and kinetic pressures are approximately balanced

(Rosenberg, 1973). In the higher regions the dominance of the kinetic over

the magnetic pressure stretches the fieldlines into interplanetary space (the

solar wind regime).

High resolution spectral analysis of the emission from these regimes

will reveal fine structures that may serve as tracers for the spatial

structure and magnetic field configuration in important parts of the corona,

that are otherwise'practically inaccessible. However these fine structures

can only be used as tracers If their physical mechanisms have been

established. Their observation has therefor« encouraged - and continues to

do so - the study of magneto-hydrodynamics and plasma turbulence under cosmic

conditions. The resulting theoretical knowledge has a much wider scope than

its particular application to the solar corona.

A characteristic difficulty of this sort of study is that so little is

known about the detailed physical configurations and conditions that prevail

in the source of a spectral feature. Each radioflare is an experiment of
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which the physical description Is rather Incomplete. Therefore It Is

necessary to study similar spectral fine structures for a great number of

events In order to Eind their intrinsic properties. To provide for such

studies we present in this Atlas the Type IV and Type II fine structures

which form largely our collection of observations of these events during late

1968 through 1974, thus covering almost entirely the declining branch of

solar cycle 20.

Our spectra have been obtained with a multi-channel spectrograph with an

extra enhanced contrast output. Its properties are quite different from

those of the commonly used swept frequency spectrographs. Therefore we

accompany this material with a discussion of those instrumental

characteristics and effects that one has to be aware of to appreciate the

spectra correctly.

We also give a phenomenological description of the fine structures and

some of their parameters. Where necessary we will mention specific examples.

When these are without reference to a particular figure, they can be found in

the Atlas part, where the spectra are put in order of date and time of

occurrence.

We have grouped in this Atlas the Type II and Type IV bursts, because in

<! number of cases we observed fine structure that can not be attributed

unambiguously to one or the other type judging on spectral observations only.

Besides, by combining the two types, we get a more complete picture of the

radio flare event in our frequency range (320- 160 MHz). On the other hand

we must realize that on a large spectral scale Types II and IV are quite

distinct phenomena, Type II being typically a metric and the Type IV that we

observed, being typically a deciinetric phenomenon. Thus the material covered

in this Atlas represents the phenomena in the transition region between the

metric and decimetrlc regimes.
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2. INTRODUCTION TO BURSTS OF TYPES II AND IV.

Bursts of Type II and IV are mainly associated with relatively strong

flares. Type II bursts belong almost exclusively to the metric and

decatnetrlc regime, while Type IV may occur on all wavelengths from cm to Dm.

In particular Type IV events may comprise many components -subclasses- for

which often an ambiguous nomenclature is used. Therefore we present in

figure I a schematic dynamical spectrogram, showing the various components of

these Types with the nomenclature we consider to be appropriate and most

widely used. We have added Types III and V to complete the picture of a

radioflare spectrum, and Type I, although It is not related directly to a

particular flare event (as the figure may suggest), because of its as yet

unresolved relation with Type IVaiB. Fine structures of Types I, III and V

will not be treated In this study, however.

Type II bursts have been studied from wide band, swept-frequency

spectrographs by Wild and McCready (1950), Roberts (1959), Maxwell and

Thompson (1962) and using interferometers, by Wild, Sheridan and Trent (1959)

and Weiss (1963). A review of their properties can be found in e.g. Kundu

(1965) and Zheleznyakov (1970).

Their large scale features are well known. They start generally at

frequencies below 300 MHz and show a slow negative drift rate of several to a

fraction of MHz/s over their lifetime of 5-15 min. Their spectrum shows

usually two components with a frequency ratio of approximately 2, which is

commonly Interpreted as a fundamental-harmonic relation. Each component may

be split again in two bands, a low (1) and a high (h) frequency component,

with a separation of the order of 10 MHz for the fundamental and of twice as

much for the harmonic. These bands are generally narrow, of a few MHz width,

and may show short-lived fine structure such as blobs and herringbone

structure: short series of fast drift bursts growing out of the central

emission ridge towards lower and higher frequencies (the central ridge is

then not always observed). Type II bursts have been found to be not or only

weakly polarized. As our spectra extend only down to 160 MHz we may expect

to observe mainly the II H-. and II H^ components (see figure 1).

A short outline of the various components of Type IV events is given in

Fokker (1977). More extensive reviews are Riven by Kundu (1965),

Zheleznyakov (1970) and Krüger (1972). The dispute about the

subclassification was largely due to on the one hand the small dynamic range

and low saturation levels of wide-band swept-frequency spectrographs and, on
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Figure 1. Schematic dynamical spectrogram of the spectral classes composing a complete radioflare event.

Some common fine structures have been sketched with the pertinent components. The Type 1 storm is shown as

well, because of its relation with Type IVmB, though it is not part of a flare event as such. The frequency

range covered in the present study is indicated.



the other hand, the poor frequency resolution of dynamical spectrograms

composed from single frequency flux measurements, which had the advantage of

large dynamical ranges.

Especially the existence of a specific decimetric component (IVdm)

between 200 and 2000 MHz has been disputed. Its existence is now well

substantiated by its overall spectrum (Takakura and Kai, 1961; Tanaka and

Kakinuma, 1962; Takakura, 1963, Urbarz, 1971; Benz and Tamstrom, 1976) and

in particular by its specific fine structures (Young et al., 1961; Kundu et

al., 1961; Kundu and Spencer, 1963; Slottje, 1971, 1972a, b, 1973b).

Precisely these fine structures (pulsating structures, zebra patterns,

fiberbursts, spikes, tadpole bursts, etc.) are the subject of this study.

From interferometric measurements (on 340 MHz by Kundu and Firor, 1961)

we know that IVdm sources are located within 1 arcrain from the slowly varying

component and do not show appreciable motion (< 50 km/s). Their heights have

been determined by Clavellier (1967) at 408 MHz to be about 60.000 km and by

Cole and Mullaly (1969) at 697 MHz to be about 40.000 km above the

photospere. These values have been determined for the corona in years of

minimal activity and they are therefore most likely lower limits.

In a study of the different components of Type IV bursts Aklnyan (1972)

found that the dm component Is not directly related with the other

components. It has the same polarization (ordinary mode, referlng to the

magnetic polarity of the leading spot of the associated active region: the

so-called leading spot hypothesis) as the IV mB (Akinyan et al., 1971). Kai

(1965) found the polarization of IV dm bursts to be the same as that of

preceding or following Type I bursts and therefore assumed it to be also

ordinary mode.

In the metric regime interferometric observations have revealed a moving

(IV mA) and a stationary (IV mB) component. In particular, observations with

the Culgoora heliograph have contributed a lot to the Identification of these

subclasses. The moving Type IV may itself show several phases: an early

stationary phase (IV m Aj), which may start before the concurrent Type III, a

rapid ascending (in height) phase (IV m A2) which may later descend again

more slowly and eventually become stationary (Krüger, 1972; Weiss, 1963;

Akinyan et al., 1971). Observations by Kai (1975) show that the rapid moving

phase may be due to a separate source emerging from the main source.

Although a Type IV mA might seem to be Intimately related with its concurrent

Type II, these observations (Kai, 1975) and theoretical work (Uchida et al.,

1973; Uchida 1974) have given evidence that such Type II bursts do not
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coincide in position with the Type IV mA or even avoid its area. The Type IV

raA is generally weakly (if at all) polarized in the extra- ordinary mode

(Böhme et al., 1974) according to the leading spot hypothesis. Specific fine

structure has not been observed for this type of bursts apart from

occasionally broad-band pulsating structure (McLean et al., 1971). This lack

of specificity makes it rather difficult to identify Type IV mA bursts in our

spectra without additional measurements.

The Type IV mA may be followed by a stationary continuum, Type IV mB

that lasts up to a few hours and eventually apparently develops into a

regular Type I storm. The main difference between the latter two types is

the much larger variability of the Type I storm (Pick, 1961) due to its fine

structure: intense, narrow-band, short-lived bursts and chains of such

bursts. Type IV mB bursts are polarized in the ordinary mode according to

the leading spot hypothesis, contrary to the IV mA bursts.

A part of the Type IV dm bursts might be an extension of Type IV cm

bursts. These latter are reported to be smooth and featureless, probably due

to the poor sensitivity and resolution of the swept-frequency spectrographs

in this range. Recently Slottje (1978, 1980) observed fine structure down to

10 ms at 2,7 GHz in Type IV cm bursts, which may indicate that fine structure

is also present in that class of bursts. Anyhow it is highly unlikely that

Type IV cm bursts would extend as far as to 300 MHz, so we will disregard

them for the present study.
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3. THE SPECTROGRAPH.

3.1. General lay-out.

Our spectra have been obtained with the 60-channel Radio Spectrograph

designed and described by Van Nieuwkoop (1971) (see also De Groot and Van

Nieuwkoop, 1968). The receiver is connected to a crossed log-periodic dipole

array put in the focus of a reflector with 10 m diameter at NERA-Observatory

until August 1972 and later in that of a 25 m reflector at Dwingeloo

Observatory. The signals of both dipole arrays are combined with a " ""72

hybrid" to produce the left and right hand circularly polarized radiation

components separately (L.C.P. and R.C.P. or L and R). R polarization is

present when the electric field vector rotates clockwise with respect to the

direction of propagation (I.R.E. convention).

The L and R signals are multiplexed along with signals from a cold and a

hot load to provide for the long term stabilization of zero level and gain.

The multiplexed signals are, after suitable amplification, fed through a

"square law detector" and subsequently a logarithmic amplifier. The log

characteristic of this amplifier is approximated by a cascade of 3 linear

segments to within j^0.25 dB for C.W. signals; In normal operation, with

noise type signals, it is better. The measuring range is logarithmic over 30

dB but extends about 20 dB more before complete saturation occurs. In this

upper part, however, one can not rely on the square-law characteristics of

the detector anymore. The logarithmically compressed, raultlpleKed signals

are then disentangled by synchronic detectors which produce the sum and the

difference of the L. and R voltages: U , the "normal" output and U , the
n P

"polarization" output, respectively. This was done to preserve the accurate

measurement of small differences between L and R signals.

To enable the study of weak modulations while using a cinefilm as

recording base (with its effective range of about 6 dB), a -pedal high gain

output, 0 , was constructed to represent the difference of the U„ value and

its running average over 3 s (the floating zero level), with an extra high

gain. This output presentation proved to be very valuable for the

phenomenological study of fine structures: in fact it is the basis of the

present study. For comparison with this output tha U output was given the

same gain. The dynamic range of Ü is + 1.7 dB.

To preserve the high sensitivity and resolving power in the presence of
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many communication carrJer waves the receiver has a filter hank dividing its

primary hand of 320-160 MHz in 12 adjacent parts. Subsequently the backend

down from the detector to the outputs has been constructed in 60 equivalent

channels that can be tuned at choice within the primary bandT "Each7"channel

has an approximately rectangular passband of 0.9 MHz width, which results in

a maximum total bandwidth of 54 MHz. Generally the compromise between

frequency coverage and resolution leaves gaps in between the channels. For

technical reasons overlaps of up to 20% have been allowed in a number of

modes. Figure 2 (p. A2 ) summarizes the tuning modes used during the

relevant years of our observations.

The output signals U , U , and U , supplemented with and separated by

time and calibration signals are presented on cinefilm in density modulation,

using a T.V. cathode ray tube. The signals are fed to this tube by a

multiplexer, that was available with a scanning rate of 50 MHz. As the

signal outputs have an integrating time constant of 14 ms, this is too slow;

it not only reduced the effective resolution to about 40 ms, but may also

have produced spurious signals, aliases, which we will discuss later. The

film formats used in the relevant years are summarized in figure 3 (p. A3 ).
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3.2. Recorded quantities.

3.2.1. The "normal flux" output, U .

The U n output Is obtained by addition of the measured logarithms of the

L and R components:

Un = UL + \ " log h + log h <')

where both I L and I R contain contributions of Instrumental noise, sky-

background, the quiet sun and the bursts we are interested In. In practice

the quiet sun dominates so much the other non-burst contributions that we

will ignore these latter. Hence we Ret:

i = i q s n +
L,R ^L.R

where the L and R components of the quiet sun (qsn) are equal.

For relatively weak bursts, Ib«Iqsn(where I=IL+IR), we can

approximate U^ with (1) and (2) omitting an offset, by

Ib

n

for bursts with an arbitrary degree of polarization. The bursts are in this

case :c weak, I «10 su, that (3) has no practical significance for reading

the U recording on film.

For stronger bursts, I b
L ) R»I

q s n, we roughly approximate Un, omitting

again an offset, by

Un 1 OS hh • I R
b (4)

Generally we cannot give a simple expression for U , only for unpolarlzed or

completely polarized bursts is it proportional to log I. Therefore we denote

the U Q output with "I", as it represents the burst Intensity.
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3.2.2. The sensitive flux-variations output, Ug.

The U output is produced from Un:

3 j U n d t ( 5 )

t-3

by filtering out all components with durations comparable to or larger than

3s.

For weak bursts with durations much shorter than 3s, we have, combining

(3) and (5):

0 (t) - Ib (t) (6)

b qsn
In this case the condition 21 « I is satisfied for almost the whole

dynamic range of U .

For strong bursts we separate the fluctuations with a typical duration j

«3s, from the longer lived components. The latter will be averaged to Ia,

so: >-

1 = AI + Ia (7)

Proceeding from (4) we can approximate U for short-lived fluctuations much
a s

weaker than I , by:

AIT AI •-
U «c—| +—f (8)

L R

which again is valid for almost the whole dynamic range of U . For

simplicity we indicate U in general therefore with Al/I. The U output is
a &

displayed with an extra amplification to benefit from the whole dynamic range

of the film.
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3.2.3. The polarization output, Up.

The polarization output, Up, is obtained by subtracting the L and R

components:

Up " UL " UR " log \ - l0g h

With the same conditions as for Un we may approximate U for weaV bursts with

the equivalent of (3):

Up " h ~ h O0)

and for strong bursts with:

Up « log IL
b - log I R

b (11)

The value of U is dependent both on intensity and polarization of the burst.

We will simply indicate it with P. The U output is displayed with the same

extra amplification as U .
ë

Summarizing:

Considering Types II and IV bursts we generally have to do with strong

bursts, for which we refer to equations (4), (8) and (11). For weak bursts,

however, we refer to equations (6) and (10) in respect to Ü and U .
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3.3. Operational parameter settings.

3.3.1. Measuring range.

The (Intermediate-frequency) gain of each channel has been kept adjusted

to maintain the quiet sun background level at the lower end of the

logarithmic range. In this way the spectrum of the quiet sun was normalized

along with the effect of the off-focus position of the phase centers for most

frequencies In the log-per.-dipole array. Hence each channel has the same

measuring range relative to the pertinent quiet background level. This

measuring range was initially about 30 to 50 dB, as mentioned before, but

then even in years of maximum solar activity only a few bursts showed up on

the Un film recording. Therefore from 7th August 1969 on we used the full

range of output voltages for Un but displayed only the lower half (about 20

dB). The U outputs were not affected, so fine structure of bursts that

saturated the Un outputs, could still be observed (see e.g. parts of the

recording of the event on 3-7-1974 in this Atlas).

3.3.2. Saturation levels.

We saw above that Un and U are both dependent on the intensity and the

degree of polarization of the received radiation (par. 3.2.1. and 3.2.3.).

Therefore the signal levels where saturation occurs depend also on these

quantities. The reduction of the output range of U to about 20 dB (par.

3.3.1.) and the extra amplification given to the U output (par. 3.2.3.)

determine the upper limit of the measuring range for the film recording. As

a typical example we give here the saturation levels for a channel (figure

4), that can serve as a guideline for qualitative study of recorded spectra.

The evolution of a burst defines a trajectory in the P-I plane that may cross

over the saturation limit. Trajectories for Type II bursts, which have very

low degrees of polarization, will remain close to the absissa; these bursts

may reach considerable intensities without saturating the outputs. On the

other hand, Type IV bursts have generally relatively high degrees of

polarization, thus following trajectories in the P-I plane that may cross

over the saturation limit at quite low intensities already.

These trajectories may be the resultant of a number of simultaneously
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occurring sources. If such sources have opposite senses of polarization,

saturation may not occur and fine structure may be observed In the P display.

On the other hand a relatively weak, but polarized, continuum may limit the

available range for a burst with the same sense of polarization quite

considerably. Thus it may obscure most of the burst on the P display,

although the latter may dominate both the I and Al/I displays.

Unfortunately most of the Type IV events saturate the P display for a large

part of their duration. Occasionally, however, an interfering communication

carrier wave or a frequency marker (occuring at 15 minutes intervals) brings

the P values temporary below saturation.

10"
«I, su

Figure 4. The dependence of the saturation of the receiver In polarization

and intensity for a typical spectrograph channel.

3.3.3. Film display settings.

The display T.V. tube was adjusted and the film processing done such,

as to maintain a linear relation between the output voltages of the

spectrograph and the film density. The outputs were given offsets and gains

appropriate to utilize the whole dynamic range of the film, without limiting
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the measuring range. The adjustment was checked regularly. Besides a

greylevel calibration wedge was recorded continuously on the film (see figure

3, p. A3)). As the dynamic range of fotopaper Is less than that of film It

Is the limiting factor for prints.

3.3.4.

The channels were always tuned at equal spaces according to the chosen

tuning mode (see figures 2 and 3, p.A2and A3). Their center frequencies

were verified regularly and they were found to be stable within + 50 KHz.

Occasionally, by error, a whole block of channels (covering 13,3 MHz) was

tuned one channel separation off. This error can easily be recognized in the

spectrum of drifting bursts (see e.g. 29 June 1971, around 16.51 U.T.).

3.3.5. Sensitivity.

The measurement of U is very sensitive to small differences in L and R

intensities. The receiver and antenna were checked for instrumental

polarization a few times by noise injection but spurious polarization was not

detected. The cross talk between the two dlpole arrays was kept at or below

-30 dB.

The threshold sensitivity of the Al/I recording as read from the film,

was the same as deduced directly from the output voltages of U and Ü . It

amounted to 0.2 dB when the 25-m telescope at Dwingeloo was used. This value

Is approximately the optimum (Van Nieuwkoop, 1971). As the receiver

characteristic is logarithmic, this value is also the dynamic sensitivity.

Accurate numerical calibration was not possible in the period that the

spectrograph was connected to the 10-m telescope at NERA. The treshold

sensitivity is estimated for that period at 0.4 dB (so before August 1972).

In films of optimal quality the threshold sensitivity can be appreciated in

the Al/I and P displays. Generally not much of it is lost in good quality

prints. In copies of these, however, the sensitivity is generally not kept

as well.
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3.3.6. Resolution.

The resolution in the frequency-time plane is limited by the channel

bandwidth of 0.9 MHz and the integrating time constant of 14 ms. The

information is read out by sampling by using discrete channels in a chosen

tuning mode on the one hand and scanning the outputs in the display system on

the other hand. When the sampling intervals are properly chosen, the

original signal can be recovered by convolution of te samples with a sine

function with an equivalent width equal to the sampling interval (see e.g.

Bracewell, 1965). In principle the spot on the film performs this

convolution when successive scans and channels are adequately spaced.

For an optimal recovery of the frequency structure the channels should

have been partly overlapping both in tuning and in position on the film. The

frequency spacing was mostly wider than that; many times much wider. Hence

the spectra could have been undersampled. The positioning on the film was

such as to keep narrow gaps (approximately 10% of the channel width) between

adjacent channels.

The recovery of the time structure demands a scanning rate of

approximately 150 Hz. In practice we used 50 Hz, as a multiplexer with this

rate was available during the years of observations discussed here. The

effective width of the spot on the film was 40 pm. Hence the optimal film

speed was 2 mm/s. To economize on film we generally set the film speed to

about 1 mm/a, which reduced the time resolution even more to about 80 ms.

So, the time structure could have been undersampled too in a number of cases.

In general multiplexing receivers are susceptible to undersampling. The

premisse is that the measured signals will only contain fine structure with a

typical timescale much larger than that of the multiplexer duty circle. In

our case multiplexing is done in two stages: at the Dicke switch and at the

output scanner. In both stages, with duty cycles of 1000 and 50 Hz

respectively the validity of this premisse is not beyond doubt (see e.g.

Droge, 1977).
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Figure 5. Signal distortions In -=- due to the effect of the floating zero

level, sketched for some burst structures.

a) a single emission burst gets a false absorption shadow,

b) a series of emission pulses gets false absorptions,

c) a series of fluctuations remains fairly undistorted,

d) a series of absorptions gets false emissions*

For long series b, c and d can only be distinguished at the start or the end.
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A i
I

A 14.01.00 UT.

Figure 6. Example of the floating zero level effect for a series of

emissions and absorptions.

A series of absorption pulses (c) with low frequency emission fringes ends

suddenly at a. The absorption pulses are followed by a false emission shadow

(see also figure 5d), while the emlssLon pulses are followed by a false

absorption (see also figure 5b).

3.4. Instrumental effects.

3.4.1. Floating zero level effects.

The floating zero level of the AI/I display has been discussed in par.

3.2.2. It is presented oh the film at an intermediate grey level to allow

for absorption as well as for bursts. Though it is a powerful means for the

study of very short-lived structures, it may cause considerable distortions

in fine structures with a typical time scale that is not much shorter than

3s. The distortions for a single burst, a series of bursts, of oscillations

and of absorptions are sketched in figure 5. We see that a single burst will

be followed by an instrumental "absorption shadow". Also we see that a long

series of rapid emission bursts, oscillations and absorptions can not be told

apart unless they have a sudden onset or end, or unless the duration of
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Individual emissions or absorptions is much less than that of the Intervals.

In all other cases we have Co determine the nature of the fluctuation by

Inspection of the I and P recordings. An example of this effect Is shown in

figure 6, where the nature of a series of absorption bursts with emission

fringes is revealed by their "emission" respectively "absorption shadows" I

after their sudden end.

3.4.2. Film speed irregularities.

Much attention has been given to ensure constant film speeds. However,

for the camera's we have used there was a residual irregularity showing on

the films as a weak ripple with a period of about 0.05 s. This ripple was

generally so weak that it does not show on the prints. Occasionally a

stronger ripple occured by malfunctioning of the camera. In these casus it

is quite clearly distinguishable from solar activity as it shows also outside

of the signal traces.

3.4.3. Undersampling.

We have seen (par. 3.3.6.) that undersampling Is la principle present

and that the occurrence of fine structure that would be distorted by It, can

not be excluded beforehand. Therefore careful inspection of the spectra is

necessary in order not to be misled. Effects of undersampling are best

understood in terms of the fourier spectral domain. Sampling results there

in replicating the fourier spectrum of the original function at distances

equal to the sampling frequency (f ). If the sampling interval is too large
s

(f too small) these replicas overlap for fourier frequencies larger than |f .
s

This effectively results In addition to the. original spectrum of low

frequency components by an apparent folding of the fourier spectrum on the

sampling frequency (see e.g. Bracewell, 1965). Such spurious frequencies

are called aliases and their frequencies can be expressed as:

f = I f - f I (12)
a ' o s '

where fa , f0 and fs are the alias, the original and the sampling frequency.

The overlap of fourier spectrum replicas will reduce asymmetry of the
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spectrum, which results, on obtaining the original function, In a phase

shift. The loss of the high frequency components will result In a smoothing

of the recovered original function.

3.4.3.1. Aliases In frequency.

Obviously the widest spaced tuning mode Is most prone to producing

aliases. This mode had Intervals of 2.7 MHz or 3 times the channel width.

As an example figure 7 shows the aliases for an original harmonic modulation

In frequency with Intervals of 2 to 7 channelwldths as observed in this

tuning mode. The modulation (an Idealized zebra pattern, see par. 5.3.3.)

has been given a drift rate of 3 channelwidths per s to show the phase shift

(the value 3 Is of course arbitrary). We see that aliases are produced with

driftrates that can differ quite considerably from the original one. In this

figure no allowance Is made for the suppression of the Intensity of the

modulation as Its interval approaches the channelwidth. Tn practice this

will reduce the intensity of the aliases especially with the ;iiore closely

spaced tuning modes. The aliases are most prominent if the intervals In the

original function and the sampling interval have a rational relation (as In

figure 7). Otherwise the regularity of the pattern will disappear. This

offers a clue to distinguish aliases for patterns that live long enough and

change their structure meanwhile. In figure 8 we give an example of an alias

zebra pattern In a relatively narrow spaced tuning mode. Notice the

similarity with figure 7a.

For original functions that are not a harmonic modulation, but e.g. a

single hump, the aliases will distort Its profile.

3.4.3.2. Aliases in time.

We have seen that original functions that contain fourler frequencies

above 25 Hz are liable to aliasing. Single humped functions (bursts or

absorptions) may thus be distorted. Again harmonic original functions may be

seriously aliased, but the occurence of asymmetries and "sharp edges" in the

recovered signal may distinguish it from an alias.

In some pulsating structure observations (see par. 5.3.1.) the pulses
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Figure 7. Aliasing of a zebra pattern due to the spacing of channel tuning.

The spacing of the channels is three channelwidths, but the channels are

displayed closed up. The original zebra pattern ("0") was given a fixed

drift rate of + 3 channel widths per sec and line spacings with a rational-

relation to the channel spacing. (In practice such idealized conditions will

rarely occur and last for only short periods.)
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hms. U.T.

07.26.30 U.T.

Figure 8. Example of an alias zebra pattern (at a) (see also figure 7).



may appear In short series with regular Intervals. Aliasing may distort the

statistics of the intervals considerably in such cases. We have illustrated

the result of aliasing for a pulsating structure composed of short regular

series of pulses of equal length and with an originally gaussian distribution

of intervals- Figure 9 shows this result: if the mean value and the spread

of the original distribution function Is such that a considerable part of the

short intervals tail is undersampled, then a serious distortion will result.

The original gaussian distribution may approach a curve resembling a negative

exponential distribution! Therefore great care Is necessary in judging these

observations (see e.g. figures 20 and 21).

CL1 C|2 03 Q£ 05 o Q' 02 03 04 05

0L1 02

0D5
At

ÖÜ QJ05
At

ÖJ5

0 -N(0.2:0.1)
01 = N(0.1 : Q051—ai
02=N(OL05 ;0.05) — a 2

Figure 9. An example of the possible distortion of a normal distribution (N)

by aliasing.

The original distribution Is that of intervals in short periodic series of

pulses, taken to be normal due to the large number of such series. For

simplicity these series have been given equal durations. Aliasing may

distort such a distribution to the extent that It might fit well with an

exponential one. This example is inspired by the actual occurrence of short

regular trains of pulses in pulsating structure events; the assumption of

equal duration Is, however, not realistic.
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3.5. Interference.

3.5.1. Manmade Interference.

Many frequencies In our primary band are used for television broadcast

and communication of airplanes, ships and satellites. These Interferences

show up quite clearly as strong, mostly intermittent, signals on one or two

adjacent channels. They generally saturate the AT/I and P displays and can

be distinguished quite easily from solar radiation. Broadcast carrier waves

with relatively constant power do generally not show up In the Al/I display,

but are on the I and P displays clearly visible mostly. One should, however,

realize that they may reduce the sensitivity of the AT/I of the pertinent

channels quite considerably and thus distort the contours of a solar burst.

Very strong interfering signals may reduce the sensitivity of a whole

block of channels and eventually give r"..s> to specific patterns of affected

channels by cross modulation as has been demonstrated by Van Nieuwkoop

(1971). In practice such strong interferences have not been observed.

3.5.2. Atmospheric Interferences.

Lightning strokes are a common phenomenon on our spectra. They can

generally be identified quite easily (see fig. 10). In some cases of

broadband pulsations they may confuse the spectrum.

Ionospheric scintillation has been observed occasionally. It is well

known to occur on frequencies of about 200 MHz (Roosen, 1954). Their periods

are relatively long (> 10 sec) so they do not show on the AI/I display but

may be prominent on the F display.

Ground reflections occur, contrary to scintillation, only at low

elevations. They produce fluctuations in intensity with a time scale of

minutes and hence do not show up on the Al/I display.

Generally the time scale of scintillations and ground reflections is so

much larger than that of the fine structures in this study that they can be

recognized easily. Sources of Type II and Type IV bursts may, however, have

several components that scintillate at slightly different times. In

particular, when components of different polarization are present,

scintillation may result In a complicated spectrum. Therefore one should as
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much as possible exclude these atmospheric effects by comparison with

observations at other stations. In this collection of observations we have

excluded scintillations and groundreflections as much as possible, except for

one case as an example: 2-7-1974; about 18.37 U.T.

—-187-199 MHz
-234-246
-281-315

h,m.s. Ü.T

Figure 10. Spectra of lightning.

3.6. Reading spectral parameters from the film.

We have seen (par. 3.1.) the difficulties of extracting quantitative

information on intensities from the film. To get this Information we use a

dedicated digital recording system since early 1973. Nevertheless it is

possible to get some quantitative data from the film about average drift

rates, durations and bandwidths. The main problems encountered In doing so

will be discussed here.

3.6.1. Contour lines.

In the first place the film (and of course a print) provides for a

continuous range of greylevels. One can, yet, distinguish two types of

contour 1ines:

1. lines connecting the maximum or minimum of intensity on

subsequent channels,

2. lines connecting the threshold levels of such channels.

For the AI/I display the threshold level is 0.2 or 0.4 dB of the actual
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background (see par. 3.3.5.)- F o r the P display the threshold level is

dependent on the intensity and degree of polarization of both the burst and

the background. Therefore we generally use only the Al/I display for

contourline investigation and we will discuss only contours in this display

here.

3.6.2. Distortions of contours.

The contourline of maximum or minimum intensity is generally not much

influenced by the background intensity and its variations. Variations of the

spectral slope of the background will not influence the position of this

contour in the f-t plane. A relatively rapid change of intensity with time

will shift its position slightly to the high background intensity side. If

the background intensity increases in one part and decreases in the other

part of the spectrum a small amount of apparent drift may arise. However, in

intensity

1

display

background

detection
threshold
0.4 dB <
background

saturation

threshold
contour

•3 dB
contour

"•oration at
-3 dB level

time

y

Al
Figure 11. Threshold contours, and a saturation contour, on the -y display

for a burst with a uniform spectrum superposed on a background with a

variable spectral slope.

AIThe T
display may thus give a false impression of the spectrum of the

burst, its duration and leading- and trailing edge drift rates.
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general the rates of change of the background are so much slower than those

of the fine structures that this effect Is seldoraly important. For a burst

on a constant background, that Is not short-lived with respect to the time

constant of the floating zero level (3s) the maximum or minimum contour will

be shifted to an earlier moment (see figure 5).

The threshold level contours are, on the contrary, very sensitive to the

spectral slope and the temporal change of the background as they delineate a

fraction of this background. We consider as an example a burst with a flat

spectrum within our band and a gaussian time profile, superposed on a

background with a variable spectral slope (see figure 11). In this case the

threshold contour changes considerably relative to the burst maximum, thus

showing apparent drift rates in the leading and trailing parts and a change

in apparent duration. If, for instance, the burst is nearly, but not quite,

saturating the AI/I display at one frequency, the threshold contours are at

approximately -10 dB (or -7 dB, see par. 3.6.1.) relative to the burst

maximum. On another frequency, however, where the background is e.g. twice

as strong, the threshold contours are at about -6 dB relative to the burst

maximum. For a gaussian time profile, where the e-folding time is roughly

1/3 of the duration at -3 dB, this would result in an apparent duration which

is about 40% longer at the first frequency than at the second.

This background effect is already important for bursts on the apparent

quiet sun as the latter may be 2 to 4 times stronger at 320 than at 160 MHz.

But in Type IV continua spectral indices even up to 4 are to be expected (see

e.g. Takakura, 1963). In such a case, on a continuum with e.g. a strength

of 100 su (solar units) at 170 MHz and 1000 su at 300 MHz, a burst of 50 su

would be below the threshold at 300 MHz and almost saturate the AI/I display

at 170 MHz. We would see an apparently high frequency cut-off of the burst,

a strongly wedge-shaped contour. For a burst with an asymmetric time profile

we will find the above mentioned effect most prominently in the least steep

side.

If, contrary to the above example, the burst (or absorption) has a

constant intensity ratio to the continuum and this latter is much stronger

than the quiet sun background, we will not see changes In the i:hreshold

contours due to a spectral slope of the continuum. But again this picture

becomes more complicated if more than one continuum is present.
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3.6.3. Burst duration.

The burst duration as read between the threshold contours, regardless of

distortions, depends on the maximum intensity of the burst. If the burst

nearly saturates the AT/I display (so Al/l = 1.7 dB, see par. 3.1.), then

the threshold level of 0.2 dB (or 0.4 dB) (see par. 3.3.5.) is at -10 dB (or

-7 dB) relative to the burst maximum. For a burst with an approximately

gaussian profile we would read a duration of 2 times (or 1.6 times) that at

the -3 dB level. For bursts in absorption the situation is similar, with the

understanding that, due to the logarithmic characteristic of the receiver, we

read durations about 10% shorter than for emission bursts.

3.6.4. Durations and Intervals of series of bursts, absorptions and

intensity fluctuations.

We have seen that series of emission bursts, fluctuations of the

continuum and series of absorptions can in general not be distinguished from

one another (par. 3.4.1. and figure 5), especially when the durations and

gaps are about equal. In the case of a series of nearly sinusoidal

fluctuations of the background, with a period shorter than 3 s and with a

modulation depth of 50%, the negative phase ("absorption") will be saturated.

The floating zeco level will adjust Itself to the average over one

fluctuation. The result i3 that we read the same period as the intrinsic

one. If on the other hand the modulation depth is about 25%, no saturation

will occur; we will then read the length of the positive phase to be about

10% larger than that of the negative phase, due to the log characteristic of

the receiver.

For a periodic series of bursts of which the durations at the -3 dB

level are actually half that of the gaps, we will read durations of about 0.7

times the gaps, again with a maximum burst Intensity of 50% of the

background. For series of absorptions, with this modulation depth, the

durations will be read 0.6 times the gaps instead of 0.5 times. To

summarize: durations read for typical bursts in series are about 25% larger

than their actual -3 dB values and those for absorptions 13% larger if no

saturation occurs and the modulation is relatively strong. These estimates

are closer to the real -3 dB values than is the case for single bursts.

Intervals between successive maxima or minima can fce read much more
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accurately as we deal here with the maximum rasp, minimum contourline.

3.6.5. Bandwidth estimates.

For bursts covering several channels the weakest detectable one must

exceed 0.2 dB of the background. When the burst maximum Is about twice this

threshold we read its bandwidth at approximately -3 dB values assuming a

relatively flat background spectrum. For bursts that nearly saturate the

AT/I display we read the bandwidth between -10 dB contours similarly as we

read the durations (par. 3.6.3.). Assuming a gaussian profile we arrive

again at values 1.6 to 2 times those at the -3 dB level. Obviously, if the

background has a steep spectrum the bandwidth reading becomes unreliable.

For narrow-band bursts, showing only in one channel, we can give an

upper limit, depending on the tuning mode. The limit is lower as the burst

is stronger. This upper limit is two channel separations for the -10 dB

level for bursts just saturating the Al/I output.

For narrow-band bursts that show a moderate frequency drift rate (e.g.

+ 20 MHz/s), the bandwidth can also be estimated from the duration in one

channel and the time of passage between channels and this drift rate,

provided that the duration in one channel is appreciably shorter than 3s.

With closely spaced channels it is then possible to estimate bandwidths even

smaller than the channel width of 0.9 MHz. Clearly such estimates are rather

inaccurate. When the bandwidth of these drifting bursts covers a number of

channels, the estimate of this number can be used as a check.

3.6.6. Summary of "reading parameters".

We have seen that the contours used for reading durations, bandwidths

and drift rates may be distorted considerably by the shape of the continuum

background as a result of the log. receiver characteristics and the floating

zero level of the AI/I measurement. Hence great care Is necessary in reading

the film. Apart from these distortions the parameter values as read may

deviate from the actual ones in a way depending on the kind of fine structure

observed. As the relation between greylevel on film and output voltage of

the spectrograph is kept linear (par. 3.3.3.) the display system itself does

not introduce further distortions.
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The accuracy of a bandwidth reading depends on the tuning mode and will

be generally 1 or 2 channel separations. For very narrow-band bursts It may

be a fraction of the bandwidth.

Durations of about 0.2 to 1 sec can be read with an accuracy of about

10% to 20%. When the readings are taken to represent -3 dB values, they will

be overrated for:

single burst durations with 0 to 80%

single absorption durations with 0 to 70%

series of burst durations with 0 to 25%

series of absorptions with 0 to 10%.

For fluctuations an asymmetry in the durations of emission and absorption is

introduced of about 10%. These inaccuracies usually dominate clearly over

those arising from reading errors.
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4. SELECTION OF OBSERVATIONS.

Selection criteria.

The classification of bursts (as shown in figure 1) has so far been

carried out from spectrograms obtained with swept-frequency spectrographs,

which have a wide frequency coverage but low resolution and low sensitivity.

Our spectra have on the contrary been obtained with a moderate frequency

coverage, but with a much higher resolution in frequency and time and a

tremendously greater sensitivity. This confronted us with problems in

classifying the spectral fine structures as belonging to Type IV (or Type

ID-
We have used the following selection criteria for this Atlas:

1. After having recognized specific fine structures in a number of

unambiguously identified Type IV and Type II events we took these

fine structures and their variants as tracers.

2. Further, we have included structures that were not known to be

fine structures of Types I and III events. In this way we avoided

discrimination against possible weak bursts, that were not identified

as Type IV or II features previously.

Tracers were in the first place pulsating structures, in particular those in

absorption, zebra patterns and fiber bursts (see figure 12 and par. 5.1.).

Although the second criterion might have led to include features that do not

properly belong to Type II or IV, it seems that only the "braided zebra

pattern" might have sneaked in in this way. On the other hand we might have

discriminated against continua that were devoid of fine structure. Such

continua have been observed in Type IV events by Young et al. (1961), who

suggest that these were composed of pulsating structure with Intervals

shorter than their scan Interval (0.2 s). We did not observe continua that

were completely smooth, although the fine structure could be rather weak.

Possibly truly featureless continua do not exist, or only concurrent with

finestructure events of some kind (including type I).

An important criterion for the identification of Type II bursts was also

the slow overall drift rate.
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4.2. Representatlvlty of our sample.

Our observations comprise necessarily only a sample of all events that

have occurred. During the whole period of Nov. 1968 till Dec. 1974 we

observed during about 6000 hrs (about 13% of the total time). Our observing

time was scheduled In blocks as shown in figure 2.

The complete period comprised the declining branch of solar activity

cycle no. 20. In this period about 900 Type II and Type IV events on dm-

and m-waves have been reported in Solar-Geophysical Data (U.S. Dept. of

Comm. Boulder, USA), of which about 10% occurred during our observing

periods ' . In practice bursts reported as "dm" and "m" occur between 1000

and 30 MHz, whereas we observed on the average only over a band of abou 100

MHz. If we take as an average burst bandwidth about 100 MHz or 200 MHz

(quite plausible values in view of: Urbarz, 1971), we would expect the

probability to observe an event to be 20 or 30%. However, the score turns

out to be 60%. This can largely be accounted for by our greater sensitivity,

which enables us to observe the weak parts of the high and low frequency

sides and probably high or low frequency companions of the reported bursts,

which as such did not appear on other spectrographs. The score of 60% is not

significantly different for Type II and IV. The other way round: of all

events we have observed, about 50% was associated with an event reported in

Solar-Geophysical Data.

The occurrence rate of Type II and Type IV events In the course of time

is shown in figure 2 for both types separately as average occurrence numbers

over two months. In figure 2 the dates of observation of both types are

indicated to Illustrate that these are reasonably randomly distributed over

the whole period. The majority of the events have been observed before

This somewhat low percentage can be explained by the fact that our

observing time coincided largely with that of the Weissenau spectrograph,

which is less sensitive than both the Harvard and Culgoora spectrographs

(Urbarz, 1973). If we consider only the reported Type IV events the

percentage is 13, equal to that of the observed time.
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August 1972 when we had a dedicated solar telescope available. Afterwards

the telescope had to be shared with other users and solar observations were

scheduled according to activity forecasts. Though in principle this

procedure might have introduced a selection effect discriminating

particularly against activity from small active regions and newly formed

ones, we do not think that In practice this effect was noticeable In the

present sample of events.
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5. FINE STRUCTURES OF TYPE IV CONTINUA.

5.1. Classification of fine structures.

A description of fine structures based on a limited number of events has

been given by Slottje (1971, 1972, 1973). In the present collection of

observations the most common structures are also pulsating structures, fiber

bursts and zebra patterns and their variants. Much less abundant are spike

bursts, tadpole bursts and a remarkably small remainder of unclassified

structures. Some of these fine structures have been observed earlier, but

with instruments with quite different specifications. It is'consequently not

always easy to identify such structures with those on our spectra. Therefore

we chose names for them that are typical for the morphology of the structure

as it appeared on our spectra, meanwhile keeping close to earlier existing

names. In figure 12 we have gathered typical examples of the fine structures

which may serve as a guide line for reading the spectra. Here we will give a

brief justification for our classification scheme.

Pulsating structures have been reported by several authors (Young et

al., 1961; Thompson and Maxwell, 1962; see also Kundu, 1965). They were

described as series of fast drift bursts, but high resolution observations

(Slottje, 1972b, 1973b and the present study) -eveal that a sizeable fraction

consists of series of broad-band short-lived absorption pulses (B.S.A.

pulses). The word "absorption" in this coatext is purely a phenomenological

description and Is not meant to Imply a physical process. On the contrary,

the author (Slottje, 1972b) remarked that in one case the B.S.A.'s were more

likely the result of an interruption of the emission process than real

absorptions. Kuijpers (1975, and Benz and Kuijpers, 1976) preferred, in view

of his interpretation, the name "sudden reductions" of intensity. The

problem of distinguishing between series of absorptions, of emissions and of

fluctuations has already been discussed (par. 3.4.1.). Nevertheless we have

recognized clear events of series of broad-band emission pulses (B.E.P.'s),

though far less abundantly than B.S.A.'s. We have put those cases were the

"educated observers eye" was not sure of the absorption or emission character

in the class of fluctuations along with the unambiguous fluctuations. In

some previous papers, a fine structure In our observations composed of long

series of short lived (.- 0.1 s), medium-band (20-60 MHz) bursts has sometimes

also been described as pulsating structure (e.g. Rosenberg, 1971;

Caroubalos et al., 1973). This fine structure is, as a matter of fact,
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Figure 12A. Typical examples of fine structures of Type IV dm events.

Their relative abundances have been indicated roughly (see also figure 13).
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Flash bursts (G) have been added to show the difference with spike bursts (F).



related to Type I storms and not to a particular flare event. It is

therefore more properly called a flash burst storm (see also below under

Spike bursts) and it is outside the scope of the present study.

Fiber bursts have been described (Slottje, 1972b) as narrow band

(typically about 2 MHz at 300 MHz) drifting emission bursts accompanied by a

low frequency absorption edge. They tend to occur in groups or bunches with

almost, but not completely the same drift rate. The first observations of

these bursts were reported by Young et al. (1961), who described them as

"intermediate drift bursts". As, however, their drift rate may have values

as high as those of Type III bursts as well as even lower then those of Type

II bursts and moreover their fibery appearance Is very typical,we prefer the

name fiber bursts.

Zebra patterns consist of several almost parallel drifting stripes of

absorption and emission and show often a striking regularity (Slottje 1971,

1972). Observations of similar structures have been reported by Elgar^y

(1961, 1971), Philip (1968), Tarnstrom and Philip (1971), Chetuov et al.

(1975) and Chernov (1976). They are sometimes referred to as parallel

drifting bands (p.d.b.: Philip; Philip and Tarnstrom) or "spaghetti bursts"

(Bolschot et al., 1960). We prefer the name zebra pattern because the

stripes are generally not completely parallel and occasionally disappearing

and new arising lines exist within the pattern. Besides, bursts reported as

parallel drifting bands and spaghetti bursts are not unambiguously within

this class: In a number of cases they may well have been fiber bursts. In

addition, sebralike patterns composed of other fine structures have also been

observed e.g. tadpole-zebra patterns (Slottje, 1972"o) and braided zebra

patterns, discussed hereafter.

Spike bursts have been reported between 150 and 400 MHz by several

authors since their discovery by Elgar^y (1962), who called them

"flashbursts" and by De Groot (1962), who called them "spike bursts". All

authors agreed upon the short duration (typically 0.1 s) of these bursts but

had controversial views on the spectral class. One group (Elgarjiy, 1962,

1963, 1965; Eckhoff, 1966; Elgar?iy and Eckhoff, 1966) associated them

mainly with noise storms, while others (De Groot, 1962, 1963, 1966; Malville

et al., 1967; Droge, 1967; Philip, 1968) found them associated with Type IV

activity and occasionally with Type III (Philip, 1968). Tarnstrom and Philip

(1971, 1972) made a special study of spike bursts and distinguished three

classes:

1. the vast majority (90% of their sample) being fast drift (>100
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MHz/s) spikes with a bandwidth of a few tens of MHz,

2. a class of much rarer simple spikes with 1 or only a few MHz

bandwidth and no measurable drift, and

3. a class of extremely rare medium drift (3-100 MHz/s), medium

bandwidth (up to 10 MHz) spikes.

These authors considered their sample of spike events not sufficiently large

to solve the controversy about the association with a large scale spectral

type.

In our own high resolution spectra we observed several distinct classes

of very short-lived bursts:

1. long series of medium bandwidth (10-40 MHz) bursts associated with

Type I storms and possibly Type IVmB, which we will call "flash bursts" as

they are most likely identical with the oaes Elgar^y observed. They are most

likely also identical with the fast drift spikes of Tarnstrora and Philip

(1971). Series of flash bursts on our spectra have been classified

erroneously as pulsating structure in Rosenberg (1971, fig. 2) and

Caroubalos et al (1973). Flash bursts are outside of the scope of the

present study, yet some remarks will be made in par. 5.3.7.1.

2. swarms of very short-lived (<0.1 s), intense bursts with bandwidths

of less than one to several MHz, which we will call "spike bursts". These

spike bursts are a rare phenomenon but typically associated with Type IV and

sometimes Type 111 activity.

3. relatively weak narrowband (a few MHz) bursts with moderate drift

rates (tens of MHz/s), generally organized in zebra-like patterns. We

consider these bursts (drifting spikes) as elements of such patterns, which

we will call "braided zebra patterns".

4. occasionally occurring bursts (during noise storms) with bandwidths

and durations typically one half or third of that of the concurrent Type I

bursts. Although, according to their duration, they would qualify as spike

bursts, we prefer to call them mini-Type I bursts. They are hence outside of

the scope of this study. An observation of such bursts has been reported In

Heyvaerts et al., 1978.

In wide-band swept frequency spectra of dm-wave continua a fine

structure has been reported as "sprays" (Kundu and Spencer, 1963), which is

most likely identical with swarms of spike bursts. The "knots" observed by

Elgartfy (1961) fit also in this burst category.

Tadpole bursts are an extremely rare phenomenon, consisting of a

short-lived absorption with at the high frequency side an even shorter lived
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and narrow-band emission spike ("eye") and on the low frequency side an

emission "tail". They have been described extensively by the author

(Slottje, 1972b) for an event where they were present as individual phenomena

and in ordered groups ("tadpole-zebra patterns"). It is remarkable that this

event (on 2-3-1970) remained the only one ever recorded where tadpoles could

be identified unambiguously. As the event was in all other aspects not

exceptional, tadpole bursts might be less rare in other frequency ranges. On

wide-band swept frequency spectrograms they have not been observed, however,

most likely due to insufficient resolving power.

5.2. Statistics of fine structure events.

Before dealing with properties of individual fine structures we will

discuss some statistics of fine structure events as a whole. We therefore

define a "gross fine structure event" as a continuous sequence of fine

structures. Generally this will be Identical with the Type IV dm in our

frequency range. A specific fine structure event (e.g. Zebra event) is

defined similarly but restricted to the specified structure. A gross event

generally comprises several specific events, which may occur subsequently, or

concurrently at different frequency ranges, or overlap.

5.2.1. Relative abundances in time.

We have observed fine structures for about 30.000 s in total, of which

11% were short empty gaps accepted within gross fine structure events. The

distribution of the total amount of time over the specific fine structures is

shown in figure 13. We notice that B.S.A.-, fiber burst- and zebra pattern

events are most abundant, each occurring during about 20% of the time. Other

structures, spike bursts, tadpole bursts and miscellaneous unclassified

structures, do not even reach 20% of these abundances. When we put all

pulsating structures together they are about twice as abundant as both zebra

and fiber events. In Figure 13 we have kept the braided zebra patterns In

the sample of zebra patterns although they are likely to be a separate class.

As they are relatively rare anyhow, this does not influence the statistics

significantly.
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5.2.2. Coincidences.

The overlap of fine structures in an event may be just a chance

coincidence: their occurrence is independent e.g. because they arise in

spatially different sources or because they arise from generating mechanisms

that do not interfere with each other. Decisive information on this matter

can only be achieved by high precision quantitative spectrometry combined

with high resolution interferometry. Nevertheless the occurrence of

overlapping fine structures can reveal some indications.

The coincidence in time of the fine structures is shown in figure 14.

When we assume that the occurrence of different -fine structures is

independent we would expect coincidence percentages of 8% for pulsating

structures and zebra events and 9% for pulsating structures and fiber events.

We found respectively 8 and 7%, which supports the hypothesis of

independence. When we restrict the pulsating structures to B.S.A. events

the correspondence is equally good. For the coincidence of zebra and fiber

events the expected values would be 4%, whereas we found only 0.6%. This

indicates that zebra and fiber events tend to avoid each other! Sometimes

the regularity of the zebra pattern is not particularly strong and individual

lines show a fiber burst profile- Making a distinction between zebra and

fiber events in these cases produces artificially such an avoidance.

However, as these ambiguous cases are only very few and the distinction

between these two fine structures is generally quite clear, this artificial

effect is not important here.

Many times the modulation due to these fine structures is so large,

values around 3 dB are typical, that overlapping fine structures are very

likely to occur in the same source. In these cases one may conclude that

conditions favourable for pulsating structures on one hand and zebra or fiber

events on the other are not conflicting, whereas those for zebra and fiber

events are.

The total time for spike burst events is so short that the significance

of coincidence percentages is rather limited. Nevertheless, as this time is

distributed over still 17 events out of 106 gross events and as these events

are widely spread over the observing period, we notice that these percentages

are about the expected values for chance coincidence with pulsating

structures, zebra and fiber events.
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5.2.3. Duration.

For the gross fine structure events we have Investigated the

distribution of their durations for In total 106 events (see figure 15). We

notice a preponderance of short events such that 80% of the gross events last

shorter than 300 a, 55% shorter than 100 s and still 40% shorter than 50 s.

For a number of reasons these durations tend to be lower limits (especially

the short ones):

firstly, because we observe with an instrumental bandwidth smaller than the

width of the Type IV dm events,

secondly, because weak events are susceptible to underestimation of their

duration,

and, moreover, weak events may have been split up artifically, due to too

severe restrictions on acceptable gaps.

We consider the first reason to be the most important one. In the collection

of events there are a few outstandingly long ones (2000- 3500 s), which are

most likely due to prolonged or renewed flare excitation.
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Figure 15. Distribution of the duration

of "gross fine structure events" (events

from first to last appearing fine

structure).

Figure 16. Distribution of

the duration of pulsating

structure events.
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Of a collection of 145 pulsating structure events about 70% last shorter

than 50 s (see fig. 16). For B.S.A.-events separately this fraction Is 62%,

for B.E.P. events 85%. The number of fluctuation events was too small (16)

for reliable statistics of their durations. Also here a few extremely long

events occurred, lasting for about 1800 s (B.S.A.) and about 1400 s

(fluctuations).

Also zebra events turn out to be preponderantly short. Of a sample of

2kk events 99% last shorter than 250 s, 70% than 50 s and still as many as

60% shorter than 5 s. The very short fragments do not show any preferred

durations: they are uniformly distributed to durations below Is. Such short

durations may partly be due to superposition with pulsating structure: of

the fragments shorter than 5s as much as 65% coincides with pulsating

structure! An extremely long event lasted 1100 s.

For fiber burst events In a sample of 103 events 85% lasts shorter than

50 s, but only 22% shorter than 5 s and 10% shorter than 2 s. Again a part

of the short durations may be due to superposition with other structures: ofv

the fragments shorter than 5 s 25% coincided with B.S.A. events and another

25% with zebra events.

We conclude that specific fine structure events generally last only up

to several tens of seconds, with a tendency for fiber burst events to last

longer than zebra events, whereas gross events last typically up to a few

hundreds of seconds.

5.2.4. Relative duration of fine structures within events.

In order to know whether as a rule a gross fine structure event is

dominated by a specific fine structure, we have Investigated the fractions of

total event duration for the most abundant classes in 68 gross events.

Pulsating structures appear In about 80% of these events, while in about

15% they are the only fine structure. In those events that do show pulsating

structures, thair fractional abundance is uniformly distributed between 1 and

100%.

Zebra patterns appear in about 66% of the events and in about 11% they

are the only structure. However, this latter group consists almost

exclusively of so called "braided zebra patterns", which are in a number of

aspects quite different from the other zebra patterns. We consider them

therefore as a separated class and exclude them from the zebra sample. In
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the remaining events that show zebra patterns (now 62%) the fractional

abundances are not uniformly distributed: In 20% of the cases, zebras show

up during less than 10% of the event duration, but In another 40% they show

up during 10 to 20% of the event duration*

Flberbursts appear In about 48% of the events, while In 10% they are the

only constituent. Their fractional abundance shows a preference for values

below 40% (60% of the cases).

% fiber % pulsating structure

100
^ 100

0

100

% pulsating structure

Figure 17. Scatter diagram of the abundances In time of some fine structure

classes, relative to the duration of the pertinent gross fine structure

event.
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To get an Idea about the mutual relations of the fractional abundances

we have gathered them In a scatter diagram (figure 17). We see that there is

no correlation between the fractional abundance of pulsating structure and

that of alther zebra patterns or fiber bursts. This sustains the evidence

for the independence of pulsating structure occurrence on one hand and that

of zebra patterns or fiber bursts on the other. For zebra patterns on one

side and fiber bursts on the other we see the contrary: apparently they

avoid each other. In only a few cases zebras and fibers show up In the same

event with a significant relative abundance, but in those cases the gross

event is unusually long (more than 500 s) and may very well consist of

several consecutive events. It is remarkable that in our sample of such

events the zebra patterns showed up in the early stages and the fibers in the

later.

In conclusion we may say that not only do zebras and fibers avoid

overlap (par. 5.2.2.) but 'also they avoid to show up in the same event. No

such avoidance exists between these structures acd pulsating structures.

5.2.5. Association with Ha flares, X-ray flares and S.I.D.'s.

Type IV events were found to be associated with flares, in particular of

importance 2 and 3 (see Kundu, 1965). We have investigated this association

for our fine structure events, taking the Ha importances of the confirmed

flare listing of Solar-Geophysical Data (U.S. Dept. of Comm., Boulder,

USA). A flare is generally reported by several stations, in which cases we

considered the "group" data. We have only taken into account the importance

coding of the flare area, being: — , -, 1, 2, 3. When more flares were

coincident in time with a fine structure event we have chosen the highest

importance rating, so our importance values tend to be upper limits.

The distributions with H flare importance of some fine structures are

shown in figure 18, for a total number of 63 events. It is remarkable that

fine structure events are found associated with flares of all importances and

that as much as 85% are associated with flares of Importance 1 or less.

There Is no significant difference here between zebra and fiber events; both

are possibly associated with flares of slightly higher Importance than the

average of other fine structures. A part of the events associated with - and

— flares and all those with no associated flare were "braided zebra" events,

which are probably not Type IV structures proper. Spike burst events are
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found to be associated with flares of all importances (inclusive no flare!)

despite of their low number.

The majority of flares associated with fine structures (66%) has an

importance rating of - or 1. For comparison the distribution of the number

of flares with their importance, occurring during March, 1972, a month of

average flare activity, is also shown in figure 18. (The curve for March

1972 does not differ significantly from that for all flares between 1957 and

1973 (Dubov, 1977)). We see that although fine structures may occur with

flares of all importances, the probability of observing such events is much

higher for flares of high importance.
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Figure 18. The number of all fine structure events and of some specific

events vs the H a flare importance.

For comparison we give also the number of Ha flares vs their importances.

The curve for March 1972 is not significantly different from that for all

flares between 1957 and 1973.
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Figure 19. The distribution with heliographlc longitude of the number of

fine structure events for all events (left) and of the relative abundance for

all and some specific fine structures (right).

The values for eastern and western longitudes have been lumped.

The association of Type IV events with flares of importance 2 and 3 as stated

in the literature, may be merely the result of insufficient sensitivity and

the inclusion of metric Type IV bursts. Anyhow, for Type IV dm events there

is no threshold for the importance of associated flares.

The occurence of an X-ray flare and ionospheric flare effects, S.I.D.'s,

as important tracers for them, has no special bearing on that of fine

structures events. In 30% of the cases only an H a flare has been reported,

however, of low Importance (16% imp—, 12% imp-), in all other cases also a

S.I.D. or an X-ray flare or both have been reported.
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5.2.6. Directivity.

We do not have direct information on the positions of fine structure

events. Therefore we take the position of the associated H a flares instead.

Earlier investigations (see Kundu, 1965) do not refer in particular to Type

IV dm events, but nevertheless no or only weak directivity Is suggested.

Cases where more flares, with significant differences In longitude,

could be associated with an event have been omitted. In this way we were

left with 55 events. The results are shown In figure 19 for all events

together in a histogram and for specific fine structures as curves

representing the individual histograms. Our sample shows an E-W asymmetry:

60% are E flares. As the total number of events is only 55 the evidence for

this asymmetry is not very strong. Consequently we have added the E and W

positions and distributed them over longitude ranges of 30 . The

distributions In figure 19 show a marked directivity with a half aperture

angle of about 50° for all events together, as well as for pulsating

structure and fiber events separately. Zebra events might have a higher

directivity (half aperture angle 40°). The number of spike burst events Is

rather small (12), but they were found about uniformly distributed between 0

and 40°, and showed the same E-W asymmetry as all events together. For those

braided zebra events that were flare associated, positions were found ranging

between 0 and 90°, with similar directivity as for all events together.

Their number was however rather small (6).

Chernov (1976) found a directivity for 35 Type IV bursts with zebra

patterns, that was similar to our result for all fine structure events.

Though his sample of bursts was partly the same as ours, he did not find a

preponderance of E-positions, on the contrary, even slightly more

W-positlons. As the differences between numbers of E and W positions, E and

W directivity and directivities for various fine structures are not

significant anyhow, we conclude that fine structure events are symmetrically

distributed and have an average radiation pattern with a half aperture angle

of 50°.

We notice further that the longitude distribution we found for all

events together Is remarkably similar to that found by Thompson and Maxwell

(1962) for a sample of 65 Type IV events during 1956-1961, despite of their

different type IV selection criteria and their much wider instrumental

bandwidth (25-580 MHz).
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5.2.7. The radiation mode and the leading spot polarity.

The polarization of Type IV dm events Is alleged to be that of the

ordinary mode according to the "leading spot hypothesis" (see Chapter 2 and

Kundu, 1965; Kai, 1965; Akinyan et al., 1971; Kriiger, 1972), that Is for

solar cycle no. 20 (1964-1976) R.C.P. for sources on the northern

hemisphere and L.C.P. for the southern sources. Accordingly we would expect

a strong correlation of R polarization with northern (N) positions and of L

polarization with southern (S) positions in our collection of observations,

but we did not find it!

IR =
I L -
I N =
Is =

Total =

19

14

14

19

33

(25)

(16)

(19)

(22)

(41)

I NR
I NL
I SR
I SL

l NR

I NL

= 7

= 7

= 12

= 7

+ I SL

+ I SR

(10)

( 9)

(15)

= 0.7

Table 1. Correlation of the polarization of Type IV dm events with the

hemisphere of the associated H - flare.

(R,L indicates the sense of circular polarization; N, S the hemisphere;

NR, etc., R polarization on the N hemisphere, etc.; numbers inclusive

questionable cases are given in parentheses).

Our results are presented in Table I. As a result of the low saturation

level of our polarization measurement (par. 3.3.2.) and the presence In a

number of cases of other polarized continua (e.g. of Type I), the sense of

the polarization of a fine structure event could not always be determined

with certainty. The numbers in parentheses in Tabel I include the ambigous

cases, which are otherwise left out. Despite of its small number, our sample

can be considered representative for the population of Type IV dm events (see
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par. A.2.)' We notice a slight excess of S sources, which is in agreement

with the general trend in the pertinent years, the declining branch of cycle

no. 20 (Dodson and Hedeman, 1975; Roy, 1977). The main result Is, however,

that there is no preference for NR and SL combinations. These results are

essentially not different for zebra and fiber events separately. Only for

fiber events a few (4) weak ones were unpolarized (associated with S

positions). Also braided zebra events showed no preference for any category

of Tabel I.

Quite clearly the leading spot hypothesis is not valid for the

determination of the radiation mode of fine structure events! The

correlation of the polarization sense with the polarity of the spot closest

to the reported flare position does not give better results. It is

remarkable that in our sample 60% of the flares were reported in the

following spot region, about 15% in that of the leading spot and the

remaining 25% In between these spots. The spots as such had the usual

configurations for flare production. In our sample 55% had Y or

5 configurations, so with intrusions and Inclusions of opposite polarity

fields in the umbrae. The remainder was at least bipolar and almost always

(90%) BF (so with dominant leading spot). We see that flares associated with

fine structure events occur in regions with a complex magnetic structure,

preferably In the following parts of the spot groups, which are generally

even more complex and have distributed and relatively weak fields. Hence it

Is quite understandable that rough rules such as the leading spot hypothesis

do not reveal the radiation mode. High resolution measurements of the

position of radio bursts, of magnetograms of the photosphere and of radiomaps

In polarization of the pre-flare and the post-flare active region structure

are necessary of solve this problem.

Since the statistical evidence is inconclusive, we have to fall back on

a few individual cases. Chernov (1976) deduced for a few events from the

positions of the associated flares that ordinary mode was most likely (see

also Chernov et al., 1975). In view of the above results this is, however,

Inconclusive. In a single case (the event of 6-3-1972) we were able to

combine radio positions, measured at Nancay (Lantos 1972), with magnetograms

and flare position and found evidence for the ordinary mode (Slottje, 1981).
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5.3. Statistics of Individual fine structures.

5.3.1. Pulsating structures.

5.3.1.1. Broad-band Short-lived Absorption pulses (B.S.A. pulses).

We have seen that series of B.S.A. pulses constitute the majority of

all pulsating structures. In these series the intervals between Individual

absorption pulses are quite often larger than their durations, especially at

the start and the end of a series. In such cases we observe the B.S.A.'s as

individual absorptions. The B.S.A. series are generally only quasi regular,

however In some events there appear conspicuous short term periodicities

during one or a few seconds, which we will call "trains". Sometimes the

intervals in such trains are shorter than the duration of the individual

absorption pulses, resulting in a prolonged reduction of the continuum level.

In many cases the individual pulses can still be recognized during these

prolonged reductions. In the event of 2-3-1970 the author observed prolonged

absorptions which could be described as clusters of individual pulses

(Slottje, 1972). Possibly these clusters are closely spaced trains.

Time profiles.

From the visual Inspection of the film the pulses have a smooth and

symmetric aspect. Single frequency tracings in a number of cases confirm

that solitary pulses and pulses in series are similar and symmetric and that

the continuum flux level Is restored after the pulse passage (e.g. Droge,

1972). An analysis of micro densitometry tracings of typical examples of

B.S.A. pulses on our film over 20 channels confirmed the high degree of

symmetry and the restoration of the continuum flux level (see e.g. Figure

28, p. 69 ) .

Durations and intervals.

In several events the B.S.A. pulses were sufficiently abundant to

justify a statistical Investigation of their durations of intervals. For

th°se Investigations numbers of at least a hundred were taken.

For a number of events the distributions of number of pulses for

durations (d) and intervals (lv) fit remarkably well to negative exponential

functions. Examples are the events of 30-1-1970, 23-2-1972 (see figure 20)

and 2-3-1970 (see: Slottje, 1972b). In these cases the majority of the
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intervals was below 0.2s and that of durations below 0.1s.

In other events the distributions are more gaussian ("Normal"). For

instance, for the event of 14-8-1970 the distribution of intervals can be

fitted to the normal distribution N(0.7; 0.3) (so an average value of 0.7 s

with a spread =0.3 s). In this event the distribution of durations can be

fitted to the high values side of N (0.1; 0.2), but as well to an

exp ( - d/0.1) law. (see figure 21).

Several effects may distort the intrinsic distribution. We have already

mentioned the effect of undersampling (aliasing, see par. 3.4.3.), which may

produce an apparent negative exponential distribution out of a normal one.

As many values of d and iv are rather close to the resolution limit of our

recording some aliasing might indeed be present. Besides, by the mere

procedure of grouping values for the histogram columns when many values are

close to the resolution limit, the small values branch of the intrinsic

distribution is compressed and its number density falsely enhanced.

Moreover, the number of relatively large durations may be somewiiat

exaggerated whenever close series or clusters are present. Also the sample

may be inhomogeneous, consisting of a number of subevents.

After careful inspection of the filmrecording we do not consider

aliasing to be a major influence, anyhow the effect of the grouping procedure

is more important. However, even if we exclude the lowest value columns, the

fit to a negative exponential law remains good in a number of cases. Also

the influence of closely spaced series of pulses is not very important as

fluctuations of about -7dB relative to the average pulse amplitude can still

be detected. We consider the influences of clusters and inhomogeneity of the

sample to be the most Important ones.

In view of the above we conclude that the intervals and the durations of

B.S.A. pulses most likely obey to a normal distribution. As some events,

probably all, show short coherent series (trains), the normal distribution

may result from adding values from a number of, sometimes overlapping,

subevents. The reality of subevents is substantiated by the fact that pulses

in a series do not all have the same frequency extent. In some cases,

especially when clusters are present, the distribution of durations fits an

exponential law. It is possible that the clusters are very closely spaced

trains, in which case the statistics is that of train durations In stead of

pulse durations. On the other hand, in a convincing case of clustering

B.S.A. pulses, 2-3-1970, they were also different by the existence of low

frequency emission plumes (Slottje, 1972b). Hence it is quite possible that
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clusters are due to a different physical mechanism than trains.

Trains are generally short, mostly consisting of 2 to 5 elementary

pulses. Occasionally longer trains appear: the longest one we observed

comprised 22 pulses and had a duration of 4.2 s. The Intervals are generally

about twice the durations of the pulses. Their values are rather constant,

within 10%, which is about the reading error. In exceptional cases the

Interval changes during the life of a train with a factor up to 2. The

number of unambiguously recognizable trains was Insufficient for statistics

on train durations and relative occurrence of train and single pulses. We

have seen, however, that e.g. in the event of 14-8-1970 (figure 21) the

intervals were on the average much longer than twice the durations, which

indicates that roost pulses did not belong to trains.

Summarizing, we may say that for all B.S.A. events in our collection,

the duration of the individual absorption pulses was typically 0.3 s or less

and the intervals 1 s or less, both down to the resolution limit.

Bandwidths.

The bandwidth of the pulses are In most of our cases uncertain, because

they extended across the whole frequency coverage of our spectrograph or

crossed over one side of it. Generally only lower limits could be set: in

60% of the events the bandwidth was at least several tens of MHz, in another

25% at least 100 MHz, whereas in the remaining 15% the bandwidths were

between 50 and 100 MHz. As Type IV dm contlnua typically have bandwidths not

much different from these values (Urbarz, 1971, Benz and Tarnstrom, 1976) it

is likely that a major part, probably the whole continuum spectrum Is

affected by the absorption pulses.

Drift rates.

The B.S.A. pulses appear generally about simultaneous on a wide range

of frequencies. For convenience we will therefore deal with the reciprocal

drift rate in ms/MHz, instead of the conventional expression in MHz/s. As

the drift rates of the pulses appeared to be similar not only within a given

event but also in different events we put all events together for the

statistics, with the exception of one particularly rich event, 6-3-1972.

Thus we can compare the results for a single event with those for a large

collection of events. This collection contains all events were a reliable

drift rate measurement was possible. We have done the statistics for this
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collection by taking the number of events where a given drift value was

observed, and by taking the total time a given drift value prevailed during

all events. The statistics of the comparison event of 6-3-1972 were done by

counting the number of cases a drift rate value was observed within a fixed

period. The statistics by number of events is particularly sensitive to

short events with exceptional values, whereas that of prevailing time is

sensitive to long events with specific values. Comparison of these

statistics is important to evaluate the influence of these selection effects.

The results are shown in figure 22 for the collection of events for

frequencies of about 300 MHz and 200 MHz. We see that the distributions by

number of events and by time give essentially the same result: 75% of the

numbers and 82% of the time belongs to reciprocal drift rates within 0 + 3

ms/MHz. Although the number of events is much smaller at 200 MHz than at 300

MHz, the results are similar. Some results for the event of 6-3-1972 are

shown in figure 23. Here the reciprocal drift rates are sharply peaked

around 0.3 and 0.1 ms/MHz respectively. The positive and negative drift

rates are not randomly distributed in time, but show a systematic behaviour.

Also in other events the reciprocal drift rates change somewhat with

time. In exceptional cases this change may amount to 5 ms/MHz, at 300 MHz

within a few tens or hundreds of seconds. The changes are generally larger

at lower frequencies and particularly so near the low frequency border of the

B.S.A. pulses.

In a considerable number of events (about 25%) we observed also a

frequency dependence of the drift rate of individual pulses, which may amount

to a few ms/MHz and, in exceptional cases, even to 10 ms/ MHz. Quite often

the reciprocal driftrate changes from positive at 300 MHz to negative at

lower frequencies, but the reverse is also observed.

We can summarize these results In a model spectrum in figure 24. Both

the observed changes in time and frequency follow quite naturally from this

picture (we recall that the duration of trains of pulses Is typically much

shorter than the timescale of changes In drift rate).
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5.3.1.2. Broad-band Emission Pulses (B.E.P.).

We have seen (par. 5.2.1.) that B.E.P. events are far less abundant

than B.S.A. events. We have already excluded the flash burst storms (par.

5.1.). When we restrict ourselves to the unambiguous cases the collection of

events becomes rather small. We will discuss In particular three typical

events: 25-2-1969 at 09.43 U.T., 25-6-1972 at 05.55 U.T. and 22-7-1974 at

11.23 U.T., that are shown In this Atlas.

In the first case, 25-5-1969, a series of emission pulses appeared

during 120 s with Intervals varying between 1.2 and 0.8 s and with bandwidths

of at least 120 MHz. The durations of Individual pulses were a few tenths of

a second.

In the other two events also B.S.A. pulses were present with virtually

the same parameters as the emission pulses. On 25-6-1972 the event was

short, 80 s, and B.S.A. pulses with a marginal relative intensity preceded

the B.E.P.'s. These latter had durations of 0.1-0.2 s, intervals > 0.2 s,

bandwidths of a few tens of MHz and high drift rates. On 22-7-1974 the

B.S.A. pulses were stronger. The B.E.P.'s here had durations of about 0.5

s, intervals of about 0.2 s, bandwidths of at least 30 MHz and reciprocal

drift rates of about -2.5 ms/MHz. A remarkable feature was the occurrence of

short B.E.P. trains of 3 to 5 members.

It is quite possible that in the latter two cases we have been observing

the low frequency emission fringes of B.S.A. pulses at higher frequencies as

they were observed in the event of 2-3-1970 (Slottje, 1972b; see par.

5.3.1.4.). In the first case this is definitely not so as we could observe

the high frequency side of this B.E.P. event, where no absorptions were

present.

5.3.1.3. Broad-band fluctuations.

The number of unambiguous fluctuations events Is rather small. We will

discuss their parameters on the basis of a few events that are shown In this

Atlas.

The intervals of fluctuations are generally much longer than those of

B.S.A. events, generally one to a few seconds. They may be remarkably

constant (e.g. In the event of 30-1-1970: 1.4 s) or slightly changing with

time (e.g. In the case of 2-3-1970 where a systematic change from 0.8 to 0.7
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s was observed), but large changes also occur (e.g. In the event of

7-8-1972, where the Intervals Increased from 1.5 to 5.5 s during 150 s).

During the event of 3-7-1974 many fluctuations occurred at Irregular

intervals. Their aspect Is, however, more that of Type III burst groups.

Since during this exceptionally long event there were many successive flares

and Type III bursts reported, we consider these fluctuations as superposed

Type III bursts.

The frequency drift rate of fluctuations Is typically similarly high as

that of B.S.A. pulses. A peculiar change of drift rate has been observed by

the author In the event of 2-3-1970 (Slottje 1972b), which resulted In an

apparent phase shift of IT over 20 MHz.

5.3.1.4. Peculiar varieties.

B.S.A. pulses with low frequency emission fringes have been observed

clearly in only one case, 2-3-1970 (Slottje, 1972b). The emission fringes

were mere extensions of the absorption pulses with much shorter bandwidth

( ~ 20 MHz). We have mentioned the possibility that some B.E.P. events were

in fact such emission fringes. As we observed the low frequency side of the

Type IV dm events we might expect the emission fringes to be over represented

in our sample. Therefore their occurrence appears to be very rare Indeed.

Medium-band short-lived absorptions have been observed by the author,

again in the exceptional event of 2-3-1970 (Slottje, 1972b), with bandwidths

of 40-70 MHz and durations of 0.1 - 0.2 s. They were suspected to be "spooky

tadpoles" because of their coincidence with the tadpole-zebra-pattern event,

but occuring below its low frequency cut-off. This might well be true or

they might fit into the B.S.A. class. In view of the presently available

observations there is no need to consider them as a separate class any more.

In the event of 2-3-1970 the author noticed also a class of wedge-shaped

broad-band absorptions. They showed a marked decrease of duration with

frequency, contrary to B.S.A. pulses. This can not be explained by a change

of threshold contour line level due to change of background intensity (see

par. 3.6.2.). Their duration at 200 MHz was typically about 1 s with a

frequency dependence of about -5 ms/MHz. The durations are thus considerably

longer then those of B.S.A. pulses In a systematic way. Their reciprocal

drift rates (3 to -1 ms/MHz) are within the range for B.S.A. pulses. Though

we did not find such wedge- shaped absorptions in other events, their
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characteristics are such that we still have to consider them as a separate

class.

5.3.2. Fiber bursts.

Fiber bursts have been recognized as a fine structure of Type IV dm

bursts already in 1961 (Young et al.). These authors described them as

intermediate drift bursts in observations with a swept-frequency spectrograph

in the band of 900 to 500 MHz. In that frequency range their drift rates

were almost always negative (conventionally called "normal") between -10 and

-50 MHz/s and they covered ranges of 50 to 150 MHz. Instantaneous bandwidths

were reported of 10 MHz and intensities up to 500 su (1 su =

10~2z Wm~z Hz"1). The bursts were observed to appear in groups of 10 to 30

members of strikingly similar aspect. Quite rarely (see table 3) also bursts

with positive ("reversed") drifts were found, which, apart from the sense of

their drift, were quite similar to the others. Young et al. reported

"shadows" in frequency at the low frequency side in a number of observations.

In a few cases they reported these shadows at the high frequency side.

Intermediate drift bursts were observed (Kundu, 1965) at frequencies around

300 MHz concurrent with strong continua and with lower drift rates than

mentioned above. Also ElgarfSy (1973b) reported fiber bursts around 325 MHz

and 160 MHz and found drift rates and instanteneous bandwidths to decrease

with frequency. He also reported occasionally bursts where the absorption

("shadow") was at the high frequency side.

The first observations of fiber bursts with our spectrograph (Slottje,

1972a, b, 1973b) were generally in agreement with these earlier results

except that we observed always an absorption edge and never at the high

frequency side. Here we substantiate and refine these results with more

material.

5.3.2.1. The absorption-emission character.

We have investigated the absorption feature with about 3900 bursts

occurring during 127 fiber burst events. For the same reasons as for the

statistics of B.S.A. pulses we did the statistics by number of events and by

number of bursts. This is here even more necessary as 50% of the fiber
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events comprises only 5 bursts or less, while 20% comprises 20 and more, even

up to about 2000 bursts. In many cases the fiber bursts were so closely

spaced In time that the absorption edge of one could well be distorted by the

emission edge of its neighbour. Such cases were left out. The bursts were

distinguished as "e,a" when emission and absorption were unambiguously

present, as "e" or "a" when only one or the other was present and as "e,(a)"

or "(e),a" when the presence of the feature indicated in parentheses was not

beyond doubt. The results are shown in table 2.

Emission : e

Absorption : a

Events

Bursts

IN

127

3911

IN

88

3535

a

%

70

90

e,

IN

25

303

(a)

%

19.5

8

e

IN

12

53

%

9

1.5

a

IN

2

15

%

1.5

0.5

Table 2. The abundance of the emission-absorption combination in fiber bursts

in number of events and of bursts

e,a : both emission and absorption are observed

e, (a) : absorption questionable

e : only emission is observed

a : only absorption is observed.

We see that the vast majority of the bursts, as well by number of events

as by number of bursts, is the "e,a" category. A small minority of the

bursts appeared only in emission. These bursts were generally weak. The

occurrence of purely absorption fibers is very rare Indeed.

For those bursts with unambiguous absorption and emission edges (3535

bursts) we found that the absorption was always at the low frequency side.

This result is at variance with some observations of Young et al. (1961) and

Elgarjjy (1975). Probably the overlapping of neighbouring fiber bursts has

produced occasionally a false association of an emission edge with an

absorption edge higher in frequency in their observations. We conclude that

the absorption Is always at the low frequency side.

In a number of cases an abrupt start or end of fiber bursts has been

observed. In those cases we see clearly that the absorption and the emission

appear and disappear simultaneously. This confirms that they are related by

a frequency effect.
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5.3.2.2. Polarization.

In many events the continuum saturated the polarization output for most

of the time. In those cases where this was not the case the fiber bursts

appeared In circular polarization. In a number of cases there were contlnua

of opposite polarization sense overlapping partly in frequency and time. In

those events where the polarization sense of the continuum could be read

unambiguously, It was always the same as that of the fiber bursts. In events

were the continuum was so weak that its polarization could not be read from

the film, the fiber bursts were still circularly polarized, with only a few

exceptions (two events).

5.3.2.3. Intensity.

The relative intensities, estimated from the film recording range up to

+ 1.5 dB. This is also the case In strong fiber burst events where the

average continuum level can be about 500 su. The fiber burst emission would

then be about 200 su. This is of course a rough estimate but it is in

accordance with that of Young et al. (1961). In addition to the occurrence

of these strong fibers, in a number of events there appear large numbers of

closely spaced and partly overlapping, weak fibers, with intensities of about

0.4 dB or less.

5.3.2.4. Abundances.

In a fiber burst event the number of bursts may be very large (30 per

event on the average, see table 2), much larger than Young et al. (1961)

reported. This discrepancy is most likely due to our much higher

sensitivity.

The abundance of fibers shows a marked frequency dependence: the number

of fiber events decreases sharply with frequency (see table 3, J N column).

We have, in principle, to correct the numbers for table 3 for the differences

in observing time in the pertinent frequency ranges (less than 12% anyway)

and in frequency coverage. These corrections are, however, only small and in

this connection insignificant.
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5.3.2.5. Frequency drift rates.

A striking feature of fiber bursts is their similarity in drift rate and

the prepondei'ine of negative ("normal") drifts. Only 3% of the bursts and

bursts in only 3.5% of the events have a positive drift.

Closely spaced bursts with almost the same delft rate tend to distort

each others profiles and thus produce an apparent parallel trajectory. For

the drift rate statistics we restricted ourselves therefore to bursts that

were separated by at least three times their single frequency duration, to

avoid overlap. Nevertheless in a number of cases sequences of fiber bursts

showed a spread in drift rate of only a few percent over 10 to 20 bursts,

virtually the accuracy of measurement. In some events the drift rates change

systematically with time, but generally bursts with drift rates differing by

more than 20% belong to different groups. As the drift rate is apparently

typical for a group of bursts, and easy to measure, we will use this

parameter to recognize such homogeneous groups, which we will call

"subevents".

Individual fiber bursts show a deceleration of drift rate generally such

that 1/f . df/dt is almost constant or slightly decreasing. In some cases,

e.g. fiber events during flares on 2-3-1970 and 6-3-1972, the drift rate

decelerates much more strongly and vanishes or changes sign into an inverted

U-type trajectory. But such cases are very rare and they will be left out of

the statistics.

For the drift rate statistics we have divided the frequency band into

three parts of 40 MHz width, centered around 180, 240 and 300 MHz. The

results are shown In figure 25a, b and c. As the number of bursts per event

may vary enormously, we checked the distributions by number of bursts against

those, obtained by omitting the events that contain more than five times the

median number of bursts. The differences were, however, not important. In

fact it is remarkable how small the differences are between the distributions

by number of bursts and by that of subevents. The spread in drift rates

itself Is also remarkably small: typically + 4 MHz/s.

The frequency dependence of the median drift rate is shown in table 3.

We see that the drift rates decrease with frequency both absolute and

relative to the pertinent frequency. Our values are in agreement with those

reported by Elgar^y (1973) for adjacent higher and lower frequency bands.

They seem to obey the relation: . ,, 9 _,.
-•?£=• = 10 + 6.10 3 f (13)
t dt
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Figure 25. Drift rate distributions of fiber bursts around 180 MHz (a), 240

MHz (b) and 300 MHz (c).
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I
Ul

Frequency
range MHz

175-145 ! )

200-160

260-220

320-280
340-310 ! )

950-500 2-)

events

19

64

496

bursts

201

631

2996

Number of
bursts per

event

11

10

60

drift rate

df

dt

MHz/s

-3.5

-3.4+3

-5.8+3
-8.5+3
-9.5
-10 to -50

±M
f dt

10-V1

-22

-19

-24

-28

-29

abundance of

positiv

events

26

27

0.4

s drift

I bursts %

14

6 .5

« 1

bandwidth

A f t
MHz

0 .5

<1 3>

1.8

10

duration

Atf

s

0.25

0.2-0.4 3 )

0.25

0.2-0.4

2)

3)

From Elgartfy (1973)

From Young et al (1961)

See figure 30 and text on profile parameters.

Table 3: Some parameters of fiber bursts in relation with frequency.

The drift rate fits - . — = 10~2 + 6 10~5f (in MHz and s), the bandwidth Af = 4.9 10~5 f
f dt t



where f Is expressed In MHz and the relative drift rate In s"1. According to

this relation the drift rates between 500 and 900 MHz would amount to -20 to

-60 MHz/s, in good agreement with values reported by Young et al. (1961).

This corroborates the value of the relation at least for the negative drift

rates.

For positive drift rates the number of bursts is far too low for

statistics on frequency dependence. Positive drift rates have generally

about the same absolute value as negative ones. Only a few exceptions have

been found, around 180 MHz, with extremely high values for that frequency

range (see figure 25a). The abundance of positive drift fibers Increases

markedly with decreasing frequency (see table 3), both by number of bursts

and by that of events. The occurrence of an inverted U-shaped trajectory Is

a very rare phenomenon, yet it indicates continuity between negative and

positive drift fiber bursts.

5.3.2.6. Intervals between successive bursts.

In fiber subevents, as defined above according to their coherence In

drift rate, the intervals between successive bursts do not show preferred

values. The intervals may amount to a few seconds but generally they are

much shorter. Intervals between 1 and 5 times the single frequency duration

are equally common. For shorter intervals the neighbouring fiber bursts

start to weaken and eventually cancel each other. In such cases the

intervals appear to be equal to the single frequency duration from maximal

absorption to maximal emission. In some events we noticed a strong

preference for this interval value. As otherwise there is not such a

preference we consider these cases to be artificial.
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Figure 27. Distribution of the number of events with the total life time of
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5.3.2.7. Covered frequency range and total life time.

In a large number of cases the fiber bursts drlf> into or out of the

passband of the spectrograph, which allows only to determine a lower limit of

their frequency range. But in 62 out of 138 fiber burst events It was

possible to determine their full range. The distribution of ranges by number

of bursts and of events Is shown in figure 26. Clearly the distribution by

number of bursts shows the Influence of a few rich events. The majority of

'ranges Is between 10 and 30 MHz, though much higher values (up to 120 MHz)

have been observed. These results may, however, be Influenced by the limited

instrumental coverage: 160 MHz during roughly 1/3 of the time and about 40

MHz during the remainder (see figure 2, p. A2). This circumstance favours

the short ranges and cuts out a number of ranges above 40'MHz and all above

160 MHz. If we correct the distribution by multiplying all numbers for

values above 30 MHy. by 3, to make up for the low instrumental coverage in 2/3

of the time, the general aspect of It is not significantly changed and the

most common values remain 20-30 MHz. Hence we conclude that the limitation

by the instrumental coverage is not very important. It is remarkable that

the range of frequency coverages we observed agrees well *lth that reported

by Young et al. (1961) for much higher frequencies. It Is conceivable that

the values of these latter authors are an underestimate, due to their

relatively low sensitivity.

Similar considerations as above hold true for the total lifetime of the

fiber bursts. Figure 27 shows the distribution of lifetimes by number of

events. Again a similar correction by a factor of 3, as above, would not

change its general aspect, but here it would shift the most common lifetime

up to 5-10 s.

5.3.2.8. Profile parameters of fiber bursts.

The aspect of most fiber bursts on the film is that of symmetry between

absorption and emission. A profile obtained by microdensitometry of the film

(see figure 28) confirms this. An early observation of a fiber profile by

Aller et al. (1966) also struck by its symmetry. The profiles of the

absorption and emission as such are, on the conf.ary, not symmetric In these

tracings. These results are at variance with those of Chertock et al.

(1975) who found absorptions both stronger and longer than the emission, and
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Figure 28. Microdensltometer tracing of a fiber burst and some broad-band

short-lived absorptions.
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absorption depths much less than the emission peaks.

Generally the single frequency duration, At, of the emission and the

absorption were about equal and apparently equal to the separation of

emission and absorptions At . The case shown in figure 28 is in agreement
e—a

with this. Therefore we determined only the duration of the emission, as

this was most easily read, and took, these values also for the separation of

emission and absorption.

For a drifting burst the observed values for the instantaneous

bandwidth, Af , and the single ; cequency duration, Ato , are related by

the frequency drift rate:

These observed values are related to the intrinsic parameters of the

excitation by:

Af/ = Af.2 + (At. . f|)
2 (15)

and a similar relation for At , as follows simply from the tangent condition

for the exciter contour.

When the separation of the central frequencies of absorption and

emission is larger than about twice the bandwidth of absorption and emission

(Af0), we will read its true value, (^e~^a)o- ^ this separation becomes

smaller, we will actually observe a progressively heavier distorted value.

Taking e.g. a gaussian profile for the emission and the absorption in' the

undistorted situation (subscript u) we can determine the relations between

actually observed parameters (subscript ob) and the undistorted ones. Some

of these relations are shown in figure 29. We see that for small separations

of emission and absorption its actually observed value may rise by a factor 2

or 3 before the fiber burst disappears, meanwhile the actually observed

separation becomes approximately equal to the actually observed emission (or

absorption) width.

From these considerations we may deduce that for the observed fiber

bursts the undisturbed separation f -f was about equal to or smaller than

the undisturbed emission c.q. absorption width and hence that it is

justified to take the actually observed emission width as a measure for the

separation. Also we see that we will get upper limits for the undisturbed

parameters.
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Figure 29. Relations between actually observed parameters (subscript ob) and

their undistorted values (subscript u) for close spacings between emission

and absorption of fiber bursts.

We have seen (par. 3.6.5.) that bandwidths can be read between -3 and

-7 dB levels when the burst covers a few channels. Generally this is not the

case for fiber bursts. An other way is to determine the bandwidth from the

transit time through a channel (subscript ch) or through an interchannel gap

(subscript g). Assuming rectangular channel passbands (see par. 3.1.) we

can simply deduce the relations:

A tch = <Afch + Afo> «Sf*'1
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and

Atg = (Afg - Afo) (ff)-
1 (17)

The drift rate can be read much more accurately than the transit time. The

channel and gap widths are known from the tuning mode. Hence the accuracy of

the derived Af values is practically that of the At reading (see par.
o

3.6.6) which is generally an overrating of the -3 dB value.

If we could measure two independent sets of At and df/dt, we would be

able to determine the intrinsic parameter values with (14) and (15).

Unfortunately this is practically impossible as the changes in drift rate are

generally very small within the observed frequency range and fibers with

significantly different drift rates, in the same frequency range, belong to

different subevents. Only for the event of 2-3-1970 the author was able to

find such independent sets (Slottje, 1972b) and to determine intrinsic

parameter values. For the remainder we have to realize that we will obtain

upper limits of the observed values which are an unknown overrating of the

intrinsic ones. But the obtained values are rough estimates anyhow.

Within the framework of the above mentioned restriction we have

determined values for f -f for fiber bursts with emission and absorption
e a

that were strong enough to make an estimate of their duration in one channel

practicable. Therefore we had to reduce our sample to about 20%: being 700

bursts in 55 events. The bursts we have excluded were quite similar to the

ones we kept, however they were weak ones and moreover a relatively large

number of them may be narrow band ones. The resuls are shown in figure 30.

We found as many as 90% of the bursts with bandwidths (and frequency

separations) below 1 MHz and a considerable amount about 40%, even below 0.5

MHz. The bandwidth estimates may be slightly frequency dependent. When we

divide the sample of bursts according to frequency ranges 160-200, 220- 260

and 280-320 MHz, we find fractions of the total number of bursts in these

ranges of respectively 100%, 86% and 56% with bandwidths below 1 MHz.

Elgartfy (1973) found also a frequency dependence of the bandwidth: 0.5 MHz

at 150 MHz and 1.75 MHz at 320 MHz. The frequency dependence (see table 3)

can be summarized by:

4.9 105 f1'8 MHz. (18)
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Figure 30. The distributions of the apparent frequency separation of

emission and absorption of fiber bursts:

a. the number of bursts where a value was found,

b. the number of events where a value was found.
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We must realize that this frequency dependence is not necesarily evidence for

frequency dependence of the intrinsic bandwidth. On the contrary, for

intrinsically narrow band bursts (where the product of intrinsic duration and

drift rate dominates the observed instantaneous width) one would expect this

trend merely by the decrease in drift rate towards lower frequencies. A

relative increase of the intrinsic duration towards lower frequencies not

larger than that of the damping time (electron - ion collision time: v2 per

octave) could account for the effect. For example, when At.= 0.1 s and Af-=

0.5 MHz this effect is already important with drift rates of about 5 MHz/s.

As these parameter values are quite common for fiber bursts we conclude that

the observed frequency dependence of the fiber bandwidth could very well be

due to the change in drift rate.

It is remarkable that the single frequency durations are rather similar

over a wide range of frequencies: 0.2-0.4 s between 150 and 900 MHz (see

tabel 3). This suggests also that the instantaneous bandwidth is largely due

to the drift rate effect mentioned above. Though the data at higher

frequencies 500-900 MHz are rare and sketchy,all bandwidth observations could

be explained by the product of drift rate and duration, if the duration would

be 0.25 s at 300 MHz and would change proportional to the electron-ion

collision time, so by /2 per octave. The intrinsic bandwidths of emission

and absorption would then be considerably less than the observed values,

probably in the order of 100 KHz, which is very narrow indeed.
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Figure 31. Scatter diagram of zebra line frequency spacings and the average

frequency of the pertinent zebra event.
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5.3.3. Zebra patterns.

We have already seen that zebra patterns are a common feature for Type

IV dm bursts. After the analysis of a few events the author distinguished

between patterns that seemed to be merely modulations of the continuum and

the tadpole-zebra pattern in the event of 2-3-1970 (Slottje, 1971). In the

latter case the zebra lines were the trajectories of the occurrence of

individual or merged tadpole bursts. In the much larger sample we discuss

here, we found yet another type: the "braided zebra pattern", which is also

composed of separate elementary bursts along zebra trajectories. As it has

also otherwise properties quite distinct from those of the vast majority of

zebra patterns, we will deal with it separately. Here we confine ourselves

to the continuous, or modulation, type.

In some cases the intensity profiles are much like those of fiber bursts

(e.g. in parts of the event of 29-6-1971 such as around 16.52.00 U.T., shown

in this Atlas). Nevertheless zebra patterns are generally easily

distinguishable from groups of fiber bursts. For zebra patterns the

coherence is particularly striking in the intervals between adjacent lines,

while the lines may show rapid changes of drift rate. Fiber burst groups, on

the other hand, do not show any coherence in their mutual intervals,' but

maintain almost the same drift rate.

5.3.3.1. Frequency spacings. \

The regularity of the Instantaneous frequency spacing is the most

striking aspect of zebra patterns. A closer look reveals that generally the

instantaneous frequency spacing, Af, changes with frequency, as well as with

time. Within one zebra pattern changes may occur up to a factor of two.

We have investigated the frequency dependence of the spacings in 70

zebra events between 160 and 320 MHz (see figure 31), but no statistically

significant dependence was found. We see that the probability of the

occurrence of a zebra event falls off rapidly below 300 MHz, but that the

whole range of zebra spacings is maintained. As an example of the change of

line spacings within one event, we have indicated in figure 31 this change by

presenting the extreme values connected by a line for two events.

In view of the result above we have taken all events together,

regardless of their average frequency, to investigate the distributions of
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the spaclngs. For similar reasons as with pulsating structures and fiber

bursts we have determined the distribution by number of times a certain value

was found and by the fraction of time a certain value prevailed (see figure

32). In a number of events the spacing changed such as to fall into more

histogram columns. In these cases the event was counted in all such columns.

In the distribution by number short zebra events and those with large changes

In spacing are more prominent, while in the distribution by fraction of time

long-lived events with relatively stable spacings are dominant. In

particular three sebra events on 14-8-1970 produced an outstanding peak,

which is therefore indicated separately in figure 32 by a hatched area. Both

distributions are cut off below 2 MHz: the resolution limit in the vast

majority of cases. Only before 10-4-1970 the resolution limit was about 5.4

MHz, but this period dil not contribute much to Che zebra pattern sample.

As, however, this period was particularly prone to alias effects we inspected

all zebra fragments in this period and we feel confident that no or only an

insignificant part is due to aliased zebras. So this low resolution

observing period influences the total distribution only by a slight under-

representation of the values between 2 and 6 MHz, which are anyhow the most

abundant. Even if we exclude the events of 14-8-1970 we see that at least

80% of the number of values and 75% of the time the line spacings were below

8 MHz and that the abundance is increasing with decreasing spacing down to

the resolution limit. Hence one would expect to find a number of cases where

the zebra pattern arises as the result of growth of the spacing above the

resolution limit or where it disappears in the reverse way. However, we did

not find such cases. Generally changes of spacing are only slow, so the

appearance or disappearence across the resolution limit will occur only

gradually and may therefore not be noticed. We found some cases where we

surmised this effect, but there the drift rate was so small that the floating

zero level could as well account for It. Unfortunately in most of these

cases the polarization measurement did not give an answer as It was

saturated. The event of 14-8-1970 at 16.42.30 U.T. (shown in this Atlas) Is

an example where the polarization display might show the emergence of a zebra

pattern above the resolution limit.

The change with frequency of the instantaneous line spacings is

generally not very large, yet values up to a factor of 2 have been found.

For a limited number of events the patterns of their change with frequency

and time have been investigated by the author (Slottje, 1971). Although all

combinations of increase and decrease with time and frequency have been
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found, generally the ltne spaclngs tend to decrease with Increasing frequency

and with time. In view of the present much larger collection of events this

Is even more substantiated. This result seems at variance with those

reported by Chernov et al. (1975) and by Elgarjiy (1973), in much smaller

samples of events, who found the opposite. We also founil occasionally such

cases, but the general behaviour is as stated above.

5.3.3.2. Bandwidth of th-a zebra lines.

The bandwidth of individual zebra lines appears generally to be simply

half the spacing, at least for spaclngs up to about 6 MHz. In a few cases,

where the spacing was relatively large, the bandwidth of the lines was 2 or 3

MHz, which was considerably smaller than half the spacing (e.g. the event of

14-5-1971, shown In this Atlas). We may infer an intrinsic bandwidth of

individual zebralines of a few MHz. This would set a lower limit to the

observable smallest spacing of about half the FWHM bandwidth, provided

sufficient frequency resolution. Unfortunetaly the resolution of the

spectrograph sets a similar lower limit.

5.3.3.3. Frequency drift rates.

The drift rates of zebra lines are typically relatively small, with

similar absolute values as for fiber bursts, but contrary to the latter

preponderantly positive. Figure 33 shows that distribution of drift rates by

number of times a certain value occurred and by fraction of time such values

were observed. The influence of short, variable events and of long events is

similar to that mentioned with line spacings. Also here the distribution by

fraction of time is strongly influenced by the event of 14-8-1970, which is

therefore indicated separately. The preponderance of positive drift values

is quite clear: 66% of the cases and 70% of the time.

During a zebra event the drift rate of the lines may vary quite

considerably. Also the drift rates at one moment of subsequent lines may

differ noticeably. This behaviour Is of course connected with changes In

line spacings mentioned before.
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Figure 33. The distributions of frequency drift rates of zebra patterns:

a. the number of times a value occurred,

b. the fraction of total zebra time a value prevailed.

5.3.3.4. Discontinuous lines within patterns.

An Intriguing and for the interpretation of zebra patterns crucial,

phenomenon is that of lines appearing and disappearing amidst a continuous

pattern. In such cases, the gap after the end of a line Is filled by the

adjacent ones, or they part to give way to the newly starting line In such a

way, that the line spacing is approximately the same before and after the

discontinuity. Most examples of this phenomenon have been found In the

events of 14-8-1970 and 25-6-1971. Figure 34 shows an example of a

disappearing line.

A zebra pattern may show several of such discontinuing lines. Generally

there are then a number of continuing lines in between the discontinuing ones

(numbers of 1 to 16 have been found). Only one case was found where two

adjacent lines disappeared successively. Also, the newly starting lines do

not generally arise between the same lines where a former line stopped or

vice versa. In fact only one case was found where a line appeared

temporarily (during 1 s) in between two lines.

Generally the discontinuities in lines occur when changes of drift rate

of the pattern take place.

At first sight these discontinuities seem to be rather rare: we found
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only 15 cases of unambiguous stops (and another 6 dubious cases) and 6 cases

of starts In about 1200 s of zebra patterns. Most of these were found in

relatively long zebra events on 14-8-1970 and 29-6-1971. However, WÏ have to

realize that a stop or a start of a line In the present meaning can only be

identified when It Is well embedded in a continuous pattern of sufficient

time and frequency extent. Such patterns are rare (only 1/3 of the zebra

events is longer than 6 s, of which only a fraction has sufficient frequency

extent). Hence the stops and starts of lines might well be fairly common

phenomena.

5.3.3.5. Waves In zebra patterns.

We have mentioned that line spacings and drift rates vary in frequency

and time generally in such a way that a coherent pattern results even In

cases where Intermediate lines discontinue. In fact a constant drift rate

over a relatively long period is exceptional, e.g. constancy over about 25 s

was only observed once (14-8-1970; 16.42.30 U.T.).

In a number of cases the zebra lines show waves, which generally have a

systematic lag for lines at lower frequencies. This phase lag can be

expressed as due to a travelling disturbance at drift rates between about -8

and -25 HHz/s. The waves may have periods of several seconds (2-8).

Generally one or a few waves are observed: an exceptional case comprised 9

waves (14-8-1970; 16.59 U.T.).

The behaviour of the instantaneous line spacings during such waves Is

simply that, arising from the time lag of the waves In subsequent lines,

superposed on the general trend.

In the event of 14-8-1970, around 16.59 U.T. a series of waves occurred

concurrent with a series of B.S.A. pulses. There was no relation between

the shape of the zebra pattern and these B.S.A. pulses observable.

5.3.3.6. Hooka and jumps.

In some events, zebra patterns show sudden changes In drift rate (hooks)

or sudden jumps In frequency of the lines. .Such jumps in frequency and/or

drift rate, generally occur within typically less than 0.1 s and almost

Instantaneous over a wide range of frequencies.
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Examples of such jumps are found In the event of 17-4-1971. In this case

the zebra pattern was concurrent with series of B.S.A. pulses. The

intervals between successive .lumps of the zebra patterns had similar values

as the durations of tha B.S.A. pulses while the same similarity existed for

the drift rates of the jump lines and the B.S.A. pulses. Unfortunately,

detailed analysis of the spectrum of this event is hampered by a superposed

Type 1 storm. One might explain the jumps here by assuming two sources of

zebra patterns, one of which is also subject to B.S.A. pulses. However in

between the B.S.A. pulses one would then expect a mixture of zebra lines,

which is not observed. More likely seems a model with one source where the

B.S.A. pulses produce a change In conditions such that a reduction in flux

level and a change In zebra drift rate occur at the same time. Anyhow this

phenomenon is at variance with many cases where BSA pulses and zebra patterns

of considerable modulation depth apparently exist simultaneously without

influencing each other.

Also in some other events (14-5-1971, 29-6-1972, 29-5-1972, 2-7-1974 and

3-7-1974) hooks and jumps are observed more or less frequently. In all these

cases the jump lines and intervals have parameters similar to those of B.S.A.

pulses, or occur simultaneously with pulsating structures.

5.3.3.7. Frequency extent and number of lines.

In many cases the zebra pattern extends over the boundary of the

spectrograph's passband, thus allowing to determine only a lower limit for

its frequency extent. In a number of other cases, however, the full extent

was observed. Generally it is larger than 20 MHz, in 70% of the cases about

40 MHz or more. (In terms of tha lOx Baumbach-Allen coronal electron density

model this would Imply a height extent of a few times lO1* km) .

Generally the number of simultaneously observed zebra lines is a lower

limit for the total number of lines in a zebra pattern. In patterns of

appreciable drift rate and duration a much higher number of lines Is

observed. In many cases values between 5 and 20 are found; in the

exceptionally long lived case of 14-8-1970 a value as high as 60 was

observed.
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5.3.3.8. Polarization.

Zebra patterns were always observed in strongly polarized continua.

Quite often our polarization outputs were saturated during zebra events.

Quantatlve values for the degree of polarization were obtained by e.g.

Abraml (1970) for the event of 2-3-1970: 100% L.C.P. and Chernov et al..

(1975) for the event of 3-5-1973: 100% L.C.P.

5.3.3.9. Intensity profiles.

From qualitative inspection of the film one can deduce some Information

about the Intensity profiles of zebra patterns. Obviously this will only

give a tentative result.

Generally the relative Intensity seems to be about constant during a

zebra pattern. In most cases where changes in relative strength are observed

they may be explained by the rise and decline of an additional background

continuum. The onset and decline of the zebra pattern is sometimes quite

abrupt (e.g. within 0.1 s), but generally more gradual (within 1 s).

Although the onset and end may be almost Instantaneous for all lines, this is

not generally the case. In frequency the borders oE the pattern are rather

sharp: generally the pattern disappears within one or two line spacings,

while the existing lines have about the same strength.

Generally the aspect of zebra patterns is that of merely positive and

negative modulation of the continuum. In some events (e.g. 14-5-1971) the

zebrallnes appear only in emission. On the other hand, in some parts of the

event of 29-6-1971 (e.g. at 16.41.30 U.T.) the lines comprise a combination

of emission and absorption in much the same way as fiber bursts. This is

particularly prominent at the end of some fragments where the lines loose

their coherence and seem to follow different trajectories. Such a fiber type

profile was also observed by Chernov et al. (1975) in an event on 3-5-1973.

The emission zebra pattern can only be recognized as such when the line width

is much smaller than the line separation. This is also true for the possible

emission-absorption (fiber) character of zebra lines. As In general zebra

patterns are quite regular and show apparent line widths of half the line

spacing, the emission zebra and the fiber-zebra may be more common than seems

to be the case at first sight. Therefore It is conceivable that the

continuous or modulation type of zebra patterns are also merely trajectories
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along which favourable conditions exist for a fiber type of mechanism.

5.3.3.10. The sickle shaped zebra.

A very peculiar zebra pattern was observed on 21-3-1969 between 08.38.30

and 08.39.30 U.T., after a Type II burst and concurrent with, but apparently

not affected by, pulsating structure. A. few lines emerging at different

frequencies drifted towards a central frequency and merged Ln pairs thus

delineating a sickle shaped trajectory. The modulation was weak but could be

recognized well. Some parts of this sickle shaped zebra pattern suggest a

combination of emission and absorption, at the low frequency side. The drift

rates were about + and - 10 MHz/s. In the later stage of this pattern only

the high frequency part was observed where the flber-burst-like profile of

the lines was most noticeable.
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5.3.4. Braided zebra patterns.

We observed a number of events consisting of a compound structure of two

simultaneously present zebra patterns of opposite, but In absolute value

almost equal, drift rates. The zebra lines are not continuous emissions

here, but the trajectories of a substructure of narrow-band short-lived

emission elements, which themselves show drift rates of the same value, or a

few times that of the zebra lines, with the same or opposLte sign. The

general aspect of the dynamic spectrum is expressed by the name "braided

zebra patterns". Figure 12-E shows a typical example.

We have already noticed (par. 5.1 and 5.2) that, contrary to other

zebra patterns, the "braided" ones are events by themselves and are not a

part of a gross event containing other fine structure. Also their

association with H flares is rather weak (par. 5.2.5). 3esides they seem

to be associated with the high frequency side of type III activity. These

circumstances may cast doubt on the Identification of braided zebra patterns

as type IV fine structure but we will nevertheless discus them here.

5.3.4.1. Frequency spacings and drift rates of the main zebra structure.

In braided zebra patterns the positive drift component of the main

structure is generally dominant. The drift rate increases generally with

frequency, e.g. by a factor 2 over 40 MHz, but the reverse has also been

observed. Similar features are observed in the negative drift component of

the main structure. The Intervals in time between main structure lines are

generally decreasing with frequency to the effect that the frequency spacings

between the same lines remain almost constant. Instantaneous frequency

spacings are generally slightly decreasing with frequency.

An accurate determination of thase line spacings Is however hampered by

the existence of the substructure; besides the number of events is rather

low. Therefore these features can not be described more precisely. f

For the statistics of frequency spacings we grouped them in ranges of 10

MHz. We determined the distribution of the number of times a spacing was I

found in one of these ranges and that of the fraction of time spacings In i

these ranges prevail. Figure 35 shows the result, that is Influenced by

exceptional cases In much the same way as was mentioned with the

corresponding statistics for regular zebra patterns. ~~
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Figure 35. Distributions of the frequency spacing in braided zebra patterns:
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Figure 36. Distributions of frequency drift rate In braided zebra patterns:

of the number of cases a value was found (a) and of the fraction of total

time a value prevailed (b).

We notice that the majority In both number of cases and in fraction of time

Is between 10 and 20 MHz, which is considerably more than for regular zebra

patterns.

Similar statistics were made for the frequency drift rates (figure 36),

where in particular the absence of values between + and - 10 MHz/s is

remarkable, as it is the range where the vast majority of values for the

regular zebra patterns was found. The statistics also show the preponderance

of positive driftrates especially in the number of cases, but also in the

fraction of time when these values prevailed.
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5.3.4.2 Substructure.

As mentioned above the main structure of braided zebra's give the

trajectories for a substructure of narrow band short lived emission elements.

These elements (drifting spikes) generally show a drift rate up to a few

times that of the main structure. Typical values are + 20 to + 50 MHz/s, but

occasionally higher values have been found. The drift rates may have the

same or the opposite sign of that of the main structure.

The total bandwidth of the elements is generally about half the main

line spacing. The tnstananeous bamlwidths are, however, much smaller and

typically about 1 or 2 MHz. Durations, in one channel, for these elements

are about 0.05 to 0.1 s.

5.3.4.3 Intensity and Polarization.

The intensity of the elementary emissions is generally up to 1.5 dB,

that is, for the events in our sample, from about 10 su up to about 100 su.

The braided zebra patterns were In all cases strongly circularly

polarized. Both senses have been observed, but the number of events was too

low and the association with H flares too uncertain or even missing, for any

conclusion about a possible relation with the leading spot hypothesis or the

radiation mode.

5.3.5. The Tadpole-Zebra Patterns.

Tadpole-Zebra patterns were only observed during one event, that of

2-3-1970, which has been analyzed extensively by the author (Slottje, 1972b).

The most outstanding pattern occurred between 14.17 and 14.20 U.T. It was

preceded by two short patterns around 14.12 and 14.14 U.T.

The analysis is mainly based on the large pattern. It showed a

positive, as well as a negative drift zebra structure, with drift rates of

+ 200 MHz at the onset, but for the major part of about +30 and -15 MHz/s at

240 MHz, the midfrequency of the pattern. The positive drift pattern was

much stronger than the negative drift one. Therefore the analysis is mainly

based on the positive drift zebra.

The drift rate of the zebra lines were largest around the midfrequency
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and decreased to lower and higher frequencies. Also the Instantaneous

frequency separations of the lines were largest around the midfrequency.

Their values were 10 to 20 MHa. A remarkable feature was thu occurrence of

"fannings", most clearly below 240 MHz: these are fragments, in which the

drift rate at one frequency increases systematically for subsequent zebra

lines (e.g. at 14.18.05 U.T.). The analysis of the fannings reveals, that

they can be explained simply by a systematic change (generally decrease) of

the midfrequency of subsequent lines. The frequency dependance of the

instantaneous frequency separations as well as the time dependence of the

drift rates, fits nicely with this model. We may idealize the tadpole-zebra

pattern as a series of trajectories of tadpole bursts, curved in the shape of

an inversed integral sign (or stretched s), of which the midfrequency wiggles

somewhat around 240 MHz.

According to the described behaviour of the tadpole-zebra pattern, Its

drift rate and frequency separation values, it would fit in the class of

"braided zebra" patterns. The main difference is that here the elements are

tadpole bursts instead of spikes and that it is clearly associated with Type

IV fine structures such as pulsating structures and fiber bursts. Probably

the tadpole-zebra pattern is simply due to the coincidence of favourable

conditions for a braided zebra pattern and for tadpole bursts.

5.3.6. Tadpole bursts.

Tadpole bursts have only been observed unambiguously in the event of

2-3-1970. They have been described extensively by the author (Slottje

1972b). Though most of them appeared in the tadpole-zebra patterns, there

were also individual tadpoles. These bursts got their name because of their

aspect in frequency-time plane: an absorption "body" with a low frequency

emission "tail" and a high frequency emission spike, the "eye". The eyes are

not always present. The total bandwidth of the tadpole bursts was about 40

to 50 MHz and changed only a little throughout the event (lasting about 250

s). The fraction of the bandwidth occupied by the body, on the contrary,

changed from about 90% to 30% in the course of the event. The duration of

the tadpole bursts was 0.2 - 0.3 s, whereas that of the eye was only 0.1 s or

less. It is remarkable that whenever an eye was present, it occurred always

in the second half of the tadpole! Figure 37 shows the contours of a typical

tadpole burst, and Table 4 gives some parameters of tadpole bursts. The
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Parameter

Bandwidth MHz

Duration s

Intensity dB

Polarization

Frequency drift

MHz/s

Emission eye

1-2

<0.1

>+ 3

L

Absorption body

-: so - IO
0.2 - 0.3

<-3 to -4

L

+100 to -150

Emission tail

" "0 - 25 ̂

0̂ 2

0-2

L

+100 to -150

1)The total bandwidth is more constant and approximately 40 MHz

Table 4: Some parameters of tadpole bursts (see Slottje, 1972b).

time*
sec

OS

0

emission tail

220 230 240 MHz
frequency

frequency MHz

Figure 37. Profile of a typical tadpole burst.
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tadpole bursts showed -A small Inverse frequency drift, changing

systematically from 10 ms/MHs to -/ ms/MHz during the event. Those occurring

In zebra patterns showed still another remarkable feature: they tend to

occur In pairs of which the second component is typically 0.2 s later and 2

or 3 MHz lower.

5.3.7. Spike bursts and flash bursts.

We have seen (par. 5.1) that a variety of short-lived bursts have been

called spike bursts or flash bursts. We have chosen to call the ones

associated with Type IV and Type III activity: spike, bursts, and those

associated with Type I storms or Type IV tnB: flash bursts. The elementary

bursts of braided zebra patterns, which we have already discussed above,

would fit in the class of spike bursts. Also the eyes of tadpoles would

qualify as spike bursts, but we exclude them because of their specific

relation with the tadpoles. We must aotlce, however, that with a different

tuning we might have missed the tadpoles of the event of 2-3-1970 altogether

and might have observed only tadpole eyes. In such a case we would have

taken them for spike bursts. Although flash bursts are outside the scope of

the present study we will discuss them briefly to avoid confusion with on the

one hand spike bursts and on the other pulsating structures.

5.3.7.1. Flash bursts.

Flash burst events have much In common with Type I storms: they may

last for many hours, often as a continuous rippling on a more or less strong

continuum. Flash bursts are typically weaker than Type I bursts and reach

only rarely intensities of 50% of the average flux level (contrary to Type I

bursts). They have durations of about 0.1 s or less and bandwidths of 20 to

40 MHz (whereas these values for Type I bursts, at the same frequency, are.

typically 0.2-0.4 s and 3-10 MHz). An example of flash bursts is Included In

figure 12G. Occassionally a short period (up to several seconds) of

exceptionally strong flash bursts occurs. In these cases the bandwidths of

the flashes are larger than usual. Such events might be confused with

broad-band- emission pulses (B.E.P. events). Flash bursts events often

appear as a high frequency companion of Type 1 storms, generally with a
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considerable overlap. In these cases the. continuum, the flash bursts and the

Type 1 bursts are generally polarized in tho same sense. In those events

where this was not the case, there were more active centers present

simultaneously.

During a storm period in January 1971, when there was only one active

centre on the disk, we found evidence for a positive correlation of the

occurrence of flash bursts between 160 and 200 MHz and the average H -flare

activity. It Is conceivable that the enhanced flare activity is associated

to a shift in frequency of the flash bursts activity down into our band of

observation.

Probably flash burst events are a variety of continuum storms or Type IV

mB. The, as yet unexplained, gradual transition of Type IV mB into Type I

storms might thus be the result of drifting-up in frequency of the transition

zone between the flash burst storm and the Type I storm.

5.3.7.2. Spike bursts.

y
A typical example of spike bursts is shown in figure 12F. We have seen

that spike burst events are relatively rare phenomena. Moreover, the

duration of these events Is generally short, most events last less than 60 s,

but occasionally events up to 250 s were observed.

Spike bursts are typically relatively strong: they often exhaust the

dynamic range of the flux variation channels (+1,7 dB). Hence duration and

bandwidth readings tecid to be overestimates due to saturation of the

recording and due to the low values (~-7 dB) of their threshold contour

levels. Their intensities might therefore reach several tens of solar units.

We found the durations generally (in 70% of the cases) to be below 0.1 s and

for the remainder below 0.2 s. A typical value for the half power duration

of spikes would be 0.05 s or less.

The bandwidth of the majority of spikes is not resolved: a large

fraction of spikes Is only present in one channel. Of these narrow-band i

spikes a considerable number is relatively strong (> 1.5 dB), which indicates \

that their half power bandwidths must be smaller than the channelwidth, so ,

about 0.5 MHz or even less. |

Though spike bursts have bandwidths generally smaller than about 3 MHz

or 1% of the centre frequency, during some events a remarkable spread in

bandwidth occurs. About 70% of the bursts is smaller than 3 MHz and 40% is
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even smaller than 1 MHz. On the other hand the remainder has bandwldths up

to about 10 MHz and occasionally even 30 MHz. Figure 38 gives the

distribution of bandwldths for two typical spike burst events, respectively

on 26-2-1973 and 26-11-1973.

A remarkable feature of the wider band spikes Is the sharpness of their

high and low frequency sides, which Is comparable to that of much narrower

spikes. As their duration is about constant along their bandwidth, even In

cases when it Is partly determined by saturation of the film, their frequency

profile Is most likely rather flat. The broadband spikes might thus well be

clusters of simultaneous narrow band elementary bursts. In this connection

we notice that in some events (e.g. 26-2-1973) the abundance of broader band

spikes is highest in the center of the event.

Even for the broadest spike bursts the Inverse frequency drift Is zero.

Spike bursts are generally circularly polarized. As they saturate the

polarization channels and are relatively strong we could not infer an

estla^te of the degree of polarization. Only in one event, 14-5-1971, we

observed unpolarized spike bursts, concurrent with a weak pulsating L.C.P.

continuum and an also unpolarized weak zebra pattern.

5.3.7.3. Structure of spike burst: events.

Generally the spike bursts appear randomly distributed in the

frequency-time plane, but in some events they seem to be part of a pattern.

We have already mentioned the occurrence of broadband spikes that might be

clusters of elementary spike bursts. In a few relatively long events the

spikes seem, Interestingly enough, to be oriented along lines with high

frequency drift rates (inverse rates are, In absolute value, below -3 ms/MHz,

but typically between -1 and 0 ms/MHz. These lines have repetition intervals

between 0,1 and 0,2 s. Within the band of observation (in the pertinent

cases 34 MHz) only a few bursts share the same line. Figure 39 gives the

abundance of single bursts, pairs, triples, etc. for the event of

26-11-1973. The distribution shown holds for the last part of the event, but

that for the start was similar. We omitted the central part because

confusion of bursts made the investigation impractical. The event extended

beyond the observed band, so these results are only indicative. Anyhow,

along lines with an inverse drift rate of 1 ens/MHz we found 40% of the bursts

in pairs and 10% in triples. When we change the slope of such lines, these
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Figure 38. Distributions o E bandwldtha of spike bursts In two events.
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numbers fall off rapidly. The spikes however, do not show any preference In

frequency along these lines, nor for any particular interval between

components of pairs.

In some parts of this event a weak pulsating structure is present

(B.E.P. event), with the same drift rate of 1 ms/MHz. The orientation of

the spike bursts along similar lines might be a mere superposition effect:

the emission maxima of the spikes are drawn towards those of the B.E.P.'s.

Therefore we searched for spikes in between the emission pulses, but did not

find any! If the spike bursts and the pulsating structure «ere independent,

we would have found a few of such bursts at least. Hence in this fragment

both fine structures are related! But in other events both do occur

Independently. In principle there are two possibilities:

1. the relation could be coincidental: a condition necessary for spike

bursts could be satisfied during B.E.P.'s and not in between them,

2. there might be a common generating mechanism.

The second possibility is less likely as it should produce simultaneously

burst types of quite different bandwidths (and durations) but, at other

times, also only one of these types.
y

120

80

40

26-11-1973
11.04.25-11.0445 U.T.

IN = 157

1 2 3 4 5 6

Number of spikes on
lines at 1000 MHz/s

Figure 39. The number of times spikes were found to coincide on lines at a
• f

slope of 1000 MHz/s in a particular event. With this slope the number of

pairs and triples is maximum; a change in the slope would make their number

drop sharply.
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5.3.7.4. Similar fine structures. "

We have already mentioned the "tadpole eyes". From the spectrum of the

tadpole-zebra event on 2-3-1976 we can see that, with a different tuning of

the spectrograph, we could have missed the tadpole bursts. In that case we

could have classified the ey,es as variety of spikes.

With the Investigation of fiber bursts we have discovered a variety

which we called "fragmented fiber bursts". These fragments had durations

similar to that of spike bursts. Their special emission-absorption character

qualifies them as fiber bursts. On the ether hand we have observed also

fiber bursts only in emission. Similar fragments of such fiber bursts would

have been classified as spike bursts. The fragmented fiber bursts are a

rather rare phenomenon, therefore such structure in the fiber bursts of only

emission, by themselves already rare, would be extremely rare. Hence it is

not surprising thai we did not find a spike bursts group associated with

emission fiber bursts. The more or less randomness of fragmented fiber

bursts in the frequency time plane is similar to that of most spike bursts

events.

There is yet another fine structure that would qualify as spikes: the

emission elements in broken structured "quasi fiber bursts" (Kuijpers and

Slottje, 1976) and the elements in some braided zebra patterns (drifting

spikes). In these cases the duration of the elementary bursts is about 0.1 s

but their bandwidth and their position in the frequency-time plane is

determined by the quasi fiber bursts and the zebra pattern respectively. The

Intensities involved are generally much lower than for typical spike bursts.

The bursts might well be merely the result of a special source configuration

such as given by Kuijpers and Slottje (1976) for the explanation of broken

structured quasi fiber bursts.

5.3.8. unclassified structures.

The similarity of the fine structures within a specific class throughout

all events is rather remarkable. We have already mentioned a few variants

with the description of the classes, e.g. fragmented fiber bursts and

quasi-fiber bursts. The remainder of unclassified structures is largely due

to blurring beyond recognition by superposition with other structures. Also

a few structures occurring only once and lasting only a few seconds have been
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observed. The total amount of unclassified structures Is very small. These

structures have been Indicated In the captions with the Atlas.

y
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6. FINE STRUCTURES OF TYPE II BURSTS.

The number of Type II bursts we have observed Is 16, which Is rather

small for detailed statistics, but remarkably large In view of the average

Type II abundance. Kundu (1965) mentions an occurrence rate of 1 per 50

hours between 240 and 40 MHz during years of maximum solar activity (cycle

ar. 19). If we assume 1 in 100 hrs as an average over the whole declining

branch of the solar cycle (we actually found 1 in 85 hrs reported In

Solar-Geoph. Data for the years 1969 and 1970) and correct for the

difference In frequency coverage, we would expect to have observed about 10

bursts. If further we account for the lower occurrence rate at higher

frequencies (Maxwell and Thompson, 1962) we would expect a still lower

number.

One should keep In mind that small samples of Type IT bursts are prone

to inhomogenelty as Type II bursts do not occur randomly in time. Some

active regions produce a number of Type II bursts in a few days. During the

years 1969 and 1970 we found 50% of the bursts occurring with 2 or more (up

to 6) per day and stLll 24% with 3 or more. Also we found that 55% of Type

II active days were in consecutive series of 2 to 4 days. Hence It is clear

tnat small samples of Type II bursts can be seriously biased by short periods

of high Type II activity. Our sample was checked for this Influence and,

apart from two pairs of events arising In the same region, the events were

independently and widely spread in time. Comparison with reports of bursts

in Solar-Geophysical Data did not reveal any selection effect (see par.

4.2 ). It is remarkable that as much as 70% of our sample was also reported

in Solar-Geoph. Data. So the relatively high number of bursts we observed

may indicate that the frequency dependence of occurrence is weaker than

inferred by Maxwell and Thompson (1962).

6.1. Some statistics.

6.1.1. Association with H flares.

All bursts of our sample were associated with an H flare as well as an

X-ray flare and/or S.I.D.. The H -importances varied over all ratings from

— through 3. The most common rating (40% of the events) was I, which is one

rating higher than we found for Type IV dm bursts. The distribution with
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importance for our sample was remarkable similar to that found by Maxwell and

Thompson (1962).

6.1.2. Directivity.

The positions of associated H a flares for our sample showed no E-W

asymmetry. By adding the E-W positions and grouping them similarly as we did

for the Type IV dm bursts, we found a similar longitude distribution. Hence
o

our Type II sample indicates also a half aperture angle of 50 . This result

is at variance with that of Roberts (1959) and Svestka and Fritzova (1974),

who found a much broader distribution or even a deficit of central positions.

These authors, however, did not make sure that their samples were not biased

by short periods of high Type II activity.

6.2. Large scale structure.

We have mentioned that on a large scale Type II bursts may show a

fundamental, F, and a harmonic, H, component., which may be split into a low,

subscript 1, and high, subscript h, frequency band. Apart from these "split

bands", which resemble each other strongly in drift rate, time of appearance

and intensity structure, sometimes "bright lanes" have been observed which

lack this correlation (McLean, 1974). The bright lanes have not got much

attention thus far in literature, though they might indicate that the

conventional arrangement in split bands Is too simple. The distinction of

bright lanes and split bands is not always easy as multiple Type II

excitations may occur.

In our spectra the limited frequency coverage makes it difficult to

identify the F and H components. Only in two events the F and H components

were observed simultaneously (14-2-1972 and 6-3-1972). In the other cases

the identification is based largely on the mean drift rates, and, were

possible, on the frequency separation of split bands. In a number of cases a

burst was followed by one with about twice its drift rate and about twice Its

separation of split bands, which made the identification quite clear.

The drift rate values we found are shown in figure 40, where we have

plotted half the drift rate value at half the frequency for the harmonic

bursts. The drift rates for bursts moving radially in a Baumbach-Allen (B-A)



bursts. The drift rates for bursts moving radially In a Baumbach-Allen (B-A)

model corona are also shown for a number of velocities. Most of our values

are between 100 and 1500 km/s In a B-A corona. These results are In good

agreement with those of Roberts (1959), who found for type II bursts between

30 and 100 MHz, most drift rates between those corresponding to propagation

speeds of 300 and 700 km/s In a B-A corona. Our resul us, however, show a

wider spread.

Within a Type II burst the drift rate may show large variations. Typically

the positive drift values are larger than the negative ones; one case of

these variations is Indicated in figure 40.
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Figure 40. Frequeacy drift rates of Type II bursts In the present collection

as a function of frequency.

The values for harmonic components (H) have been normalized by division by 2.

Values for F and H pairs are connected. The bar and arrow indicates a case

of exceptionally large short term fluctuation of drift rate (-1.5 to +4).

Some curves corresponding to propagation In a Baumbach-Allen (B-A) model

corona are shown.
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The frequency separations of split bands are shown In figure 41, where

again half the values of frequency and frequency separation are plotted for

the harmonic bursts. For comparison the results of Smerd, Sheridan and

Stewart (1974), mean values obtained by Maxwell and Thompson (1962) and

Roberts (1959) are also shown. We see that our highest separation values

agree well with an extrapolation of the results of Roberts and Smerd et al.,

but that our lowest values are below the extrapolated results of Maxwell and

Thompson and of Weiss (1965). Roughly the separation appears to be

proportional to the frequency but a considerable spread is present.
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Figure 41. Frequency separations of split band components of Type II bursts

as a function of frequency.

The values for harmonic components have been normalized by devision by 2.

Values for a F and H pair are connected.
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The results may be summarized as Af/f= 0.2 + 0.1, but they at least

suggest, that there are two sets of values, one with Af/f ~0.3 and one with

Af/f •* 0.1. For the latter conception additional evidence is, that the first

set, the high separation group, has higher drift rate variations and almost

all show some herringbone structure. Also there is an indication that they

are associated with somewhat stronger flares, imp. 2 or 3 mostly, while the

other events have mostly imp.- and 1. Though the number of bursts involved

is small, these results might indicate a difference in shock structure.

An important question is whether the detailed time structure of the F

and H bursts is the same. Our limited frequency coverage allowed us only in

two cases to observe both F and H bursts during about 10 sec. In one case

the time structure was too much blurred (14-2-1972) and in the other case

(6-3-1972) the time structure appeared to be indeed similar, but the

structure in the F burst seemed to be smoother than in the H burst.

6.3. Fine structure.

The fine structure of Type II bursts is much less distinct than that of

Type IV dm bursts. Generally both elementary emissions and clusters of them

appear, the latter often with a blobby aspect. Nevertheless two distinct

fine structures can be recognized, which we will denote as lane structures

and herringbone structures.

6.3.1. Lane structures.

The bright lanes and split bands are formed by elementary bursts, which

tend to cluster in strings. We have investigated the bandwidths and

durations of these bursts for the fundamental and the harmonic component

separately. The differences we found are only small and have to be

considered with care, as the identification as F or H burst is not always

unambiguous and in particular the number of H bursts is only small.

The distribution of bandwidths of elementary bursts is shown in figure

42, where typical values for each Type II burst or fragment are counted. As

the bursts were observed at different frequencies we also determined their

relative values. For the fundamental burst elements 70% was narrower than 10

MHz and still about 30% narrower than 5 MHz. Their relative bandwidths were
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in 70% of the cases below O.CT and in 16% of the cases even below O,J1. For

the harmonic bursts the situation is less clear. All bandwidths up to 45 MHz

occurred once or twice. Their relative values peaked, however, between 0.05

and 0.10. This might suggest a larger bandwidth for the harmonic . elements,

but this is certainly not true as a rule. In the event of 14-2-1972, where

the F and H components could be Identified unambiguously, the elementary

bursts occurring In the same time Interval had the same bandwidth of 2-4 MHz

In the F and the H component!

The durations of elementary bursts in F and H components -vere quite

similar. Figure 43 gives their distribution. In the events were the F and H

bursts were observed simultaneously the F elements had slightly longer

durations, which might point at a frequency dependence of the duration. We

notice that most durations are between 0.1 and 0.2 s.

When we compare the bandwidths and durations of elementary bursts Ln

Type II events with those in other classes, we see that their bandwidth

distribution is quite similar to that of Type I storm bursts, but that their

durations are typically much shorcer. In fact the distribution of durations

is remarkably similar to that of flash bursts as reported by Eckhoff (1966).

On the other hand these durations are longer than those of spike bursts (par.

5.3.7.2).

6.3.2. Herringbone structures.

Well developed herringbone structures are relatively rare. The most

convincing case In our sample Is the event of 5-6-1969. Here the herringbone

was observed as positive drift bursts at the high frequency side of te

F component and as negative drift bursts at the low frequency side of te

F component, so in fact two half herringbones were observed (see the

pertinent figures ln this Atlas). In this case the central lane ("back

bone") of the F component was missing.

The durations of herringbone elements appear to be somewhat longer than

those of the lane elements: 0.2-0.4 s- Their bandwidth may vary

considerably from values of a few MHz up to several tens of MHz, probably

even over 100 MHz.

Generally the drift rate starts relatively small close to the lane from

which they originate (+10 - +30 MHz/s) and increases further on. In our

sample most herringbone structures showed a positive frequency drift which
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generally increased considerably (up to a few hundreds of MHz/s) with

frequency. In the course of an event the drift rate of herringbone elements

changes only slowly.

Unfortunately the herringbone structures were only observed during the

period without reliable polarization measurements.

In comparison with Type III bursts at the same frequencies the

herringbone elements have much smaller instantaneous bandwidths and

durations. In both parameters the difference is by about a factor of 5.

6.3.3. Other fine structure.

During Type II events also some drifting blobbly structures are observed

which are quite similar to such structures during Type III groups. We

consider them therefore as Type III fragments.

In a number of cases, where the Type II bursts were concurrent with a

Type IV event, a number of structures was observed which resemble those of

Type IV dm, in particular pulsating structure. In such cases it is difficult

to decide whether it is a herringbone structure or a pulsating structure.

For example the herringbone structure in the event of 24-ll-'69 was

exceptionally broad-band ( ~ 140 MHz) for a Type II structure, but the aspect

was nevertheless that of a herringbone rather than Type IV pulsating

structure. In the event of 6-3-1972 on the other hand the Type II was

followed by a kind of pulsating structure that seemed neither typical for

Type IV nor for Type II herringbone. We must, however, remember that the

number of high resolution Type II observations is rather limited and hence

what now seems an exceptional case may not be so after all.
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10. ATLAS OF TYPE IVdm AND TYPE II SPECTRA.

The Atlas gives the spectra In chronological order. The tuning of the

spectrograph Is Indicated per page or when necessary with the pertinent

picture. Figure 3 gives the film formats and, with figure 2A, the

resolution, sensitivity and dynamic ranges. Figure 2A gives also the total

observing time and Its distribution In blocks.

Table 5A lists all Type It and Type IV observations comprised In this

study. Events that are not shown In the Atlas are given In parentheses.

Tables 5B and C summarize the observed parameters of Type IV resp. Type II

events.

-Al-
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Figure 2A. Tuning modes and relevant Instrument parameters during 1968 until

1975.

_£. The occasions of Type II and Type IV observations dealt with In

this study relative to the distribution of events of Types II and IV reported

In Solar-Geophysical Data (NOAA) over the pertinent years.
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Table 5A; Summary of .Fine Structure Events.

Date

1968

26-06

30-12

1969

25-02

27-02

21-03

05-06

17-09

24-11

27-11

1-12

1970

30-01

02-03

27-07

14-08

15-08

04-09

07-09

12-12

17-12

(18-12

(21-12

1971

17-04

(03-05

(10-05

14-05

Ev

Type

IV

IV

IV, II

II

IV

IV, II

IV

II, IV
II

II

II, IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV(?)

II

IV

IV

mn

IV

II

IV

II

IV

ent

approx. time

h.m. U.T.

15.20

14.25

09.05

09.44

09.55

14.05

08.22

08.32

08.39

09.57

10.17

09.17

10.05

10.40

11.50

15.55

14.00-14.25

07.53

16.45

17.00

18.05

15.31

09.52

06.54

08.23

09.06

09.13

10.47

12.47

18.26)

09.02)

09.09-09.18

14.14)

10.46)

14.16

14.19

14.24

14.31

(14.43)

puls.

str.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

x

xl

X

X

X

X

X

X

x(
X

X

X

?ine Structure

zebra

X

X

x!

X

X

X

X

x!

xï

x!

X

XÏ

x!

x!

X

X

XÏ

X

X

X

fiber

X

X

X

X

X

X

pike

X

X

X

X

X

X

tadp.

x(?)

X

uncl.

X

X

X

X

Remarks

Type III

Type III inv.J.

Drifting continuum

Type I chains

Sickle shaped zebra

herringbone

Type III inv. U

herringbone

(b.s.a. with emission fringes,
tadpola-zebra pattern, wedge-
shaped absorptions)

braided zebra

disappearing zebra lines

braided zebra

drifting spikes

braided zebra

Type V ?

braided zebra

drifting spikes

submerged in Type I stora

braided aebra, drifting spikes
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Table 5A: (continuation)

Date

29-06

26-07

1972

26-01

14-02

23-02

05-03

06-03

29-05

03-06

12-06

15-06

24-06

25-06

07-08

24-11

1973

26-02

28-02

01-03

11-03

20-05

Event

Type

IV

IV(?)

IV

IV(?)

II

IV

II, IV

II

II

IV

IV(?)

II

IV

Iv

IV

IV

IV(?)

IV

IV

IV

II

II

IV

IV

IV(?)

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV(?)

IV, II

IV(!)

IV(?)

approx. time

h.m. U.T.

(12.42)

12.52

(14.17)

14.36-14.44

16.28-17.02

18.49

09.30

15.58

12.59

11.30

08.14

08.17

11.37

11.38-11.40

12.33

17.01

11.16

11.18

11.22

11.39-12.37

10.49

14.39

13.42

15.11

09.51

(14.45)

07.06

07.08

07.26-07.47

05.55

06.23

15.23-15.32

16.02

12.52

09.47

10.08

11.24

11.28

10.31

(14.38)

>.s.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Fine Structure

zebra

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

x(.

X

iber

X

X

X

X

X.'

X

X.'

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

)

spike

X

X

X

X

adp. uncl.

X

X

X

xO)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Remarks

fragmented fiber bursts
clusters of b.s.a, ragged
zebra patterns merging and
emerging zebra lines

quasi fiber

P and H simultaneous

b.s.a. trains and clusters

unpolarized (!)

Type II?

quasi fiber (?)

quasi fiber (?)

quasi fiber (?)

quasi fiber
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Table 5A: (continuation)

Date

(09-08)

26-11

1974

15-02

20-02

02-07

03-07

20-12

Event

Type

IV?

IV(?)

IV(?)

IV(?)

IV

IV(?)

IV

IV

cont

IV

apprax. time

h.m. U.T.

(14.15)

(15.52)

10.00

11.04

15.22

15.21

11.14

13.14

(07.44)

(07.59)

08.03

(08.06)

(08.20)

(10.35)

16.39

18.37

08.28-09.05

(09.20)

(09.21-09.57)

(10.58-11.03)

(11.09-13.09)

(14.26-14.40)

12.27-12.31

p.s.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Fine Structure

zebra

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

fiber

X

X

X

x

X

x'.

spike

X

X
X

x(?)

tadp. uncl.

X

X

X

X

Remarks

quasi fiber (?)

scintillation

partly shown

ragged structures

ragged structures

ragged structures

ragged structures

quasi fiber
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Type IV dm
Fine Structure
Parameters

Event:
r e l . abundance %
directivity
(half aperture)
duration s

bandwidth MHz

Structure element:

bandwidth MHz

duration s
drift rate MHz/s

ms/MHz

r e l . in tens i ty dB

rad ia t ion mode

p u l s .

str.

(B.S.A.)

20

50

<50

= 100

= 100

<0.3

0±3

- 3

0?

zebra

20

50

<50

>40

<2-8

=0.2

-10-+20

±1.5

0?

fiber

20

50

<50

S100

<1°
=0.2

=82)

±1.5

0?

spike

3

"50?

<50

>40?

<-5

<0.08

51.7

tadpole

(<100)

=80?

table 4
<0.3

0+8

+3

(flash)

not
type
IV dm

(=103)

(«80)

=20

<0.2

0+10

<I

Af = 4.9 10 5 f1'8 MHz

2)

Table 5B: Summary of typical values of observed parameters.

See text.
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i

Type II Parameters

Event:

directivity (half aperture)

drift rate (in B-A corona) Km/s

rel. split band separation -|-

Elements:

duration s

rel. bandwidth —
f

Herringbone elements:

duration s

bandwidth MHz

freq. coverage MHz

drift rate MHz/s

Fundamental Harmonic

50"" '•

100-1500

0.1 and 0.3

«0.2

«0.05

$0.4

= 5 ?

z80 ?

+10++100

similar

similar or
slighly more

1

1

?

Table 5C: Summary of typical values of observed Type II parameters.

See text.
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30-12-1968 14.23.41 - 14.25.07 U.T.

Type III : group of inverted - Jbursts (frequently occuring during this day)

Type IV : fast drift zebra patterns and spike bursts (above 240 MHz)

i 160-320 MHz

hms UT

Associated events:

Type II m, Dm: 14.33 - 14.37 U.T.

Ha :-N ; N14E27 : 14.23 - 14.44 U.T.

X-ray flare : 14.25 - 14.31 U.T.

(P only : 267 - 293 MHz).

S.I.D. : none reported

3 J 0 0 3
30-12-1968 14.24.59 - 14.26.26. U.T.

Type III: turning points of inverted - J bursts (some are indicated by J)

Type IV: fast drift zebra patterns (above 240 MHz)

short lived, medium band absorptions with emission spikes above 240 MHz, 14.25.35-14.26.07 U.T.

(fariant of tadpole bursts?)



160-320 MHz

hms UT

25-02-1969 09.04.19 - 09.05.46 U.T.

Type I : below 200 MHz, chains of Type I bursts

Type IV: above 200 MHz, swarms of spike bursts

start of pulsating structure.

Associated events:

Type IV m : 09.04 - 11.30 Ü.T.

»a : 2B ; N13W37 : 09.03 - 10.13 U.T.

;l i X-ray flare : 08.50 - 09.18 U.T.

•', S.I.I). : 09.00 - 10.00 U.T.

25-02-1969 09.05.39 - 09.07.07 U.T.

Type I : below 200 MHz: chains of Type I bursts.

Type IV: above 200 MHz: pulsating structure (probably b.s.a.



1 160-320 MHz

hms UT

25-02-1969 09.07.00 - 09.08.27 U.T.

Type I : below 200 MHz: chains of Type I bursts

Type IV: above 200 MHz: pulsating structure (probably b.s.a.)

25-02-1969 09.08.20 - 09.09.47 U.T.
Type I : below 200 MHz: chains of Type I bursts
Type IV: above 200 MHz: pulsating structure (probably b.s.a.)

occasionally unclassified structure.



- r — 160-320 MHz

hms UT

25-02-1969 09.09.40 - 09.11.07 U.T.
Type IV : below 240 MHz : unclassified fine structure (occasionally zebra?)

above 240 MHz : pulsating structure
Type II(?): below 240 MHz: emission patches. I

25-02-1969 09.11.00 - 09.12.26 U.T. •'
Type II : below 240 MHz (occasionally above)
Type IV : 260-220 MHz: zebra patterns (09.11.12-09.11.25 U.T.)

above *• 240 MHz: pulsating structure (b.s.a.)
unclassified structure'(branded zebra patterns?)



l 160-320 MHz

hms UT
- o

25-02-1969 09 .12 .20 - 09 .13 .47 U.T.

Type II : below 240 MHz (occasionally above)

Type IV : above 240 MHz pulsating structure (b.s.a.) unclassified fine structure

25-02-1969 09.13.39 - 09.15.07 U.T.

Type II : below "\. 270 MHz : predominantly positive frequency drift!

Type IV : above % 200 MHz : pulsating structure



il
I , 160-320 MHz

hm.s UT

25-02-1969 09 .14 .59 - 09 .16 .26 Ü.T.

Type II : below ^ 300 MHz : predominantly positive frequency dnrt;

Type IV : below •*> 240 MHz : pulsating structure

above "\- 240 MHz : unclassified fine structure

25-02-1969 09.16.20 - 09.17.47 U.T.

Type II : below 'v. 300 MHz

Type IV : above 300 MHz : pulsating structure



-f- —, 160-320 MHz

hms UT

25-02-1969 09.17.39 - 09 .19 .07 U.T.

Type II : below % 240 MHz

Type IV : above ^ 240 MHz : pulsating structure

25-02-1969 09.19.00 - 09.20.27 U.T.

Type II : below * 200 MHz

Type IV : above % 200 MHz: pulsating structure

swarm of spike bursts after 09.20.00 U.T.



'T" — 16D-320 MHz

hms UT

25-02-1969 09.20.20 - 09.21.47 U.T.
Type IV: pulsating structure until 09.21.18 U.T. '

swarm of spike bursts spreading to lower frequencies.

25-02-1969 09.21.40 - 09.23.07 U.T.

Type IV : swarm of spike bursts



25-02-1969 09.43.30 - 09.44.17 U.T.

Type IV: pulsating structure (b.e.p.?)

25-02-1969 09.53.40 - 09.54.27 U.T.

Type IV : pulsating structure

isolated fiber bursts

a - T " ~i •' 160-320 MHz

hms U.T

25-02-1969 09.54.19 - 09.55.46 U.T.

Type IV: pulsating structure.



n r H 160-320 MHz

hms UT

25-02-1969 09.55.40 - 09.57.06 U.T.

Type IV : continuum drifting to lower frequencies (at ^-4 MHz/s).
pulsating structure with changing repetition frequency.



27-02-1969 J4.04.20 - 14.05.45 U.T. <<

Type II : F, . drifting at % -) MHz/s ; A £,_. = 40 MHz
•Lift *-"~ n

\ after 14.05.05) drifting at * -2 MHz/s

- r H i 160-320 MHz

hms UT

27T02-1969 14.05.39 - 14.07.05 U.T.

Type II H : drifting at -2 MHz/s ; A f, , = 80 MHz

pulsating structure? , herring bone?)

Associated events:

Type II ra : 14.04 - 14.32 U.T.

H^ : 2B; N13W64; 13.4B - 14.57 U.T.

X-ray flare : 14.00 E - 17.35 U.T.

SID : 14.04 - 14.54 U.T.



160-320 MHz

hms UT

27-02-1969 14.07.00 - 14.08.25 Ü.T.

Type II HL . '• drifting at -1 MHz/s ; Afj_h = 70 MHz

(herringbone structure?)

27-02-1969 14.08.20 - 14.09.45 U.T. j!

Type II II. :oscillating between negative and positive driftrates of ^-3 and

+ A MHz/s

(Type IV : pulsating structure).



AI 160-320 MHz

hms UT

21-03-1969 08.22.00 - 08.23.28 U.T.

Type IV : above 240 MHz: pulsating structure (emission fringes of b.s.a.?)

a few spike bursts ( M38.22.I5 Ü.T.)

pulsating structure (fluctuations)

Type III: fragments (blobs) at = - 80 MHz/s ; A f = 25 MHz ; A t = Is

Associated events:

Type IV tn : 08.21 - 08.24 U.T.

Ha : - N ; N11W07 : 08.22 - 08.39 U.T.

X-ray flare: none reported

SID : 08.24 - 08.40 U.T.

21-03-1969 08.23.25 - 08.24.07 U.T.

Type IV : pulsating structure (fluctuations)

Type I : chain, drifting at - 0,4 MHz/s

21-03-1969 08.31.30 - 08.32.15 U.T.

Type IV : above ^ 240 MHz: pulsating structure (b.s.a.)

Type I : below •v 240 MHz: chains



f t —, 160-320 MHz

hms UT
- o

21-03-1969 08.32.10 - 08.33.38 U.T. >'

Type IV : above ̂  200 MHz: pulsating structure:» (b.s.a.)

Type III: group of inverted J bursts (̂  -160 MHz/s; around 08.32.40 U.T.)

Type I : below ^ 240 MHz: chains

(Type II fragments?; 08.32.15-08.32.30).

21-03-1969 08.33.30 - 08.34.57 U.T.

Type IV : pulsating structure

Type II '; drifting at

H,

-2.5 MHz/s;

- 5 MHz/s;

= 45 MHz

= 80 MHz



- f" H 160-320 MHz

hms UT

21-03-1969 08.34.50 - 08.35.37 U.T.

Type II F(?) oscillating between negative and positive driftrates

(-2 to +4 MHz/s)

Type IV : above ̂  240 MHz; pulsating structure

21-03-1969 08.38.10 - 08.39.37 U.T.

Type IV : pulsating structure

: sickle shaped zebra pattern!



05r06-I969 09.57.00 - 09.58.25 U.T. j

Type II Fx : herringbone structure; drifting at-0.7 MHz/-; A£j_h = 50 MHz

T...

05-06-1969 09.58.20 - 09.59.45 U.T.

Type II Fj : herringbone structure (herringbone driftrates + 20 MHz/s)

AI 160-320 MHz

hms UT

Associated events:

Type IV.m : 09.53-10J25 U.T.

Type-II m : 09.57-10.14 U;.T.

H : 3B';;NI2E63 : 09.53 - 10.51 U.T.
a • i

X-ray f lare : 09.54 - . . . . . . U . T .



-T" — 160-320 MHz

hms UT,

05-06-1969 09.59.40 - 10.01.05 U.T.

Type II Fh : below 200 MHz

Unclassified blobby structure (Type II?)

05-06-1969 10.01.00 - 10.02.25 U.T.

Type II Fh : below 200 MHz

Unclassified blobby structure (Type II?)

Type IV : above ^220 MHz; R.C.P. continuum and weak pulsating structure

(fluctuations).



Hr H 160-320 MHz

hms UT,

05-06-1969 10.02.20 - 10.03.45 V.T. -,'

Unclassified blobby structure (Type II?) ; below, o» 240 MHz

Type IV ; above 240 MHz ; pulsating structure (marginal) on R.C.P. continuum.

Type II s below 200 MHz: oscillating between driftrates of -0.3 and +2 MHz/s.

05-06-1969 . 10.03i40 - 10.05.05 U.T.

Type TI • below 220 MHz: drifting at -0.7 MHz/s

Type IV : R.C.P. continuum devoid of fine structure!



AL
I 160-320 MHz

hms UT
- o

27-11-1969 10.04.53 - 10.05.09 U.T. (expanded time scale)

Type II Hljh (?); drifting at -^-0.6 MHz/s; & fx_h = 70 MHz

Type IV (?): zebra structures. /

Associated events:

III GG, m : 09.56 - 10.13 U.T.

H^ : —N; S21 E17 : 09.42 - 10.29 U.T.

IB ; S U E43 : 10.30 - 10.57 U.T.

X-ray flare : 10.01 -11.00 U.T.

S.I.D. : 10.45 - 11.00 U.T.

27-11-1969 10.39.50 - 10.40.06 U.T (expanded time scale)

Type IV : below ̂  220 MHz : zebra patterns

above ̂  200 MHz : pulsating structure



Associated events:

No spectral observation reported

Ha : (—F; N20 E80: 11.27 - 12.15 U.T.)

—F: S12 W09: 11.49 - 11.53 U.T.)

X-ray flare : none reported

SID : none reported

I 160-320 MHz

hms U.T

01-12-1969 11.49.50 - 11.50.37 U.T.

Type IV : below 220 : zebra pattern.

30-01-1970 event 15.50.00 - 16.02.30 U.T. partly shown because of poor film

quality.

15.53.10 - 15.54.28 U.T.

Type IV : below i< 220 MHz : pulsating structure (b.s.a.)

^ 220 MHz - ̂ 280 MHz : unresolved fine structure (zebra?, fiberbursts?)

above 280 MHz : fragmentary zebra pattern.



Associated events:

Type IV dm, in: 15.49 - 16.06 U.T.

(Type II dm, ro: 15.03 - 15.10 U.T.

H : IB; S06 W32: 15.00 - 16.32
a

X-ray flare : none reported

SID : 15.0Z - 15.35 Ü.T.

I 160-320 MHz

hms UT

30-01-1970 15.55.20 - 15.55.50 U.T.

Tjpe IV : bunch of fiberbursts.

30-01-1970 15.58.09 - 15.59.41 U.T.

Type IV : below ^ 220 MHz: absorptions and emission spikes (tadpole structure?)

above 220 MHz : pulsating structure (b.a.a.)



02-03-1970 13.59.30 - J4.00.45 U.T.

Type IV : clustering b.s.a. 's with emission fringes

series of b.s.a.'s „ „ „

160-320 MHz

hms UT

02-03-1970 14.00.40 - 14.01.45 U.T.

Type IV : above i*24O MHz : pulsating structure: series of b.s.a.'s with

emission fringes,

fiberbursts with positive (!) and negative driftrates.

Associated events:

Type IV dm, m : 13.48 - 14.40 U.T.

Ha : IN; N06 E33: 14.20 - 15.16 U.T.

IN; N05 E35: 13.28 - 14.05 U.T.

— F; S10 E66: 14.12 - 14.23 U.T.

X-ray flare : 13.35 - 14.15 U.T.

S.i.O. : 13.36 - 15.38 U.T.



HT- — 160-3ZO MHz

hms UT _

02-03-1970 14.06.20 - 14.07.45 Ü.T.

Type IV : bunches of fiberbursts.

02-03-1970 14.11.46 - 14.12.45 U.T. :

Type IV ; absorption and emission patches evolving into a tadpole -zebra pattern

and separate tadpole bursts,

fiberbursts.



~T —; 160-320 MHz

hms UT

02-03-1970 14.13,40 - 14.14.45 U.T. ,

Type IV : Tadpole-zebra pattern evolving into separate tadpole bursts,

fiberbursts

02-03-1970 14.16.22 - 14.17.26 U.T.

Type IV : group of separate tadpole bursts (mostly without emission eyes and

tails),

separate tadpole bursts merging into a tadpole-zebra pattern.

fiberbursts.



- r —, 160-320 MHz

hms UT

02-03-1970 14.17.20 - 14.18.46 U.T.

Type IV : above 220 MHz : tadpole-zebra pattern

below 220MHz : pulsating structure (b.s.a.) until 14.17.55 U.T.

wedge-shaped broadband absorptions (14.17.55 - 14.18.05 U.T.)

pulsating structure (fluctuations?), 14.18.05 - 18.46. U.T., with

a M80 phase shift around 220 MHz.

fiberbursts. i

02-03-1970 14.13.40 - 14.20.15 U.T. ,

Type IV : above 220 MHz: tadpole-zebra pattern evolving into separate tadpole bursts,

tadpole bursts,

wedge-shaped broadband absorptions,

fiberbursts.



02-03-1970 14.23.20 - 14.24.10 and 14.24.40 - 14.24.52 U.T.

Type IV : 220-260 MHz : chain of tadpole bursts without emission-eyes

chain of tadpole bursts partly without emission-eyes.

- r H 160-320 MHz

hms UT



27-07-1970 07.52.40 - 07.54.05 U.T.

Type IV(?) : braided-zebra pattern, L.C.P.

160-200 MHz

hms UT

27-07-1970 07.54.00 - 07.55.24 U.T.

Type IV(?) : braided-zebra pattern, L.C.P.

Associated events:

Type III GG, m : 07.27 - 07.57 U.T.

H : none reported i
a , • , , • i -

X-ray flare: none reported

S.I.D. ,: none reported



27-07-1970 07.55.19 - 07.56.44 U.T.

Type IV(?) : braided-zebra pattern, L.C.P.

160-200 MHz

hms UT



14-08-1970 16,42.00 - 16.43.25 U.T.

Type IV : zebra pattern with expectional steady driftrate

zebra stripe disappearing at 16.43.07 U.T.!

pulsating structure : series of b.s.a.

14-08-1970 16.43.20 - 16.44.05 U.T.

Type IV : zebra pattern with fluctuating driftrate and occasionally

disappearing stripes

series of b . s . a .

160-200 MHz

hms UT

Associated events:

Type IV dm , m : 16.42 - 16.53 U.T.

H Q : - N; NI7 W70 : 16.05 - 16.52 U.T.

- N; NI5 W73 : 16.20 - 16.56 U.T.

IB ; NI6 W74 : 15.56 - 17.05 U.T.

IB ; Nil E74 : 16.03 - 17.12 U.T.

2B ; N10 E75 : 16.04 - 17.04 U.T.

X-ray flare: none reported

S.I.I). : none reported

Remark:

Horizontal lines in I are due to an instrumental effect.



160- 200 MHz

hms UT

14-O8TI97O 16.57.40 - 16.59.05 U.T.

Type IV : zebra pattern with fluctuating driftrate»

series of b.s.a.'s.

14-08-1970 16.59.00 - 17.00.25 U.T.

Type IV : zebra pattern with fluctuating driftrate

series of b.s.a.'a (continuing several minutes)



160-200 MHz

hms UT

14-08-1970 18.04.20 - 18.05.45 U.T.

Type IV:pulsating structure: series of b.s.a.'s

bunches of fiberbursts.

14-08-1970 18.05.40 - 18.07.05 U.T.

Type IV : bunches of (weak) fiberbursts

a few b.s.a.'s.



15-08-1970 15.30.40 - 15.32.05 U.T.
Type IV (?): braided-zebra pattern (L.C.P)

160-200 MHz

hms UT

Associated events:

Type III GG m, Dm: 15.31 - 15.33 U.T.

H : -N; NI5 W90: 15.20 - 15.37 U.T.
a

X-ray flare : 15.13 E - 16.17 D U.T.

S.I.D. : 15.16 - 16.05 U.T.

15-08-1970 15.32.00 - 15.32.40 U.T.
Type IV (?): braided-zebra pattern (L.C.P)



AI
T 160-200 MHz

hms UT

04-09-1970 09.51.00 - 09.52.00 U.T.

Type IV(?) : pulsating structure: broadband emission pulses (b.e.p.)

on R.C.P. continuum (P saturated).

Associated events:

Type III GG,m.: 09.50 - 09.55 U.T.

H Q : — F; N20 E12 : 09.19 - 09.59 U.T.

X-ray flare : none reported

S.I.U.: " "

04-09-1970 09.52.00 - 09.53.00 U.T.

Type IV (?) : pulsating structure (b.e.p.) on R.C.P. continuum.

(P saturated)

Remark:

Horizontal lines in I are instrumental



AI
T

160-200 MHz

hms UT

04-09-1970 09.53.00 - 09.54.00 U.T.

Type IV (?) : pulsating structure (b.e.p,) on R.G.P. continuum.

(P saturated)

04-09-1970 09.54.00 - 09.55.00 U.T.

Type IV(?) : pulsating structure (b.e.p.) on R.C.P. continuum.

(P saturated).

Remark:

Horizontal lines in I are instrumental.



Associated events:

Type III GG,m : 08.20 - 08.24 U.T.

H : (-B; S10 W57: 06.22 - 08.15 U.T.)
a

(-N; N18 W34: 08.30 - 08.44 U.T.)

X-ray flare : none reported

S.I.D. : ii ii .

07-09-1970 08.22.50 - 08.23.10 U.T.

Type IV (7) : braided zebra pattern (R.C.P.).

li
I 160-200 MHz

h m s UT

Associated events:

Type IV m: 09.02 - 09.09 U.T.

H : IB; N10 E23: 09.03 - 09.27 U.T.
a

X-ray flare: none reported

S.J.D. : 09.03 - 10.20 U.T.

12-12-1970

Type II F

Type II

09.05.20 - 09.06.45 U.T.

• drifting at <\< -2 MHz/s, unpolarized
i

: from 09.11.25 U.T. on, drifting at "v. -5.5 MHz/s, unpolarized^ h

Type I noise storm in the background (L.C.P.)



AI 160-200 MHz

hms UT

12-12-1970 09.06.40 - 09.08.05 U.T.
Type II H^ h> drifting at «v -6 MHz/s, unpolarized (new excitation).

12-12-1970 09.13.00 - 09.13.45 U.T.
Type II H drifting at ̂-6 MHz, unpolarized

(another new excitation).

Associated events:

Type IVm: 09.02 - 09.09 U.T.

H^: IB; N10E23: 09.03-09.27 U.T.

X-ray flare: none reported.

S.I.D.: 09.03 -10.20 U.T.

12-12-1970 10.47.40 - 10.48.25 U.T.

Unclassified L.C.P. blob structure.

Unpolarized smooth continuum ( Type V?)

Associated events:

No spectral radio wave patrol.

H Q : -B ; N19 W02: 10.49 - 11.05 U.T.

X-ray flare: none reported.

S.I.D. : none reported.



160-200 MHz

hms UT

17-12-1970 12.46.20 - 12.47.44 U.T.

Type IV (?) : braided zebra pattern (L.C.P.)

Associated events:

Type III G; m : 12.46 - 12.48 V.T.

Ha: - F; S13 E89: 12.22 - 12.44 U.T.

X-ray flare: none reported

S.I.D. : none reported.

17-12-1970 12.47.39 - 12.48.24 D.X.

Type IV (7) : braided zebra pattern (L.C.P)



213-253 MHz

hms UT

17-04-1971 09.09.30 - 09.10.30 U.T.
Type I : L.C.P. continuum, bursts L.C.P. and occasionally R.C.P.

Type IV: L.C.P. continuum

Zebra pattern (L.C.P.) with sharp jumps (e.g. 09.10.18 U.T.)

pulsating structure: b.s.a. (L.C.P.)

Associated events:

Type I N : 05.22 - 16.28 U.T.

Type III GG, RS, ra : 09.05.- 09.17 U.T.

H Q : F: S05 W03: 09.12 - 09.18 U.T.

X-ray flare: none reported

SID : none reported

17-04-1971 09.10.30 - 09.11.00 U.T.

Type I : L.C.P. continuum ; L.C.P. and R.C.P. bursts.

Type IV : L.C.P. continuum,

Zebra patterns with sharD jumps (09.10,31 - .33 and .36 - .39 U.T.},

b.s.a. pulses (09.10.31 U.T.).



213-253 MHz

hms UT

14-05-1971 14.15.20 - 14.16.20 U.T.

Type II F(?)l h : 14.15.21 U.T.; T- - JMHz/s; dfx_h = 23 MHz/s; unpolarized

Type II F(?)1 h : 14.16.10 U.T.; %- 1 MHz/s; Af,. = 25 MHz/s; unpolarized

14-05-1971 14.16.20 - 14.16.50 U.T.

Type II F(?)j h: % - 1 MHz/s ; A f1-h = 25 MHz; unpolarized

Type IV (?) : pulsating structure: 14.16.20 - 14.16.30 U.T. emission

pulses (b.e.p.); weakly R.C.P. (?) ; intervals ^ 0,8 s.

Associated events:

Type IV dm, m : 14.11 - 14.36 U.T.

Type III S, dm, m, Dm : 14.11 - 14.36 U.T.

Type II m, Dm : 14.15 - 14.29 U.T.

H : IB: N04 Ell : 14.14 - 15.41 U.T.
a

X-ray flare : 14.12 (max 14.28) U.T.

SID : 14.14 - 15.45 U.T.



213-253 MHz

hms UT

14-05-1971 14.18.30 - 14.19.30 U.T.

Type IV : zebra pattern with variable driftrate

pulsating structure (b.e.p.) positive driftrate L.C.P.

n n (b.s.a.) „ „ L.C.P.

14-05-1971 14.19.30 - 14.20.30 U.T.

Type IV : pulsating structure (b.s.a.), L.C.P.



I 213-253 MHz

hms UT

14-05-1971 U.24.30 - 14.25.30 U.T.

Type IV : pulsating structure (b.s.a.), L.C.F.

group of spike bursts, unpolarized

zebra pattern, weak, marginally resolved

Unclassified blobby structure, unpolarized (Type II?)

14-05-1971 14.31.00 - 14.31.30 U.T.

Type IV : oscillating zebra pattern, L.C.P.

weak pulsating structure, L.C.P.



213-253 MHz

hms UT

29-06-1971 12.51.45 - 12.52.45 U.T.

Type IV : fiber-burst fragments with small positive {'.) and negative driftrates.

Associated events:

Type IV dm, m : 12.49 - 12.53 Ü.T.

Ha : -N; N18 W15 ; 12.31 - 12.54 U.T.

X-ray flare: 12.31 - 12.38 U.T.

SID : none reported

29-06-1971 14.35.30 - 14.36.00 U.T.

Type IV : fragmented zebra patterns

29-06-1971 14.38.00 - 14.38.30 U.T.

Type IV : zebra pattern; notice the disappearance

of one of the inner stripes

Associated events:

Type IV m: 14.34 - 14.39 U.T.

H : none reported

X-ray flare: none reported

S.I.D. : none reported



213-253 MHz

hms UT

29-06-1971 14.42.30 - 14.43.30 U.T.
Type IV: zebra patterns, one changing from positive to negative driftrate.

29-06-1971 16.28.30 - 16.29.30 U.T.

Type IV : R.C.P. continuum

fiber bursts (neg. driftrate)

pulsating structures (b.s.a.'s)

zebra patterns

Type I : sporadic bursts of a pre-existing storm

Associated events:

Type IV m: 16.27 - 17.00 U.T.

H : - B; NI8 WI7 ; 15.36 - 16.10 U.T.

N; N07 E31; 15.49 - 16.06 U.T.

- - N; S21 W7I; 16.41 - 17.03 U.T.

X-ray flare: 15.38 - 15.45 U.T.

S.I.D. : none reported



213-Z53 MHz

hms UT

29-06-1971 16.30.30 - 16.31.30 U.T.
Type IV: pulsating structure: irregular series of b.s.a.'s

zebra patterns.

fragmented fiberbursts (notice the short life time of some of the fragments).

29-06-197! 16.32.00 - 16.33.00 U.T.

Type IV : pulsating structure: clustering b.s.a.'s

fiberbursta with various driftrates

zebra patterns (weak)



AL
I

29-06-1971 16.38.30 - 16.39.30 U.T.

Type IV: pulsating structure: irregular series of b.s.a.'s and longer lived sudden reductions of intensity
(clusters of b.s.a.'s?)

213-253 MHz

huis U7

29-06-1971 16.40.00 - 16.41.00 U.T.
Type IV: pulsating structure: irregular series of b.s.a.'s and along lived intensity reduction

(16.40.22-,36 U.T.; notice the existense of b.s.a.'s during this reduction).
ragged zebra patterns.



ALI

29-06-1971 16.41.00 - 16.42.00 U.T,

Type IV : pulsating structure : irregular series of b.s.a.'s,

ragged zebra patterns with sudden changes in driftrate (16.41.30 U.T.; notice also the merging of two

zebra lines),

fragmented fiberbursts (sometimes consisting of series of discrete absorption-emission elements,

e . g . 1 6 . 4 1 . 1 2 - . 1 4 , 1 6 . 4 1 . 1 7 - .18 and 1 6 . 4 1 . 5 7 - 1 6 . 4 2 . 0 0 U . T . ) .

213-253 MHz

hms UT

29-06-1971 16.48.00 - 16.49.00 U.T.

Type IV : zebra patterns, ragged and regular.



A l
T 213-253 MHz

hms UT

29-06-1971 16.51.00 - 16.52.00 U.T.

Type IV: zebra patterns showing occasional merging of lines and appearance new lines.

29-06-1971 16.52.00 - 16.53.00 U.T.

Type IV : zebra patterns



Associated events:

Type III GG : 09.22 - 09.31 U.T.

Ha : - N, N15 E53; 09.2! - 09.43 U.T.

X-ray flare : 09.22 - 09.28 U.T.

S.I.D. : none reported

I

26-01-1972 09.30.40 - 09.30.56 U.T.

Type III G : leading edge R.C.P. I

Type IV (V?): pulsating structure emission pulses (R.C.P.)

-160-173 MHz
-234-246 |
-281 -315

hms UT

14-02-1972

Type III Fj

12.58.30 - 12.59.50 U.T.

: below 234 MHz; * - I MHz/s; A f1-h = 15 MHz; A f f

above 246 MHz; «v. - 2 MHz/s; A f

A f. ~ 5 MHz.
1-h

30 MHz; A f

= 15 MHz

= 20 MHz;

Type IV (?): pulsating structure (or type II) unpolarized !

Associated events:

No spectral radiowave patrol

H : - B : S19 E32: 12.48 - 13.31 U.T.a

X-ray flare: 12.54 - 13.00 D U.T.

S.I.D.: 12.48 - 14.05 U.T.



AL
i

r^-160-173 MHz
- -234-246 i

-281 -315

hms UT

05-03-1972 0 8 . 1 4 . 0 0 - 0 8 . 1 5 . 2 0 U.T.

Type III G: above 246 MHz, 08.14.15-08.14.50 U.T. (unpolarized?)

Type II F: below 281 MHz, driftrate = -1 MHz/s, unpolarized.

Type IV: above 246 MHz, 08.14-,35-08.15.00 U.T. broadband emission pulses, unpolarized.

Type I: below 281 MHz, pre-existing L.C.P. storm.

05-03-1972 08.17.00 - 08.18.20 U.T.

Type II H: above 246 MHz, notice reversed drift at the onset

(possibly Type III) unpolarized

Type II F: below 23A MHz; unpolarized

Type I : below 281 MHz; pre-existing L.C.P. storm

Associated events:

No speccral radiowave patrol

H : 1 B; S07 E42; 08.07 - 08.31 U.T.
a

X-ray f l a r e : probably
S.I.D. : 08.14 - 09.45 U.T.



IL
i

-160-173 MHz
-234-246 |
-281 -315

hms UT

05-03-1972 11.36.59 - 11.38.21 Ü.T.

Type III : above 246 MHz, unpolarized

Type II F: below 234 MHz (elements with Af ̂  3 MHz and A fv-ls)

Type IV : above 173 MHz, after 1I.37.I0 U.T.; pulsating structure:

L.C.P. continuum with b.s.a. pulses.

Type II H: above 246, after 11.37.22 U.T.; -v - 3 MHz/s, unpolarized.

05-03-1972 11.38.19 - 11.39.41 U.T.

Type IV : L.C.P. continuum and pulsating strucLure: b.s.a. pulses

(above 173 MHz)

a ft'W fiberbursts.
'1'ype 1 : below 234 Mil;: ; pre-oxisting I..C.I', si «mn.

Associated events:

Type II m : 11.37 - 11.39 U.T.

H : - N; S07 E40; 11.36 - 12.06 U.T.
a

X-ray flare: 11.38 - 11.45 U.T.

S.I.D. : 11.37 - 11.42 D U.T.



AL
l

-160 —173 MHz
-234-246 [
-281 - 315

h.ms UT
- o

05-03-1972 11.39.39 - 11.41.01 U.T.

Type IV : L.C.F, continuun with some b.s.a. - pulses and broadband emission

pulses (̂  11.40.00 U.T.), L.C.P.; notice the narrow band emission

ridge (A f ̂ 2 MHz) (a solitary zebra line?).

Type I : below 281 MHz: pre-existing L.C.P. storm.

Associated events:

Type III GG, V, dm, m, Dm : 16.59 - 17.01 U.T.

Type III S, RD, m, Dm: 17.04 - 19.05 U.T.

H : - - N; S07 E37; 16.59 - 17.16 U.T.

X-ray flare: none reported

S.I.D. : none reported

05-03-1972 17.00.50 - 17.01.30 U.T.

Type IV : weak L.C.P. continuum with pulsating structure

before 17.01.00 U.T. unclassified structure in R.C.P.

after 17.01.00 U.T. a lew weak quasi fiberbursts

Type I : below 234 MHz : pre-existing L.C.P. storm

Type III G: between 281 MHz and 173 MHz.



il
I

-160-173 MHz
234 - 246 I

-281-315

hms UT

06-03-1972 11.15.59 - 11.17.21 U.T.

Type IV: above 240 MHz: R.C.P. continuum

pulsating structure: b.e.p. (11.16.28-11.16.47 U.T. and b.s.a. (11.16.48-11.17.01 U.T.)

Continuum: below 240 MHz, L.C.P. type I storm.

Associated events:

Type IV m: 11.15 - 12.45 U.T.

Type II m: 11.17 - 11.21 U.T.

H : - N; SO7 E25; 10.45 - 11.20 U.T.
a

IB ; SO8 E26; 11.09 - 11.46 U.T.

IB ; SO6 E27; 11.22 - 11.54 U.T.

X-ray flare: 10.48 - 11.30 D U.T.

S.I.D. : 11.13- 12.30 U.T.

06-03-1972 11.18.00 - 11.19.20 U.T.

Type II F-, ^: dr if t ing at a ra te of- / -1 .5 MHz/s; Af-|_h*15 MHz

Type II H-|'h: dr if t ing a t a ra te o f ^ - 3 MHz/s;Af-| h<*30 MHz; fH/fL=*1.8.

notice the reversed d r i f t s t ructure (-11.18.35 U.T.); herringbone ( ? ) , L.C.P.

Type IV: af ter 11.19.05 U.T.: pulsating s t ruc ture , unpolarized '.



I

p-160-173 MHz
--234 - 246 I

-281-315

hms UT

06-03-1972 11.22.19 - 11 .23 .41 U.T.

Type I V : R.C.P. cont inuum o f b o t h broadband a b s o r p t i o n and em iss i on pu lses ( b . s . a . and b . e . p . ) w i t h p o s i t i v e a n d , l e s s

often, negative d r i f t r a t e s .

Type I : below about 300 MHz: pre-exist ing L.C.P. continuum.

06-03-1972 11.39.29 - 11.40.01 U.T.

Type IV : continuum with irregular series of absorptions (b.s.a.)

Type I : sporadic bursts.

(polarization measurement not operating)



06-03-1972 11.40.45 - 11.41.00 U.T.

Type IV : pulsating structure (b.s.a.)

zebra patterns, notice a very short lived

fragment (-*, 11.40.55 U.T. , A t=0.ls)

(polarization measurement not operating)

r;^160-173 MHz
--234 - 246 I

-281-315

hms UT

0 6 - 0 3 - 1 9 7 2 1 1 . 4 1 . 4 5 - 1 1 . 4 2 . 0 0 U . T .

Type IV : pulsating structure

Unclassified: drifting chain of reversed drift elements; - 0.6 MHz/s

(Type I chain most likely)

(polarization measurement not operating)

06-03-1972 11.50.30 - 11.50.45 U.T.

Type IV: R.C.P. continuum with pulsating structure:

series of b.s.a. pulses, some extending below

234 MHz.

bunches of fiberbursts above 246 MHz.

Type I : L.C.P. continuum below 280 MH2.

06-03-1972 11.52.30 - 11.52.45 U.T.

Type IV: R.C.P. continuum; above 280 MHz nearly continuous clusters

of b.s.a. pulses, below 280 MHz a few b.s.a. pulses and bunches

of narrow band fiberbursts (unresolved)

Type I : L.C.P. continuum below 280 MHz.



AL
I

n-160-173 MHz
-^234-246 |

-281 -315

hms UT

06-03-1972 11.54.00 - 11.54.30 U.T.
Typa IV: R.C.P. continuum with series of b.s.a. pulses and fiberbursts.

Notice the time lead of several b.s.a. pulses at 240 MHz relative to those at 280 MHz.

Type I: L.C.P. continuum below 280 MHz.

Remark: P is saturated. Notice that during the b.s.a. pulses around 240 MHz, the underlying L.C.P. continuum shows up.

06-03.1972 11.54.30 - 11.55.00 U.T.

Type IV: as before, notice the greater regularity in the series of b.s.a. pulses at 240 MHz and the clustering above
280 MHz (likely due to overlapping series of b.s.a.'s).



AL
I

-160-173 MHz
-234 - 246 I
-281-315

hms UI

06-03-1972 11.55.00 - 11.55.30 U.T.
Type IV: R.C.P. continuum with series of b.s.a. pulses, predominantly clustering above 280 MHz

Notice the remerkable regularity at times around 240 MHz.

A short lived zebra pattern around 240 MHz at 11.55.24. U.T.

Type I: L.C.P. continuum below 280 MHz.

06-03-1972 11.55.30 - 11.56.00 U.T.

Type IV: as before; notice that the high frequency side of the R.C.P. continuum has moved down to about 300 MHz.



AL
I

-160-173 MHz
-234 - 246 I
-281-315

h.ms UT

06-03-1972 11.56.00 - 11 .56 .30 U.T.

Type IV : as before; clusters and series of b.s.a. pulses.

Type I : as before.

06-03-1972 12.03.45 - 12.04.15 U.T.

Type IV: R.C.P. continuum with series of b.s.a. pulses.

Notice a few fiberbursts of which only the absorption component is present (extremely rare case!)

Type I: L.C.P. continuum and bursts below 280 MHz.



AL
I

^160-173 MHz
-234 - 246 I
-281-315

hms UT

06-03-1972 12 .04 .45 - 12 .05 .15 U.T.
Type IV: R.C.P. continuum with series of b.s.a. pulses and f iberburs ts .

Type I : L.C.P. continuum below 280 MHz.

06-03-1972 12.05.15 - 12.05.45

Type IV : R.C.P. continuum,

clusters and series of b.s.a. nulses,

f iberburs ts ,

Type I : L.C.P. continuum below 280 MHz



AL
I

-160-173 MHz
-234-246 I
-281-315

h.ms UT

06-03-1972 12.08.15 - 12.08.45 U.T.

Type IV : as before; a few b.s.a. pulses

fiberbursts, dying gradually.

Type I : as before.

06-03-1972 12.10.45 - 12.11.15 U.T.

Type IV: R.C.P. continuum with series of b.s.a. pulses and fiberbursts.

Notice that the driftrate of fiberbursts at 280 MHz (v- 10 MHz/s) is larger than at both 300 MHz and

240 MHz (v-5 MHz/s). The fiberbursts at 300 MHz and those at lower frequencies belong most likely to different sources



J

r>-160-173 MHz
- -234-246 I

-281-315

hms UT

06-03-1972 12 .11 .15 - 12.11.45 U.T.
Type IV: R.C.P. continuum with some solitary b.s.a. pulses and fiberbursts of which some emerge and some die out within the

band.

Notice that the bandwidth of fiberbursts around 240 MHz is much less than of those at 280 MHz (only about 303)

indicating that they belong probably to different sources.

Type I: L.C.P. continuum and group of bursts around 240 MHz.

06-03-1972 12.16.15 - 12.16.45 U.T.
Type IV: R.C.P. continuum with fiberbursts dying out around 300 MHz.

Type I: L.C.P. continuum and some bursts below 240 MHz.

J



ÈL
l

r:-160-173 MHz
- -234-246 i

-281 -315

hms UT

06-03-1972 12 .18 .15 - 12 .18 .45 U.T.
Type IV: R.C.P. continuum with fiberbursts on the highfrequency side. Notice the common feature of almost parallel

drifting fiberbursts and a few fiberbursts with much lower driftrates. These latter belong most likely to a

different source.

06-03-1972 12.20.45 - 12.21.15 U.T.

Type IV: growing R.C.P. continuum with fiberbursts.
Notice that the bandwidth of fiberbursts at 240 MHz {unresolved!) is much less than of those at 280 MHz (about 30").



AL
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-160-173 MHz
-234-246 I
-281 -315

hms Uf

06-03-1972 12.30.45 - 12.31.15 U.T.

Type IV : as before; group of fiberbursts with driftrate

Notice a probably inverted-U-shaped fiber at 12.30.56 U.T.

Type I : as before.

06-03-1972 12.35.14 - 12.35.44 U.T.

Type IV : as before; series of b.s.a. pulses

Type I : as before.



rr—160—173 MHz
--234-246 I
-281-315

hms UT

06-03-1972 12.23.15 - 12.23.45 Ü.T.

Type IV: R.C.P. continuum (between about 300 and 200 MHz), with a few solitary b.s.a. pulses,

bunches of weak fiberbursts above 280 MHz, a bunch of (unresolved) fiberbursts around 240 MHz showing positive

driftrates.

Type I: L.C.P. continuum below 280 MHz.

06-03-1972 12.30.15 - 12.30.45 U.T.

Type IV : as before; group of fiberbursts

Type I : as before.



I

-187-199 MHz
-234-246 |
-281-315

hms UT

29-05-1972 10.49.15 - 10.49.45 U.T.

Unclassified patchy structure, L.C.P. probably type IV

Type IV : a few ragged zebra pattern fragments.

29-05-1972 10.49.45 - 10.50.15 U.T.

Type IV : L.C.P. continuum

zebra pattern fragments, wotice the compound zebra pattern at

10.50.08 U.T.

Associated events:

No spectral radiowave patrol.

H Q : IB; N08 EI7; 10.16 - 11.13 U.T.

X-ray flare : none reported

S.I.D. : 10.18 - 11.23 U.T.



03-06-1972 14.38.20 - 14.39.40 U.T.

Type IV : R.C.P. continuum above 230 MHz

pulsating structure, irregular series óf b.s.a. pulses

weak zebra patterns.

Type I : unpolarized continuum and bursts below 280 MHz

sporadic R.C.P. bursts.

O3TO6.1972 14.39.40 - 14.41.00 U.T.

Type IV : as before, marginal pulsations.

zebra patterns.

Type I : as before.

AL
1

-187- m MHz
-234-246 |
-281-315

hms UT

Associated events:

Type IV m, Dm : 14.30 - -v, 16.00 U.T.

Type II m, : 14.51 - 14.56 U.T.

H Q : IN; N09 W53; 14.03 - 15.16 U.T.

IN: NIO W5?; 14.00 - 15.30 U.T.

IF: NIO W54; 14.12 - 15.26 U.T.

X-ray flare : 14.36 - 15.38 U.T.

S.I.D. : 14.04 - 14.16 U.T.



Associated events:

Type II m : 13.38 - 13.53 U.T.

Type II m : 14.02 - 14.07 U.T.

Type IV Dm: 14.01 - 15.45 U.T.

H Q : IB; Sll E52; 13.18 - 14.03 U.T.

X-ray flare : 13.23 - 13.51 D U.T.

S. I .D . : 13.22 - 14.40 U.T.

AL
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-187—199 MHz
-234-246 |
-281-315

hms UT

12-06-1972 13.41.20 - 13.42.00 U.T.

Unclassified: wavy narrowband emission (Type IV?)

Lightning stroke at 13.41.26 U.T.

12-06-1972 15.10.40 - 15.11.20 U.T.

Type IV : weak, unpolarized continuum (rare event)

pulsating structure (unpolarized)

group of fiberbursts (unpolarized)



15-06-1972 09.51.00 - 09.52.21 U.T.

Type IV : weak R.C.P. continuum around 240 MHz (marginal)

pulsating structure: series of b.s.a.pulses

Unclassified blobs below 280 MHz: unpolarized type II? , III?.

11
I

-187-199 MHz
-234-246
-281-315

hms. UT

Associated events:

Type II m : 10.00:- 10.09 U.T.

H : IN; S10 Ell; 09.51 - 10.32 U.T.
a . " • , i

X-ray flare : 09.54 -I 10.32 D U.T.
S.I.D. : 09.55 - 11.05 U.T.

15-06-1972 09.52.20 - 09.53.41 U.T.

Type IV: pulsating structure above 200 MHz (probably emission pulses, b.e.p., in R.C.P.)

Unclassified blobs below 280 MHz, unpolarized, probably type II or type III fragments.



Associated events:

Type II dm, m : 07.05 - 07.11 U.T.

HQ : IB; NIO E30; 07.02 - 07.54 U.T.

X-ray flare : 07.02 - 07.11 U.T.

S.I.D. : 07.01 - 08.10 U.T-

ML
1

^187 -199 MHz
--234-246 1

-281-315

hms UT

24-06-1972 07 .06 .30 - 07 .07 .10 U.T.

Type II F(?) : between 280 MHz and 200 MHz; - 0.5 MHz/s; A

unpolarized, pulsating structure.

5 MHz(?)

24-06-1972 07.08.10 - 07.09.30 U.T.
Type I I H(?): below 280 drifting at a rate of «-1 MHz/s, unpolarized, pulsating structure.



AL
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24-06-1972 07.26.20 - 07.27.40 U.T.
Type IV: L.C.P. continuum (high frequency side) with fiberbursts.

zebra pattern (below 234 MHz, around 07.26.35 U.T.) on a shortlived R.C.P. {'.) emission. Notice that
the zebrapattern is unresolved and that the alias pattern is observed.

^187 -199 MHz
-^234-246 I

-281-315

hms UT

Associated events:

Type IV ro1: 07.15 - 07.58 U.T.

H' : 2B; N10 E31 ; 07^14 - 07.45 U.T.

X-ray flare: (07.02 -J07.il U.T.)

S.I.D. : (07.01 - 08.io U.T.)

24-06-Ï972 07.27.40 - 07.29.00 U.T.

Type IV : L.C.P. continuum (high frequency side) with fiberbursts



I

-^187-159 MHz
-^234-246 |
-28J-315

hms UT

24-06-1972 07.29.00 - 07.30.20 U.T.
Type IV : L.C.P; continuum (high frequency side) with fiberbursts

24-06-1972 07.30.20 - 07.31.40 U.T.

Type IV: L.C.P. continuum (high frequency side) with fiberbursts (the jump at about 293 MHz in the fiberbursts is

instrumental).



AL
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^187 -199 MHz
--234-246 .

-281-315

hms UT

24-06rl972 07.31.40 - 07.33.00 U.T.

Type IV: L.C.P. continuum (high frequency side) with fiberbursts: around 300 MHz with negative driftrates (~ -9 MHz/s)
and around 200 MHz with positive driftrates p + 11 MHz/s).

24-06-1972 07.33.00 - 07.34.20 U.T.

Type IV : L.C.P. continuum (high frequency side) with fiberbursts.

07.33.30 - 43 unclassified wiggling narrow band emission.



IL
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MHz
--234-246

-281-315

hms UT

24-06-1972 07.34.19 - 07.35.40 II.T.
Type IV: L.C.P. continuum (high frequency side) with a few weak fiberbursts.

Notice an unresolved zebrapattern or group of fiberbursts (alias pattern!) at 07.35.35 U.T. below 200 MHz.

24-06-1972 07.41.00 - 07.42.21 U.T.
Type IV: L.C.P. continuum (high frequency side) with fiberbursts with positive dr i f t rates (below-^240 MHz)



MHz
-^234-246

-281-315

hms UF

24-06-1972 07.42.19 - 07.43.40 U.T.
Type IV: L.C.P. continuum (high frequency side) with fiber-bursts with negative and some with positive driftrate.
Notice a few intensity fluctuations around 200 MHz (periods~5-10 s): probably due to ionospheric scintillation.

24-06-1972 07.43.39 - 07.45.00 U.T.
Type IV: L.C.P. continuum (high frequency side) with fiberbursts with various dr i f t ra tes.

Notice a few interci ty fluctuations around 200 MHz (periods ^5-10 s) : probably due to ionospheric sc in t i l l a t i on .



25-06-1972 06.23.00 - 06.24.21 U.T.

Unclassified (IV ?) L.C.P. continuum (high frequency side)

Notice the peculiar quasi fiberbursts at 06.23.10 U.T.

starting and ending abruptly within the band.

-187-199 MHz
-234-246 |
-281-315

hms ÜT

Associated events:

Type IV : 05.00 - 07.35 U.T.

H, : IN; N07 E19; 05.11 - 06.32 U.T.

--N; S06 W52; 05.52 - 06.10 U.T.

X-ray flare: 05.02 - 05.40 U.T.

S.I.D. : 04.41 - 06.28 U.T.

25-06-1972 05.55.10 - 05.55.50 U.T.

Type IV: 234-246 MHz pulsat ing s t ruc tu re : B.E.P.



AL
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07-08-1972 15.23.35 - 15.24.41 U.T.

Type IV : swarm of spikebursts until 15.23.25 U.T. above 230 MHz

pulsating structure above 200 MHz

Unclassified blobby structure below 280 MHz (Type II, III ?)

Remarks: polarization measurement not operating

intensity output, I , largely saturated.

"07-08-1972 15.24.40 - 15.26.00 U.T.

Type IV : pulsating structure above 230 MHz (b.s.a.?).

Type II (?) : below 230 MHz

Remarks: polarization measurement not operating

intensity output, I, largely saturated.

r-^187-199 MHz
--234-246 I
-281-315

hms UT

Associated events:

Type IV P dm: 15.08 - 16.09 U.T.

Type IV P m : 15.17 - 15.40 U.T.

Type IV D m : 15.03 - 16.30 U.T.

Type II m, Dm: 15.18 - 16.14 U.T.

H : 3B; N14 W37; 14.49 - 17.21 U.T.
a
X-ray flare: 14.36 - (max. 15.35) U.T.

H S.I.D. : 14.48 - 19.33 U.T.



07-08- 1972 15.26.01 - 15.27.21 U.T.

Type IV : strong continuum with pulsations above 240 MHz

Type II (?) : below 280 MHz

Remarks: polarization measurement not in operation

intensity output, I, saturated.

improper film motion at **< 15.26.06 U.T.

AL
i

-187-199 MHz
-234-246 |
-281-315

hms UT

07-08-1972 15.27.19 - 15.28.40 U.T.

Type IV : strong continuum with weak irregular zebra patterns above 200 MHz

strong pulsating structure below 230 MHz after 15.28.20 U.T.

Type II (?) : below 230 MHz

Remarks : polarization measurement not operating,

intensity output, I, saturated.



AL
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-187-199 MHz
-234-246 |
-281-315

hms UT

07-08-1972 15.28.39 - 15.30.00 U.T.

Type IV : strong continuum with weak irregular zebra patterns above 200 MHz

strong pulsating structure with unusuaZ large intervals (2-4 s)

Remarks: polarization measurement not operating

intensity output, I, jaturated largely

improper film motion (gap at 15.29.47 U.T. and a few sharp lines)

07-08-1972 15.30.00- 15.31.21 U.T.

Type IV : strong continuum with weak irregular zebra patterns above 250 MHz

strong pulsating structure below 280 MHz

Remarks: polarization measurement not operating

intensity output, I, saturat'-'l below 246 MHz

improper film motion at several instants.



07-08-1972 16.01.59 - 16.03.20 U.T.

Type IV: L.C.P. continuum (high frequency side),
fiberbursts (below 200 MHz; unt i l 16.02.30 U.T.),
zebrapattern (above 246 MHz; 16.02.48-16.02.58 U.T.

Lightning strokes across the whole or part of the band.

187-199 MHz
-234-246 |
281-315

hms UT



I

24-11-1972 12.51.40- 12,53.00 U.T.

Type IV : weak L.C.P. continuum above 250 MHz

pulsating structure

short swarms of spike bursts(?)

a fiber bursts (12.52.30 - 43 U.T.)

Remark: between 160 and 173 MHz: interference.

Associated events:

No spectral radiowave reported.

(Type IV ra: 14.07 - lfi.54 U.T.)

H" : -N; S07 W33 ; 12.36 - 13.17 U.T.

26-02-1973 09.46.30 - 09.47.50 U.T.

Type IV : L.C.P. continuum

swarm of spike bursts above 246 MHz (L.C.P.)

Type III : a few bursts and blobs (probablv Type II)

Associated events:

(Type III G m : 09.46 - 09.47 U.T.)

H :- - N; N03 E38; 09.48 - 09.59 U.T.

X-ray flare : none reported.

S.I.D. : none reported.

II
1

-160-173 MHz
-234 - 246 I
-281 -315

hms UT

-187-199 MHz
-234-246 I
-281-315

hms UT



I

[3^187-199 MHz
-^234-246 .

-281-3J5

hms UT

26-02-1973 09.47.49 - 09.49.10 U.T.

Type IV : L.C.P. continuum

swarm of spike bursts (L.C.P.) above 246 MHz

pulsating structure

Remark: between 187 and 200 MHz: interference

28-02-1973 10.07.10 - 10.08.20 U.T.

Unclassified: fast drift zebra pattern (?) (Type IV?) in R.C.P. above 230 MHz.

blobby structure, unpolarized, below 280 MHz (Type III?)

Associated events:

No spectral radio event reported.

H^ : none reported

X-ray flare: none reported

S.I.D. : none reported



28-02-1973 10.08.20 - 10.09.00 U.T.

Unclassified : as before

AL
I

-^187-199 MHz
--234-246 I

-281-315

hms UT

01-03-1973 11.23.39 - 11.24.20 U.T.

Type IV : pulsating structure (R.C.P.) (emission pulses 1)

xobra pattern fragment

Type 11 (?) : below 250 MHz, unpol.irizcd

Associated events:

Type II m : I I.20 - I I.35 U.T.

H n : IB; N03 W07; 11.15 - 12.04 U.T.

X-ray flare : 11.19 - 11.38 U.T.

S.I.D. : 11.18- 12.35 U.T.

Associated events: (11-03-1973)

Type III G m : 11.26 - 11.29 U.T.

H : - N; S06 E21 ; 11.21 - 11.55 U.T.
a

X-ray flare : none reported

S.I.D. : 11 .27 - 11.45

11-03-1973 11.27.40 - 11.28.20 U.T.

Unclassified narrow band (comparable to fiberbursts) drifting bursts,L.C.P.

Type I : several R.C.P. bursts.



Associated events: (20-05-1973)

No spectral radio event reported

Hn : - N; NIO Ell; 10.41 - 11.01 U.T.

X-ray flare : none reported

S.I.D. : none reported. I

20-05-1973 10.30.58- 10.31.40 U.T.

Unclassified drifting feature (-2 MHz/s) (Type II ?)

on R.C.P. continuum (P saturated)

Type I : many bursts below 234 MHz (probably Type II)

26-11-1973 09.59.29 - 10.00.10 U.T.

Type IV (?) : swarm of R.C.P. spike bursts

Type III : a few unpolarized bursts

Type I : L.C.P. burst groups below 300 MHz

Associated events:

Type III G m : 09.59 - 10.01 U.T.

H : no flare reported

X-ray flare: none reported

S.I.D. : none reported

26-11-1973 11.04.10 - 11.04.51 U.T.

Type IV (?) : small swarm of R.C.P. spike bursts

Type III : group of unpolarized bursts

Type I : many L.C.P. bursts below 280 MHz

-200-213 MHz
-234-236 ,
-281-315

hms. ÜT

Associated evenst:

Type III GG , V, m: 11.02 - 11.06 U.T.

H : N; S08 El 3; 1 I.02 - I I.14 U.T.

X-ray flare : none reported

S.I.D,: none reported



Associated events:

Type III GG , U, V, cm, dm, m, Dm: 15.20 - 15.27 U.T.

H Q : IB; S07 E10; 15.20 - 15.11 U.T. :

X-ray flare: 15.21 - 15.28 U.T.

S.I.D. : 15.20 - 15.55 U.T.

i t m ss

•J Ü V AL
-200-213 MHz
-234-236 |
-281-315

hms UT

2 6 - 1 1 - 1 9 7 3 1 5 . 2 1 . 5 9 - 1 5 . 2 2 . 4 0 U . T .

Type IV (?) : swarm of R.C.P. spike bursts

Type I : many L.C.P. bursts below 230 MHz

Type IV (?) : pulsating structure R.C.P.

Type III (?): fragments at 15.21.5?' unpolarized.1

20-02-1974 11.13,00 - 11.14.21 U.T.

Unclassified R.C.P. fine structure, below 280 MHz

(fast drift zebra patterns).

Type III : group of bursts 11.13.50 -.14.05 U.T.

Type I : chain of R.C.P, bursts with positive driftrate (unusual)

Associated events:

Type III G m: 11.13 - 11.15 U.T.

H : — N; SI7 W28 ; 10.45 - 11.30 U.T.

X-ray flare: none reporL^d

S.I.D. : none reported.



Associated events:

Type III GG,m : 13.30 - 13.33 0 .T.

Type V Dro:13.3O - 13.33 U.T.

H : — N; S18 W30; 13.30 - 15.00 D U.T.

X-ray flare : none reported

S.I.D. : none reported
I

(-,-200-213 MHz
--234-236 .
—281 -315

h.ms UT

20-02-1974 13.13.30 - 13.14.10 U.T.

Type IV : R.C.P. continuum

group of absorption pulses (b.s.a.)

Unclassified narrow band (like zebra) absorption emission feature

Type III (?) : groups of bursts below 280 MHz showing R polarization

02-07-1974 08.02.20 - 08.03.40 U.T.

Type IV : zebra pattern fragments extending both above 315 and below 200 MHz

irregular weak pulsating structure

Type I : R.C.P. continuum (saturating the P-display)

Associated events:

(Type IV : 07.04 - 07.22 U.T.)

IN : - F; S15 F.20; 08.09 - 10.10 U.T.

X-ray flare : none reported

S.I.D. : none reported.



02-07-1974 16.38.20 - 16.39.40 U.T.

Type IV : pulsating structure

Type III : a few blobby bursts

Type I : R.C.P. continuum (saturating the P-display)

AI
-200-213 MHz
-234-236 |
-281-315

hms UT

Associated events:

Type IV dm, m. Dm: 16.31 - 16.56 U.T.

H : N; SI 3 E10: 16.26 - 16.55 U.T.
a

X-ray flnre: none reported

S.I.I). : 16.30 - 17.38 II.T.

02-07-1974 18.36.20 - 18.37.40 U.T.

Type I: R.C.P. continuum, pulsating due to ionospheric scintillation most likely.



AI
T

-200-213 MHz
-234-236 .
-281-315

hms. UT

02-07-1974 18.37.40 - 18.39.00 U.T.

Type I : R.C.P. continuum, pulsating due to ionospheric

scintillation most likely (period >v. 25 s)

Associated events:

No spectral radio event reported.

H : no flare reported

X-ray flare: none reported

S.I.D. : none reported

03-07-1974 08.42.20 - 08.43.40 U.T.

Type IV : strong R.C.P. continuum with pulsating structure and'

zebra patterns: short fragments and sudden changes in- drift rate

(P output saturated; display not properly focussed)

Associated events:

Type IV dm, m: 08.26 -10.29 U.T.

H : - N; S14 E08; 07.59 - 09.17 U.T.

211 ; S14 K08; 08.01 - 09.28 U.T.

X-ray flare: none reported

S. I.U. : 08.00 - 11.00 U.T.

OK. '30 - 10.00 U.T.



-200-213 MHz
-234-236 .
-28J-315

hms. UT

03-07-1974 08.A3.40 - 08.45.00 U.T.

Type IV : strong R.C.P. continuum with pulsating structure

zebra pattern fragments (pearly appearence at times)

fiberbursts.

(P output saturated; display not properly focussed)

03-07-1974 08.58.20 - 08.59.40 U.T.

Type IV : R.C.P. continuum,

pulsating structure (notably after 08.59.20 U.T.);

zebra patterns with positive and negative driftrates, showing as a braided structure

(e.g. 08.58.50 U.T.), typical for this event,

pulsating structure.



03-07-1974 09.01.40 - 09.02.20 U.T.

Type IV : R.C.P. continuum

pulsating structure

zebra patterns (unusual high driftrates)

I

-200-213 MHz
-234-236 |
-281-315

hms. UT

03-07-1974 09.19.20 - 09.20.00 U.T.

Type IV : R.C.P. continuum

weak pulsating structure

zebra pattern with rapidly changing

driftrates.

03-07-1974 09.25.00 - 09.25.40 U.T.

Type IV : R.C.P. continuum

pulsating structure

zebra pattern fragments.

03-07-1974 09.31.40 - 09-32.20 U.T.

Type IV : R.C.P. continuum,

weak pulsating structure,

zebra pattern with rapidly changing driftrate.



-200-213 MHz
-234-236 I
-281-315

hms. UT

03-07-1974 09.49.00 - 09.49.40 U.T.

Type IV : R.C.P. continuum

ragged zebra pattern

03-07-1974 10.58.40 - 10.59.20 U.T.

Type IV : R.C.P. continuum

ragged zebra patterns

03-07-1974 12.52.40 - 12.54.00 U.T.

Type IV : R.C.P. continuum

strong pulsating structure and

zebra patterns.

Associated events :

Type IV m, Dm : 12.39 - 12.57 U.T.

H : - - F; S12 E04; 12.20 - 12.38 U.T.
a

X-ray flare: none reported

S.I.D. : 12.17 - 12.50 U.T.



I

-200-213 MHz
-234-236 |
-281-315

hms. UT

03-07-1974 12.56.40 - 12.57.20 V.T.

Type IV : R.C.P. continuum with

irregular strong pulsating structure and

zebra patterns

03-07-1974 13.04.00 - 13.04.40 U.T.

Type IV : R.C.P. continuum with

zebra pattern fragments.

03-07-1974 14.27.20 - 14.28.40 U.T.

Type IV : R.C.P. continuum with

pulsating structure

zebra patterns

a few fiber bursts

Type I : a few bursts above 280 before 14.27.30 U.T.

many bursts below 250 MHz

Associated events:

Type IV m: 14.28 - 14.39 U.T.

H : F; Sll W0I; 14.01 - 14.18 U.T.

K; Sll E05; 14.18 - 14.38 U.T.

X-ray flare: none reported.

S.I.D. : none reported.



03-07-1974 14.28.40 - 14.30.00 U.T.

Type IV : R.C.P. continuum with

zebra patterns and

pulsating Structure

Al
T

-200-213 MHz
-234-236 I
-281-315

hms UT

04-07-1974 13.57.00 - 13.57.40 U.T.

Type IV : R.C.P. continuum with

zebra patterns (?)

Remark: I and P outputs saturated

04-07-1974 14.01.00- 14.01.40 U.T. Associated events:

Type IV : R.C.P. continuum with Type IV dm, m, Dm : 15.53 - 16.54 U.T.

pulsating structure Type II m. Dm : 13.59 - 14.07 U.T.

H : 2B; SI6 W08; 13.38 - 14.42 U.T.

IN; SI6 W07; 13.12 - 15.09 U.T.

IB; SI5 W07; 13.20 - 15.00 U.T.

X-ray flare: none reported

S.I.D. : 13.45 - 15.05 U.T.



AL
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-200-213 MHz
-234-236 I
-281- 315

04-07-1974 14.02.59 - 14.03.40 U.T.

Type IV : R.C.P. continuum with

unclassified blobby structure (Type II ?) and

pulsating structure.

h m s UT

04-07-1974 14.05.00 - 14.05.40 U.T.

Type IV : R.C.P. continuum with

unclassified drifting structure (Type II ?) and

broadband pulsations.

07-07-1974 12.25.00 - 12.26.20 U.T.

Type IV : unpolarized continuum (exceptional!)

pulsating structure above 250 MHz

Type III : fragments around 240 and 200 MHz

Associated events:

No other spectral radio events reported

H : IN; S16 V048; 12.15 - 13.48 U.T.
(X

X-ray f l a r e : none reported

S.I .D. : 12.16 - 12.50 U.T.



il
1

^200-213 MHz
-234-236 I
-281-315

h m s UT

22-07-1974 11.23.00 - 11.24.20 U.T.

Type IV : L.C.P. continuum (P saturated)

pulsating structure

fiber bursts

31-07-1974 09.26.40 - 09.27.20 U.T.

Type IV : fiberbursts, unpolarized.'

Associated events:

Type III GG m: 10.58 - 11.31 U.T.

Cont, Dm : 1 I .08 - 12.04 U.T.

H : - - F; SI4 E25; 10.55 - 11.32 U.T.

X-ray flare: none reported

S.I.D. : none reported

Associated events:

No spectral radio wave patrol.

H : - - N; S09 W25; 09.21 - 09.33 U.T.

X-ray flare: none reported

S.I.D. : none reported.



-ZOO-213 MHz
-234-236 |
-281-315

hms. UT

04-07-1974 14.02.59 - 14.03.40 U.T.

Type IV : R.C.P. continuum with

unclassified blobby structure (Type II ?) and

pulsating structure.

04-07-1974 14.05.00 - 14.05.40 U.T.

Type IV : R.C.P. continuum with

unclassified drifting structure (Type II ?) and

broadband pulsations.

07-07-1974 12.25.00 - 12.26.20 U.T.

Type IV : unpolarized continuum (exceptional.')

pulsating structure ^bovp 250 MHz

Type III : fragments around ."40 and 200 MHz

Associated events:

No other spectral radio events reported

Ha : IN; S16 W48; 12.15 - 13.48 U.T.

X-ray flare: none reported

S.I.D. : 12.16 - 12.50 U.T.



Associated events:

No spectral radio events reported

H : no Elare reported

X-ray flare: none reported

S.I.D.: none reported.

I

'200-Z13 MHz
-234-236 .
-281-315

h m s UT

20-12-1974 12.28.10 - 12.29.10 U.T.

Type I? : Quasi fiberbursts

20-12-1974 12.34.10 - 12.34.50 U.T.

Type I? : broken structured quasi fiber bursts



Curriculum vitae.
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Stellingen behorende bij het proefschrift:

Atlas of fine structures of dynamic spectra of
solar Type IV-dm and some Type II radio bursts.

1. Bij kikkervisstructuren ("tadpole bursts") met etnissieoog bevindt zich
dit in de laatste helft van de "kikkervis" aan de hoge-frequentiezijde
en wel binnen het absorptielichaam.

Slottje, C.: 1972, Solar Physics, 25, 210.

2. Het door Zheleznyakov en Zlotnik voorgestelde model ter verklaring van
kikkervisstructuren levert kwalitatief het profiel van, enerzijds,
absorptielichaam en emissiestaart, anderzijds, emissieoog en absorptie-
lichaam; het levert niet het profiel van gelijktijdig optreden van
oog, lichaam en staart . Dit laatste profiel is echter wel waargenomen.

Zheleznyakov, V.V., Zlotnik, E.Ya.: 1975, Solar Physics, 44, 447.

3. Sommige Type IH-radiostoten vertonen een bijzonder tijdsprofiel in
polarisatie. Dit profiel kan begrepen worden als gevolg van selectieve
absorptie van een der stralingsmodi gedurende het begin van de emissie
van de betrokken frequentie. Het vormt zodoende een sterke aanwijzing
voor stralingsopwekking bij de grondfrequentie. Met deze opvatting kan
van het magnetisch veld ter plaatse de richting worden vastgesteld en
de sterkte worden geschat.

Slottje, G.: 1974, Astron. Astrophys., 32, 107.

4. Met het model van Melrose et a l . , 1978, kan polarisatie in eventuele
harmonische Type III-8traling worden verklaard, maar niet het bijzondere
tijdsprofiel zoals gepubliceerd in Slottje, 1974.

Melrose, D.B., Duik, G.A., Smerd, S.F.: 1978, Astron. Astroph., 66, 315-
Slottje, C.: 1974, ibid.

5. Ook buiten Type IV spectra en zonder (directe) associatie met een zonne-
vlam kvr-nen spectrale structuren optreden met bandbreedten en frequentie-
verloopsnelheden die vergelijkbaar zijn met die van fibers in Type IV
spectra. Dit kan er op wijzen dat ook dan whistler-solitons optreden,
ergo supra-thermische .electronen met anistrope snelheidsverdeling
aanwezig zijn.

Kuijpers, J., Slottje, C. : 1976, Solar Physics, 46, 247.

6. Uit de statistiek van levensduren van ketens van Type I radiostoten kan
geconcludeerd worden dat een Type I stoot in een keten een vaste kans
heeft binnen een bepaald tijdsbestek een opvolger te krijgen.

De Groot, T-, Loonen, J. , Slottje, C.: 1976, Solar Physics, 48, 321.

7. De in een ruisbron voorkomende losse Type I stoten voegen zich, voor wat
betreft hun aantal, goed bij de stat ist iek van levensduren van ketens als
zi j opgevat worden als keten van slechts een l id. Modellen ter ver-
klaring van Type I stoten dienen derhalve de ketenvorming als fundamen-
teel te behandelen.



De Groot, T., Loonen, J . , Slottje , C : 1976, Solar Physics, 48, 321.

8. In sommige radiobroanen komen tn de raicrogolfstraling f l i t s en voor met
duren die korter z i jn dan enkele t iental len ms; ze kunnen helderheids-
temperaturen hebben van 1013 K of meer.

Recente waarnemingen te Dwingeloo tonen dat ook f l i t sen met een duur van
enkele ms voorkomen. Dit wijst o.m. op een sneller dempingsproces dan
door botsingen van' electronen en ionen.

Slott je , C.: 1978, Nature, 257, 520.

9. De extreem korte s tral ingsf l i t sen in het microgolfgebied zijn waarschijn-
l i j k niet erg zeldzaam. Ze hebben waarschijnlijk een geringe band-
breedte. Waarneming van hun eigenschappen in t i j d , frequentie en
polarisatie levert nieuwe kennis over elementaire vlamprocessen•

Slott je , C.: 1980, "Fast Fine Structure in Solar Microwave Flares", in
Kundu, M.R, and Gergeley, T.E. ( e d s . ) , Radio Physics of the Sun, 1AU
Symp. no. 86, Dordrecht 1980, p. 195.

10. Voor het waarnemen van de genoemde "Fast Fine Structure" i s het noodzake-
l i j k de veel-kanaals spectrograaf in het microgolfgebied, waarvan het
prototype in Dwingeloo in bedrijf i s , in optimale conditie te brengen
en er tenminste enkele jaren mee waar te nemen.

11. Type II radiostralingsuitbarstingen kunnen ook in het decimeter-
golflengtegebied voorkomen. Ze kunnen derhalve n iet meer als een
exclusief meter- en decametergolfverschijnsel beschouwd worden.

Slott je , C.: 1982, "A group of Type II bursts at exceptionally high
frequencies", in Obridko, V.N., Proc. S.M.Y.-Workshop Crimea 1981,
Simferopol/Moskou 1982.

12. Waarneming van een actief gebied op de zon op verschillende golflengten
levert aanwijzingen voor het dunner zijn van de overgangslaag (tussen
chromosfeer en corona) boven een zonnevlek dan elders.

Chiuderi-Drago, F . , Bandiera, R., Falciani, R., Antonucci, E., Lang, K.,
Wilson, R.F., Shibasaki, K., S lot t je , C.:1982, Solar Physics (in druk).

13. Gezien de var iab i l i t e i t van de radiostraling van de zon zijn twee-
dimensionale zonswaarnemingen met een aardrotatie-synthese-teleskoop
van beperkte waarde. Belangrijker resultaten mogen enerzijds verwacht
worden van een-dimensionale waarneming met hoog tijd-oplossend-vermogen
(zowel bij één frequentie a l s bij meerdere simultaan), zoals thans moge-
l i j k i s met de WSRT, anderzijds van twee-dimensionale waarneming met de
z .g . snap-shot-mode van de V.L.A.

14. De in de "Glossary" van Bruzek en Durrant vermelde hel l ing in het f - t
vlak van Type I stoten van: "e.g. d In f/dt = + 0.05 min"1" is onjuist .
De gegeven formule suggereert bovendien ten onrechte dat er een afhan-
kelijkheid van de frequentie voor deze hell ing bekend zou z i jn .

Fokker, A.D.: 1977, in: Bruzek, A. and Durrant, C.J. (eds . ) : 111.
Glossary for Solar and Solar-Terr. Phys., Dordrecht 1977, p. 115.



15. De in de genoemde "Glosuary" gegeven classificaties "moving (IV mB)" en
"statioaary (IV mA)" zijn in strijd met de gebruikelijke classificaties
en met het erbij gegeven schematische spectrale diagram.

Fokker, A.Ü.: 1977, ibid., par. 11.15 en fig. 11.11.

16. De conclusies van Kattenberg (1981) dat Type I stoten geen "intrinsic
drift" zouden hebben en dat "observed drifts are possibly due to random
effects in the burst source or in the propagation", zijn niet gerecht-
vaardigd. Zijn keuze van het materiaal, uit minstens 8 verschillende
ruisstormen, l i jkt hier het belangrijkste "random effect" te zijn. In
tegenstelling tot deze conclusies blijkt uit op film geregistreerde
stormspectra, tenminste in een aantal gevallen, dat Type I stoten ge-
durende uren een nagenoeg gelijke (mogelijk voor de storm karakte-
ristieke) "drift" vertonen.

Kattenberg, A.: 1981, Proefschrift Utrecht, p. 66 en 57.

17. De gevolgtrekking dat geen bewijs gevonden is voor de opmerking van
Elgar^y, dat hoge- en lage-frequentie "cut-offs" in het frequentieprofiel
gevonden zouden moeten worden, heeft weinig betekenis, wanneer niet te-
vens de gevoeligheid van de gebruikte "skewness"-parameter als toets hier-
voor, wordt aangegeven en bovendien de invloed daarop van de bijzondere
keuze, die parameter op halve tophoogte van de Type I stoten te bepalen.

Kattenberg, A.: 1981, ibid., p. 63.

18. De conclusie: "we find no significant new properties, despite the high
quality of the data" lijkt vooral te wijten aan ongeschiktheid van de
onder zoekmethode.

Kattenberg, A.: ibid, "Abstract", p. 48.

19. In zebrapatronen kunnen tussengelegen lijnen plotseling verdwijnen en
verschijnen. Geen der voorhanden modellen voor zebrapatronen kan dit
verschijnsel bevredigend verklaren. Schattingen van magnetische veld-
sterkten m.b.v. deze modellen uit zebrapatronen zijn daarom ondeugde-
lijk.

20. De toepassing van het "whistler soliton"-model voor fibers levert
plausibele waarden op voor de magnetische veldsterkte, de bronafmetingen
en de temperatuur. M.b.v. fibers kunnen dus op verantwoorde wijze o.m.
magnetische veldsterkten in Type IV bronnen bepaald worden.

21. De voorhanden verklarende modellen voor fijnstructuren In Type IV-dm
spectra gaan er van uit dat z.g. zwakke plasma turbulentie heerst.
Schatting van de benodigde energiedichtheid in plasmagolven, bij een
efficiënte omzetting In electromagnetische straling, leert echter dat
deze zo hoog i s , dat ook ernstig rekening moet worden gehouden met
sterke plar.maturbulentie.

22. Enerzijds blijkt uit het voorkomen van Type IV-dm fijnstructuren bij
zeer verschillende vlammen, dat de bronparameters zodanige waarden
hebben, dat er per vlamgebied vele potentiële bronnen verwacht kunnen
worden. Anderzijds blijkt uit de homogeniteit van de spectra, dat vrijwel
altijd slechts één bron per keer in het spel i s .
Er moet dus nog een, tamelijk scherp, selectie criterium zijn.



23. Schattingen van de minimaal vereiste energiedichtheld in plasmagolven
voor Type TV-dm continuum straling door z.g. "induced scattering" en
van de grenswaarde daarvan voor sterke plasmaturbulentie, suggereren
dat er slechts een geringe ruimte is tussen deze energiedichtheids-
waarden, die bovendien slechts zou bestaan voor een beperkt gebied in
deeltjesdichtheid.
Indien de aan de orde zijnde fijnstructuren alleen binnen deze ruimte
kunnen optreden, zou daarmee het selectiecriterium voor de bron gegeven
zijn en tevens begrepen kunnen «orden waarom deze verschijnselen binnen
een beperkt golflengtegebied van de dm-golven voorkomen.

24. Volgens Kaplan en Tsytovich, 1973, vindt bij optreden van sterke plasma-
turbulentie, binnen een tijdsbestek van de reciproke plasmafrequentie
(in ons geval in de orde van een ns) zodanige dissipatie van plasma-
golfenergie (turbulente verhitting) plaats, dat de toestand van zwakke
plasmaturbulentie terugkeert.
Dit zou betekenen dat de overgang tussen deze toestanden scherp i s .
Bovendien zou bij overschrijding van de grens door de turbulente ver-
hitting de bijzondere electronensnelheidsverdeling die in Type IV-dm
bronnen verondersteld wordt, verstoord worden.
Tijdelijke overschrijdingen van de hiervoor genoemde grens zouden de
breedbandige kortlevende absorpties kunnen veroorzaken.

Kaplan, S.A., Tsytovich, V.N.: 1973, Plasma Astrophysics, Oxford 1973,
p. 28.

25. Het is opmerkelijk dat de structuur in tijd van reeksen breedbandige
kortlevende absorpties l i jkt op die van sommige botsingsloze schok-
golven .

26. Slordig spreken over "terugdringen van de rol van kernwapens" schept
heilloze verwarring. Men dient te onderscheiden: de kwalitatieve ro l ,
die niet teruggedrongen kan worden, maar waarin kernwapens door ander-
soortige middelen moeten worden vervangen, en de kwantitatieve rol , waar
het gaat om aantallen en verdeling daarvan over wapensystemen.

27. Bij de discussie over energieproblematiek wordt te veel de schaarste
aan primaire energiedragers benadrukt en te weinig de maximaal toe-
laatbare milieubelasting.

28. Gezien het grote belang van de bescherming van de persoonlijk levens-
sfeer, in deze tijd van toenemende mogelijkheden van gegevensverwerking,
dient elke niet noodzakelijke vastlegging van gegevens die tot die sfeer
behoren, achterwege te blijven. De eis tot opnemen van een curriculum
vitae in het proefschrift, dient daarom uit het promotiereglement ge-
schrapt te worden.

CSlottje.
] april 1982.


